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Door ladingsuitwisseling van H2 met alkali atomen kan
de metastabiele c^üu -toestand van H2 efficiënt bevolkt
worden. Via dit mechanisme zou een ultraviolet E£-
laser gemaakt kunnen worden die kontinu afstembaar is
van 220 nm tot 450 nm.

Dit proefsohrift3 Hoofdstuk V en VI.

Door para-H^ door een dun folie te schieten zou de
Bohm-variant van het beroemde Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen
gedachten experiment praktisch uitgevoerd kunnen worden.

D.J. Bohm3 Quantum Theory (Prentice Hall, Englewood
Cliffs, N.I.3 1951).
A. Einstein3 B. Podolsky en N. Rosen3 Phys.Rev.47j
777 (1935).

De keuze van de piekbreedte in vluchttijd spektra als
maat voor de vrijgekomen kinetische energie in de
laser desorptie van K+-ionen door Cotter en Tabet is
op zijn minst twijfelachtig.

R.J. Cotter en J.C. Tabet 3 Int.J. Mass Speotr.
Ion Phys. 533 151 (1983).

Van Asselt et al. hebben zich vermoedelijk niet
gerealiseerd dat in hun metingen aan de fotodisso-
ciatie van H2 de vibratie niveau's van het moleku-
laire ion alleen maar opgelost konden worden doordat
de laser excitatie selektief is voor het rotatie-
niveau van het molekuul.

N.P.F.B, van Asselt3 J.G. Maas en J. Los3
Chem. Phys. 53 429 (1974).



De interpretatie van elastische verstrooiings expe-
rimenten van N + aan edelgassen zou aanzienlijk vereen-
voudigd kunnen worden als bundels met uitsluitend N +

in de 3p-grondtoestand gebruikt zouden worden. Een
dergelijke bundel kan gemaakt worden via ladingsuit-
wisseling van N2 met He+.

U. Thielmann, J. Krutein en M. Barat3 J. Phys. B:
Atom. Molec. Phys. 13, 4217 (1980).
J.H. Moore, Phys. Rev. A 103 724 (1974).

De in dit proefschrift beschreven oriëntatie oscil-
laties in de elektronvmgst van H2 kunnen alleen
verklaard worden als een interferentie tussen de in-
en uitgaande kanalen indien het opgebouwde fasever-
schil een extreem vertoont als funktie van de bot-
singsparameter b.

Dit proefschrift, Hoofdstuk VII.

7

Digitale ruis in spektra kan ontstaan als er nume-
rieke bewerkingen uitgevoerd worden op gedigitali-
seerde gemeten grootheden. Een afdoende en korrekte
oplossing kan verkregen worden door de afgeronde
getallen een schijnnauwkeurigheid te geven binnen
de meetfout door het optellen van een willekeurige
waarde alvorens de berekening te starten.

8

Een 'vrije' stelling bij een proefschrift voldoet
aan één van de te stellen eisen als hij twee maal
gelezen dient te worden voordat een glimlach op-
gewekt wordt.



De invloed die de lengte van een verkeersfile uit-
oefent op de berichtgeving erover via de radio is
vaak geringer dan de tegenovergestelde beïnvloeding.

10

De enige doeltreffende manier om militaire kon-
frontaties op grote schaal te voorkomen is de
opheffing van de soevereiniteit van staten, al-
thans op het gebied dat aangeduid wordt als
defensie.

f I V
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I I

CHAPTER I

Introduction

This thesis is devoted to molecular dissociation, in par-

ticular the dissociation of the hydrogen molecule H2 arising

from electron capture of its ion H^ in a collision. Thereby

the important practical question how a chemical bond can be

broken is implicitly addressed, which forms a major motiva-

tion for this type of research. Since every chapter, written

in the form of an article, contains its own introduction we

will give here only a more general introduction to this work.

1. Chemical physics
The study of the structure of molecules and their reactions

on a microscopic scale forms nowadays a broad field, known as

chemical physics. This name already indicates the interdisci-

plinary character of this science that is not only directly

related to chemistry and physics but also to astronomy and

aeronomy. Hore specifically, results are obtained that are of

practical use in plasma physics, gasphase chemistry, the

study of the interstellar medium and upper layers of the at-

mosphere as well as laser modeling and the construction of

fusion reactors. Although great progress has been made during

the last few decades through a very fruitful interaction be-

tween theory and experiments, the main effort still has to be

limited to the simplest systems (i.e. di- and triatomics).
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Important experimental improvements are achieved by the use

of molecular and atomic beams, lasers, sophisticated detec-

tion techniques and computers.

The latter development has also greatly enhanced the possi-

bilities for detailed theoretical calculations. In principle

quantum mechanics provides a perfect description of every

molecular system and its evolvement in time by the appropriate

Schrödinger equation, taking into account all electro-magnetic

interactions. Analytical solutions are, however, in general

impossible for such complicated many-particle systems. There-

fore simplifications are nearly always necessary and the

accuracy of the results depends on the quality of the model

and the mathematical approximations made. Numerical methods

have allowed the use of less crude models and a fast way to

solve the generated equations. Comparison with experiment

stays, however, crucial for the further development of theo-

ries.

A very successful basic approximation is the Born-Oppen-

heimer separation of electronic and nuclear motion.in a mole-

cule. The motion of the nuclei, i.e. vibrations and rotations,

can then be treated as occurring in a fixed electronic poten-

tial field. The translational velocity of the whole molecule

(or atom) in collisions is still often successfully described

as a classical trajectory. A modern theory, developing along

these lines, dealing with the type of charge exchange proces-

ses considered in this thesis (molecular ion + atom) is pre-

sented in chapter IV.

2. Types of experiments
For convenience experiments in molecular physics can be

divided in two classes, although mixed experiments are beco-

ming more and more frequent. The oldest class is electronic

spectroscopy, the measurement of optical emission and absorp-

tion spectra. Every physicist will be aware of the fact that

the first results, the observation of discrete atomic lines

at the end of the 19th century, have led to the development

of the quantum theory for atoms. Electronic spectroscopy,
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in general applied on bulk material, delivers mainly informa-

tion on the position of energy levels of free molecules and

radicals (i.e. 'adiabatic states'). These levels can be measu-

red with very high (Doppler limited) precision and since

laser- and synchrotron-radiation are used the method can be

applied to a wide variety of systems. In the case of continuum

states (i.e. ionization or dissociation) normal electronic

spectroscopy only gives fragmentary information through band

spectra. In these cases the detection of the released partic-

les is needed. If these particles are detected from threshold

and the accuracy of the light source is used by scanning the

wavelength, high resolution spectroscopy again is possible.

Also reactive collisions, which are of prime practical inte-

rest, can only be studied indirectly by the detection of equi-

librium level populations.

Therefore a second class of experiments, namely collision

experiments, has now developed into a very valuable tool. The

investigation' of controlled collisions of particles through

the use of beam techniques can produce direct information on

the reactions between these particles and gives also additio- -

nal information on their structure. For example quantum states

and transitions of a diatomic molecule can be investigated

by collisions of the constituting atoms. Normally the momen-

tum p of the scattered particles is observed. Refinements can

be introduced by probing the quantum states before and/or

after the collisions. It will be clear that the energy resolu-

tion in scattering experiments is much lower than for optical

speutroscopy. Rotational resolution is, however, feasible

as will be demonstrated in chapter VIII of this thesis.

3. Beam experiments
Scattering experiments are a very successful tool, not only

in molecular physics, to investigate the forces between par-

ticles. Excitation in general takes place around a certain

critical distance Rc between the particles involved. The fact

that this distance is passed twice in a full collision often
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obscures the interpretation. On the other hand one can some-

times take advantage of the interference effects to investi-

gate the internal development with time of one of the colli-

sion partners in great detail. There exists a beautiful way

to circumvent the whole problem by preparing the system direct-

ly in the middle of a collision and thus pass Rc only once.

This is done by photodissociation, to which is therefore

sometimes referred as a half collision. Collision induced

dissociation, the subject of this thesis, is from this view-

point a peculiar sequence of a full collision between a mole-

cule and a target particle followed by a half collision of

the fragments in which the molecule breaks up. Besides the

fundamental interest indicated above, the study of dissocia-

tions is also of direct practical interest. For almost all

chemical reactions a bond has to be broken, i.e. a dissocia-

tion takes place.

1. Experiments on dissociations
Different experimental approaches exist for investigating

dissociative processes. The most important are photofragment

spectroscopy and translational spectroscopy. In both methods

the fragments are momentum analysed. In photofragment spec-

troscopy a thermal neutral beam is crossed with a pulsed la-

ser beam and time-of-flight (TOF) spectra of the released

fragments are recorded. A variant is the detection of the

Doppler broadening of successive fluorescence of excited

fragments.

Translational spectroscpy makes use of a mass spectrometer

to measure the momentum distribution of charged fragments

created in a fast beam. Due to the kinematic compression in

a fast beam, the momentum resolution is almost free of ther-

mal spread and therefore much higher than for the firstly

mentioned method. 'Classical' translational spectroscopy is

limited to charged fragments and practically, although not

essentially, also to molecular ions. In chapter II of this

thesis a novel experimental technique is described, which

greatly extends the possibilities. The momentum analyser has
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been replaced by a large area, double, detector to intercept

both fragments and measure their mutual translation in posi-

tion and time after a fixed flight time. Thereby not only

dissociations into neutral fragments can be investigated but

also the detection efficiency is enhanced by a factor of

1 0 - 1 0 . To obtain a momentum resolution which in most cases

is superior to the old method, the dissection techniques for

raicrochannel plate detectors had to be improved. This is des-

cribed in chapter III.

A unique application of this new kind of spectroscopy is

the important process of dissociative charge exchange of a

molecular ion, resulting in two neutral fragments. Such experi-

ments are performed on the simplest ion, i.e. H2, and are pre-

sented in chapters V till VIII.

5. Theory for Near Resonant Charge Exchange (NRCE)
To get a feeling for NRCE at intermediate energies we

shall discuss the Demkov model, which applies for atoms when

the asymptotic resonance energy defect AI „ =I. - I_ (the dif-
as A D

ference between the binding energies of the active electron

in the atoms A and B) is small. Curve crossings are not impor-

tant in that case because the electron transfer occurs al-

ready at large interparticle distances R, where the molecular

potentials for A + + B (state 1) and A + B * (state 2) are still

nearly parallel. The energy defect AI=H 1 1 - H 2 2 will in gene-

ral differ from AI a g because of a different polarization of

the two atoms. At a certain Rc the exponentially decreasing

exchange integral H 1 2 will become equal to AI and a sudden

change of character of the molecular wavefunctions will occur.

Around RQ (which is of course passed twice) the exchange will

take place. Demkov tref. 18 of Ch. V] finds a result for the

collision velocity Vj^^ where the maximum cross section will

be reached which is similar to the outcome of the Hassey adia-

batic criterion:

(1)
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where 1 is a parameter on the order of the dimension of the

atoms (a few a ).
o' -XR

Also assuming an exponential behaviour of H12(R) =e

Olson [ref. 19 of Ch. V] gives a more reliable quantitative

result because he also includes the regions outside Rc.

He introduces a reduced velocity s"1 » 2HXv/irAI and finds a

universal curve for a reduced cross section Q = Q/JirRc fron

numerical calculations. This universal curve exhibits a maxi-

mum Q =1.1 at 6 =3.1. By neglecting polarization effects

and using a semi-empirical formula for X«(I(eV)/13.6) ,

where I is the ionization potential, a practical result for

the position of the maximum cross section is obtained:

v „=14.5« 107 (|AI|/IJ) [cm/sec] (2)
DlaX

Although it can serve as a guide, the Demkov model cannot

be applied directly on the NRCE between a molecule and an

atom. The exchange Interaction will not only depend on R, but

also on the orientation and other internal parameters of the

molecular partner. In chapter IV a theoretical framework for

NRCE between a molecule and an atom is presented, which treats

these dependencies explicitly. This theory is developed in

close collaboration with V. Sidis. Starting from an adequate

asymptotic exchange interaction the relevant close-coupling

equations are derived from the time dependent Schrödinger

equation. Numerical calculations are performed for the case

of H 2+Mg, where the complete set of equations is solved for

three coupled outgoing channels.

6. Experiments on the dissociative charge exchange of H£
In chapter V experiments on the dissociative CE of H* with

Ar, Mg, Na and Cs targets are presented. It is shown that due

to the différent ionization potentials of the targets I.,

different Hj-states are strongly populated in agreement with

the Demkov model. In total four different channels are dis-

tinguished. For H^+Mg a more detailed comparison is made
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with the calculated cross sections obtained in chapter IV.

Much information is contained in the discrete parts of

the energy spectra arising from predissociation of H_-states.
3

In chapter VI predissociation of the c n state is treated.

Results for the populations, lifetimes and energies of speci-

fic vibrational rotational levels are obtained. It is very

useful to obtain purely spectroscopie information on a triplet

state of H 2 because these states are very difficult to study

by optical means. In chapter VIII results are presented for

the predissociation of the d IIu-state, where even rotational

levels could be resolved. In chapter VII a peculiar behaviour

of the observed anisotropy in the orientation of the mole-

cule for the exchange process is discussed.
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CHAPTER II
Time and position-sensitive

detector for dissociative

processes in fast beams

Abstract

A microchannel plate detectoi has been dzvelopzd to detect the time and
position oi amival oi two panticZes simuZtaneouAly. High lesolution in po-
sition and time ana. achieved with 100 \im FOHM and 0,5 n&zc FliWM izipectively.
Tkz detectoK is designed to measure dissociative processes oi molecuZei
in iast beams. The neZeased kinetic energy and the direction oi the as-
sociated momentum with lespeet to the beam diiection in the centne. oi
man, can be determined directly. This method oüers big advantages over,
the determination by means oi a mass spectiometeA which is common practise,
in thz iield oi 'tnanslationaZ ipzetwicopy'. The zHitUencti is increased
by a iacton, oi 10-10 with comparable energy lesolution. measurements
are. pziiomzd on the dissociative change exchange 04 Ĥ  with Ug atoms.
In the Kangz oi 7,2-10,2 zV 77 dJüswete energies one. observed due to thz
pnedistociation oi the c3nu-itate in H„.

1. Introduction
With the term 'translational spectroscopy' one usually means

the determination of the momentum distribution of charged frag-

ments originating from dissociation of molecular ions. For this

purpose mass spectrometers are used since Aston [1] recognised,

already in 1920, that peaks appearing at non integral mass num-

bers were due to molecular dissociation. Nowadays mass spectro-

meters with a good resolution, of the order 10 3-i0 4, can

resolve vibrational structures and are in use at several labo-
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ratories (2,3,4]. Experiments have been performed on collisio-

nal dissociation, predissociation of rotationally excited me-

tastable states and the last ten years also on photodissociation

with laser beams.

In spite of the success of translational spectroscopy with

mass spectrometers a number of experimental shortcomings were

felt. The most important are the low efficiency, which limits

the choice of ion cources, light sources and transitions to

be studied, and the impossibility to measure neutral fragments.
-4

The low efficiency, < 10 for a mass spectrometer with po-

sition sensitive detector C53, is due to the fact that only

strictly forward and backward scattered fragments can be accep-

ted. Neutral fragments are already detected with high resolu-

tion by Vogler and Meierjohann [6 3. By means of two channel-

trons, placed symmetrically around the beam line, they measured

the flight time difference (FTD) of two H-atoms emerging from

dissociative charge exchange of H^. In this paper a method is

described which is based on the same principle. However, by

using microchannel plates in a time and position sensitive

detector, the difference in time of arrival between two corre-

lated fragments can be recorded simultaneously over the total

solid angle of the laboratory distribution of dissociation pro-

ducts. This means a large improvement in efficiency with res-

pect to the flight time difference as well as the mass spec-

trometer method. Another advantage is the direct measurement

of the angular dependence of the dissociation. One experiment

yields unambiguously the distribution of fragments in the cen-

tre-of-mass momentum space because all dissociations are de-

tected simultaneously.

A second motive for this detector development is a general

extension of the possibilities of microchannel plate detectors.

These devices are becoming an important tool in many fields

of experimental physics. Simultaneous, high resolution, time

and position detection can be useful in many applications.

2. Method
A beam of molecular ions (or molecules) with an energy EQ
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DETECTOR

DISSOCIATION
PRIMARY

2.5-10 keV

fig. 1 - The. ptinCyiple. o£ OUA dtte.ctA.on method. A time.- and pe-

tition tentative. HicJw Channel Plate, detzctoit it uted

to detest both dc&iociatton ptoducti.

of 2-10 keV is directed onto the centre of a special channel-

plate detector (see fig.l). At a suitable distance (30 cm- 2m)

before the detector dissociation is induced by interaction with

photons, electrons or a collision gas. With the measurement of

two quantities, in this case the mutual distance R and the

flight time difference T of the fragments, the kinematics of

the dissociation in the molecular centre-of-mass frame is com-

pletely determined. Only in the case of unknown mass distribu-

tion between the fragments, the ratio of R1 and R2 has to be

measured too.

2.1. Transformation into the centre-of-mass frame

Por the derivation of the transformation formulas we use the

components vx and V||, respectively parallel and perpendicular

to the beam direction, of the mutual velocity v(|v| = v i + v 2 '

of the fragments in their centre of mass. The velocity of the

molecular centre of mass itself is denoted by vQ. For simpli-

city we choose the masses of the two fragments equal. With t,

and x2 being the flight times of both particles travelling the

distance I we can write for the mutual distance R:
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Because under experimental conditions v. <<vQ this reduces to:

To the same approximation the flight time difference is given

by

An important consequence of formulas (2) and (3) is that al-

though R and T are measured in the laboratory frame, they are

a direct measure for v^ and vn in the centre-of-raass frame.

Since we have chosen nu equal to m2» the reduced mass y of the

system becomes i of the molecular mass M. With (2) and (3) the

released kinetic energy e can be calculated as:

e = % U V
2 = 4 M (V?+V2) =—% [(v T)2+R21 (4)

The centre-of-mass scattering angle 6 ( f ig . l ) i s given by:

v l R
6 =arctan —- = arctan — (5)

II o

Figure 2 is a visualisation of formulas (4) and (5) and is very

useful in understanding the transformation into the c m .

frame. The .laboratory parameters V Q T and R are cartesian coor-

dinates in this picture which makes /e~(or v) and 6 polar co-

ordinates. The third spherical coordinate 4> in the c m . frame

is not considered because it is transformation invariant. With

de being proportional to vdv it is easy to see that de.de in

fig.2 has always the sane area or

de.d8 = const. * dRdvQt (6)

Also sketched in figure 2 are the cross sections through the

momentrum distribution as determined by an FTD-experiment as

that of Meierjohann and Vogler [7] and an R-measurement with a

strict coincidence condition, like in our first experiment

(section 5) . For both experiments the Jacobian of the transfor-
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R-spectrum

.(V«T)2*R2

Z 3-ï=jv*T?- spectrum

30 40
vox tmmJ

50

fig. 2 - Relation oi the memuJied pafutmteu R [mutual dii-

tance oi inagmenti) and r [QUght timz di{£eA.znce.)

with the. Huteaied kinetic eneAgg e and the cm.

angle, e U e e albo &ig. ) ) . Tfte pujtuWi/ enwtgt/ Efl hub

been taken 5 ke.V and the length oi the &Ught path I
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mation i s not constant as in (6) , but i s proportional to /~i~

The FTD-method has the extra disadvantage that the 9-range

which contributes to the measured signal i s dependent on e

The general formula for £ with arbitrary mass distribution

can be deduced in a similar way as formula (4):

M
1 + 2- (7)

Here x is a signed quantity which is positive if the fragment

with mass m1 arrives first at the detector. The last term of



(7) is zero for mj^mj but can be very important for the energy

resolution when m1#m2 and £ is relatively large. This term

reflects the fact that V||/vo cannot be neglected under experi-

mental conditions. Formula (5) is fully correct under all con-

ditions .

2.2. Experimental range and resolution

The quantum efficiency of channelplates depends strongly on

the experimental conditions such as contamination of the pla-

tes. Therefore the results of various authors show large dif-

ferences C8], The efficiency for ions and neutrals, however,

can be valued at 10-20% for 1 keV after which it rises till

40-70% between 10 and 30 keV. Our experiment therefore becomes

feasible at 1 keV per particle when a correlated detection of

two fragments will have an efficiency of about 2%. This means

a beam energy of 2 keV for equal mass distribution. The total

efficiency over all dissociations in the excitation region can

then be estimated at about 1% and will be above 10% for 10 keV

molecules. In a well controlled dissociation experiment this

efficiency can be appointed very accurately which makes abso-

lute measurements possible. If the particles arrive always in

pairs the ratio between the single- and coincident-count rates

depends only on the efficiency of the detector.

So the beam energy is preferably chosen as high as possible

because of efficiency considerations. The range of R-values

which can be measured is limited by the detector. This makes

it essential to have a changeable flight length I to 'zoom in'

on the process. To get an idea of the experimental range of e

we introduce here Rm, the maximum mutual distance of two frag-

ments in the plane of the detector for a given e-value

(8 =90°). Formula (4) now reduces to

From (8) the experimental ranges of e can be deduced which

are given in table 1. As a lower limit is used Rm = 20 mm when

dissociations with e between 30° (R-l0mm) and 90° (R= R )

can be detected. When m^nu, the ranges are different as can
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be seen from formula (7). Up till a mass ratio of 4 table 1 is

still correct if a symmetric 70 mm detector is used.

The energy resolution mainly depends on the resolution in

and amounts

«I ,
e «m

50
1

1

2

2

I

cm
m
m
m
m

10

10

5

5

2

Eo

keV

keV

keV
keV

keV

6 <«•„

4

1

0,5

130

50

=20 mm)

eV

eV

eV

meV

meV

e (R =50 ram)

25 eV

6 eV

3 eV

800 meV

310 meV

(9)

(10)

Table J - Ranges o£ the. Keteaied kinetic, emugtf e
which can be meaiwied as a. function o&
the itight path length I and the pil-
waJuf beam enengy E .

If Sv T is comparable with 6R, will also be of this order

and Independent on 6. A FWHM resolution of 200 \m over a range

of 50 mm (1/250) can be realised easily. Compared with a mean

R m of 40 mm this gives a FWHM energy resolution of 1%. The ne-

cessary time resolution depends on v and consequently on the

molecular mass M if E Q is kept constant. If M = 2 a.u. (H2) and

E Q is chosen as low as possible (2 keV) a FWHM resolution of

0,5 ns would be sufficient for 1% in e . With that time reso-

lution and masses bigger than 12 a.u. E can be up to 10 keV.

The highest resolution is obtained when R m is taken as big as

possible by zooming in. For ultimate resolution one can even

take Rjjj much bigger than the detector and thus accept only dis-

sociations with small 6.

For the influence of the spread in primary energy holds

6e .
(11)
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A spread of 20 eV is still negligible in most cases. This *.s

also an advantage over the mass spectrometer method. There

the cm. velocity v of a fragment is measured as the diffe-

rence between its laboratory velocity and vQ. After partial

differentiation of this relation and substitution of dE=vdv

we get

_6e _ o o fi?\

— - - ü o ~ * }

from which it is clear that a much smaller energy spread is

needed than in our case. The spread in the flight length SL has

to be smaller than 0.5%. Therefore the interaction length can

only be a few mm's and the lifetime of the excited states be-

fore dissociation should net exceed a few ns. It is however

possible to prevent fragments originating outside the inter-

action region of reaching the detector by placing a tiny beam

dump behind the interaction region and a small diaphragm di-

rectly before it. This will also reduce the background of dis-

sociations induced by collisions with the rest gas. Especially

in the case of photodissociation this background is important.

Therefore the pressure in the flight tube has to be below 10

Torr when a laser beam with an intensity of 10 ph/s (intra-

cavity) is used.

As mentioned before the direct measurement of the total

cross section o(e, 6) is one of the advantages of this method.

The FWHM resolution in 6 will be better than 1° in almost all

cases.

3. Detector construction
The detector has to be capable of detecting two nearly coin-

cident particles. Of both particles time and position of arri-

val are to be measured with high accuracy. The first conclusion

from these demands is the necessity of 2 detectors, although

they can make use of the same set of Micro Channel Plates

(MCP's) for electron multiplication. The second essential point

is the choice between using the same anode for obtaining tirae-

and position signals or taking two sepexate anodes. The first
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option can only be realised with reasonable resolution in time

and position by a multi-anode with a fast amplifier/discrimi-

nator for every anode. This has not been chosen here because a

far less complicated system can be conceived which also promises

better resolution.

3.1. Position measurement

After the choice for an interpolating position read-out it

seems obvious to make two 2-dimensional systems. It is, how-

ever/ possible to measure the distance R between the two frag-

ments with two 1-dimensional read-outs because the centre-of-

mass of the dissociated molecule moves along the beam line.

Therefore a multi-anode system is designed with circularly shaped

anodes (see fig.3). The two sets of circular anodes have a com-

0 CM

1 CM

2 CM

3 CM

4 CM

5 CM

CM

7 CM

F-ig. 3 - The muZti-anode. patte/tn uizd to IKMUAZ the diitancei

o^ the, tu» neanltj coincident pantLcZeA to the cmttve

o& the. deXectofi. A centen. o{ giuwity method giv&t the

exact poiZtion o{ the patticZei.
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nion centre point. This offers the possibility to measure R1

and R, directly and of course also the sum R. The diameter of

the beam and the accuracy with which it is aimed at the cen-

tre of the detector now introduce a small error in the estima-

tion of R. This error (RJ+RJ-R) is the difference between the

sum of the 2 sides and the' base of a triangle with sharp base

angles. To maintain an accuracy of 200 pm FWHM in the range

10 mm < R < 50 mm, an uncertainty in the position of the centre

of mass of the molecule of 1 mm is acceptable and thus rather

wide beams can be used. It should be remarked that for the mea-

surement of collision induced dissociations the deflection of

the c.m. of the molecule has to be taken into account.

Two different interpolating multi-anode methods are availa-

ble to appoint the center of charge of the cloud of electrons

from the' MCP's. The rings can be taken equidistant and the

amount of charge on each one divided by two or more amplifiers

linearly dependent on the position of the strip. The most sim-

ple way to achieve this is the method developed by R.W. Wij-

nandts van Resandt et al. [9] in which the strips are intercon-

nected by capacitors and leak-resistors and only two amplifiers

are used. In the second method, recently published by Mar-

tin et al. [10], two anodes (sets of wedges or strips) are ar-

ranged in such a way that the charge is shared between them

directly in the correct ratio. The first method, which is al-

ready widely used in our institute Cll], has been chosen here.

Figure 3 shows the pattern of the collector plate that has been

realised on an epoxy printing board applying a foto-etching

technique. The capacitors in the chain were chosen 5.6 nF, lar-

ge enough compared to the stray capacity to assure good li-

nearity. The total chain capacity over 32 strips is then 200

pF, inclusive cables, and the charge sensitive amplifiers

(LeCroy TRA 510) will produce about 1 fC of charge-equivalent

noise (FWHM). This is 0.1 % of the mean charge produced by

the MCP's and the position resolution can be 0.1 % FWHM of

the range [9]. Our goal was 200 \im FWHM over 50 mm (section

1.2), which means that one fragment has to be detected with
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an accuracy of at least 140 um over 20 mm (1/150 FWHM). A sim-

ple test in which a diaphragm with 100 um diameter pinholes

was used showed that the resolution was much better than 100

pm.

The transit time of a set of MCP's is only a few nanoseconds

owing to the very short path through the plates. Therefore

the transit time spread for single particle activation is a

few hundred picoseconds and a timing resolution of this order

is possible. This has been demonstrated by several authors

[12,13,14]. They all used 50 ficoaxial anodes to obtain an op-

timal pulse with a risetime of 300-500 psec. Such a device can-

not be used in the case of combined position and time detection.

The anode which is used for position detection is unsuitable

too because charge sensitive amplification is essentially slow.

Some transparant structure in front of the anode is needed.

0 V

26kV

diaphragm
* faraday cup

channelplates
timing device
collector plate
(position detection

fig. 4 - The. zonifrwaUcm ofi the. deXectoi. All elementi ate

togeXheJt by 4p/u*ig loadt, on jou* Al-oxyde. nodi.
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At first two fine grids, one for each halve of the detector,

were tried. Although good pulses and a low cross talk between

the grids could be obtained the idea was abandoned because the

position measurement degraded too much. Experiments showed that

the degrading of position resolution and linearity were only

due to the big distance that was needed between the collector

plate and the second channelplate. In this gap not only the

two halve grids had to be placed but also a third full grid

above the collector to screen the influence of the anode struc-

ture on the impedance of the fast system.

The best way to achieve our goal turned out to be the use

of the fast current pulse induced in the supply line of the

output face of the second HCP when a particle is detected.

With a small transmission-line-type transformer [15] a fast

voltage puls can be created and brought to ground potential.

A special gold coated plate is used to get a position indepen-

dent RC-time. A normal 2" Ni-Cr coated plate has a surface re-

sistance of 500 a which makes the risetime of the pulses posi-

tion dependent. The special plate on which the gold coating

was deposited as two halve circles was manufactured on request

by Mullard Co. To avoid 'ringing' of the pulses a good wave

guide was made by sandwiching the MCP-surface between two ground

planes. The other side of the MCP and a grid between the MCP

and the collector were used for this purpose. The potential

of the grid is chosen to get equal electrical field strengths

at both sides. The gap between the second HCP and the collec-

tor is 4 mm and with this construction optimal position detection,

described in section II.3.1., was obtained. With 1 kV/plate

the positive time pulses are 5-10 mV in amplitude while the

risetime is about 1 ns. The capacitive coupling between the

two electrically separated MCP-halves causes a cross talk of

5%. Although this gives rise to interference peaks in the flight

time difference spectrum the time resolution is not seriouslv

affected and the e- and 6-spectra will be almost unharmed. The

time resolution could only be measured indirectly (section 5)

and yielded a resolution of about 0.5 ns FWHM.
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3.3. Mechanical construction

The construction of the whole detector is sketched in figure

4. All elements are centered by four Al-oxyde rods and pressed

together by spring loads. The contacts with the MCP's are made

with Cu-foils. In front of the detector a butterfly shaped dia-

phragm is placed to mask the parts of the detector that cannot

be used. On this diaphragm a small faraday cup is placed to

intercept and to measure the intensity of the primary beam.

H. Electronics
4.1. Position detection

The signals from the four charge integrating preamplifiers are

amplified by standard NIM shaping amplifiers and fed into four

12 bit, Wilkinson type (100 Mhz), ADC's. The output of these

are multiplexed, together with the timing data, derandomized

in a fifo-buffer and subsequently offered to a fast bit-slice

processor. With A and B being the amounts of charge detected

at the ends of one capacitor chain the position x of the par-

ticle is computed by

Such a digital approach was chosen over an analog division be-

cause it offers better resolution and stability.

The fast pulses are amplified 50 times by 2 cascaded, 1 ns

risetime, amplifiers. Constant fraction discriminators (Can-

berra 1428 A) are used to establish the exact moment the parti-

cle has arrived. Their outputs, one of them delayed, are con-

nected with a time to amplitude converter (TAC). The flight

time difference is digitized by the fifth ADC. The whole

system is synchronised by the TAC which opens gates in the four

position ADC's when a coincidence is detected. Because of this

delayed coincidence condition (T <100 ns) the background of

non dissociative events is very low when the intensity of dis-
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sociating molecules is kept below a few hundred khz. This is

also necessary to keep the shaping amplifiers below their max-

imum count rate.

4.3. Data management

The fast processor (400 ns per instruction) calculates all pa-

rameters of interest, in general e and 8, on line to save me-

mory requirements. The output is accumulated in a 65 K multi-

channel analyser (MCA) as 3-dimensional N c(e ,S) spectra. Other

spectra, such as R and T, are accumulated at the same time in

an 8K -MCA. A LSI 11/23 processor and a FOP 11/70 computer are

used for further data manipulations.

5. Dissociative charge exchange of H2
When an H2-beam is directed through a target gas, for instan-

ce H_, electron capture will be induced. The Ht molecules are

25

H*H*

1 2 3
INTERNUCLEAR DISTANCE CA]

Fig. 5 - Somz potential cuAv&i oi H^ JieZzvant to OWL expeJiimentt

V6.UI.
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neutralised and a fraction dissociates into a pair of neutrals

(H+H) or ions (H++H~). The formation of H-H pairs can be stu-

died very well in our apparatus because they can be separated

from all other dissociative events by deflecting the ions af-

ter the collision chamber. As Vogler demonstrated in 1976 [16]

there are two main channels for this process. The first one

is a direct transition of the 2Z* ground state of H^ into the

repulsive b3!* state of H 2 (fig.5). The second one is a pre-

dissociation of the c3nu state, which is formed after charge

exchange, into the b 3 ^ state. The released kinetic energy e

in this case depends on the vibrational energy in the n-state.

The e-distribution exhibits this vibrational structure as

sharp peaks between 7.2 and 10.2 ev [6]. This is a good test

for our method because a high relative resolution is needed

when e is big and especially the timing resolution has to be

good for-this light molecule (sect. II.2.2.).

5.1. The apparatus

The ions are formed in an electron impact source (a in fig.6)

and focussed by an einzellens (b). The molecular ions of in-

terest are selected with a Wien filter (c) ind after collima-

f g

pi' ' -
HI r

- n
- u

Ftg. 5 - Schematic dwaing of, the. apfXVtatuA.
a. ECectton impact. (Wiet) ion iounce., b. Einzettem,
c. Wieniitt&L, d. Viaphnagm, e. Ve.£lection plate*, _£.
CotUiion chatnbeA, £. Ion tnap, h. fleieeto*.
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tion (d) they enter the second vacuum chamber. Here the beam

is directed through a collision chamber (f) of: 1 mm length and

an entrance hole of 200 urn diameter. The flight path between

the collision chamber and the detector (h) is 45 cm. On the

detector the beam has an intensity of 10 A. The detector

is movable in a plane perpendicular to the beam to facilitate

outlining. Directly after the collision chamber deflection

plates (g) are mounted which are able to trap all ions. The

pressure in the whole apparatus is 10 Torr during experi-

ments.

5.2. Measurements and discussion

The R-spectrum corresponding to a discrete kinetic energy e

exhibits a singularity at the maximum ^ for this energy (6 =

90°). From formula (2) can be deduced for fixed £:

R
e(8) = const, x sine • (14)

The differential of R (6) to e is cose which gives a geome-

trical rainbow for 8 = 90° (6R/6e = O) in the R-spectrum. This

makes it very attractive to accumulate always an R-spectrum of

correlated fragments during an experiment. Existing structures

will become visible without any calibration. Indeed 10 peaks

of the vibrational structure were resolved in the R-spectrum

of the dissociative recombination of H~> The primary energy

was 6.8 keV for practical reasons and Mg-vapor was used as tar-

get to enhance electron capture into the c nu-state of H 2.

At the same time as the spectrum mentioned above the R-spec-

trum of figure 7 was recorded. Much sharper peaks are present

here because only dissociations with 6 near 90° are accepted.

For this purpose events with a flight time difference smaller

than 2 ns were selected. The third peak in this spectrum is

250 um FWHM which means 125 meV in e or 1.5% energy resolu-

tion. This is not due to the detector, which has a resolution

of 100 um FWHM, but caused by the convoluting effect of the

finite effective length of the interaction region and the dis-

tribution over a few rotational states in the intermediate
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electronic state before predissociation.

Another on-line selection on the incoming data yielded an

FTD-spectrvun as indicated in figure 2. Around R = 26 mm a win-

dow of 200 ym was set in order to obtain an FTD-spectrum with

vibrational structure around T =20 ns, well outside the cross

talk interference region. From the width of the R-window and

the observed resolution in the R-spectra 800 psec. FWHM was

expected for the third peak. The spectrum showed 10 well resol-

ved peaks with 900 psec. FWHM for the third peak. This means

that the time resolution of the detector is about 500 psec,

which is sufficient for our purpose.

The 17 peaks that can be distinguished in figure 7 are lis-

ted in table 2. The energy scale had to be calibrated on a peak

of the spectrum because the exact length of the flight path
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peak nr.
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was unknown. The first 9 peaks (up till number 8) can unambi-

guously be attributed to the lowest 9 vibrational levels of

the predissociating c nu-state of which the position of the

lowest 4 levels is known front spectroscopie measurements [17].

From these four we have chosen the v=3 level because the mea-
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surer=nts of Meierjohann et al. [6], which are also listed in

table 2, are in best agreement with the spectroscopie data for

this peak. The peaks beyond 3 form a more or less regular se-

ries as a continuation of the vibrational series of the c3ltu~

state up till v=16. Some irregularities are, however, present

in the gaps above v = 8 and the peaks with numbers 9, 10 and 11

appear to be double peaks. Meierjohann and Vogler proposed the

predissociation of the e3ï+-state to account for their spectra

above e =9.5 eV (see table 2). Our spectra, taken with consi-

derably higher resolution, show that this explanation has to be

rejected. More elaborate measurements will be presented and

discussed in chapter VI of this thesis.

6. Conclusions and future developments
Simultaneous high resolution position- and tine of arrival

measurement, as achieved here in a simple way, will be useful

in many experiments in several fields of research. The feasi-

bility of the application as position- and time-detector for

two correlated particles is demonstrated and thereby an alter-

native is given for high resolution experiments on dissociative

processes.

The energy resolution (1%) is for most experiments compa-

rable to that of a good mass spectrometer. If necessary it is

however possible to enhance the resolution substantially by

'zooming in' on the process as explained in section 2.2. Very

high efficiency, up to 10% of the number of dissociations oc-

cur ing, has now become possible in translational spectroscopy.

Combined with a low background, due to coincident detection of

both fragments, this field can now be extended towards weak

transitions and species of which only weak beams can be made.

Also weaker excitation sources such as UV-lamps or electron

beams can be considered. In principle the background of colli-

sion induced dissociations can be suppressed too as outlined in

section 2.2. The demands on the quality of the molecular beam are

modest. The relative energy spread can be as large as the re-

solution desired in e (e.g. 1%). The diameter of the beam at
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the detector is allowed to be quite large, in' our case 1 nun,

while the influence of beam divergence is only second order.

In experiments where this demand is too severe, for instance

because the molecule is deflected too much in a collision, the

detector can be extended to give 2-dimensional position infor-

mation on both particles. This gives also access to the sphe-

rical coordinate 4> of the dissociation process.

The construction of a dedicated beam apparatus in which our

method can be exploited to its full extent is in progress and

will be operational when this paper appears in press. The main

features axe a variable flight path with ultrahigh vacuum and

the availability of different types of ion sources and inter-

action mechanisms, i.e. collision- or photon-induced dissocia-

tion. The magnetic field of the earth has to be screened in

the new apparatus because it disturbs the trajectories of char-

ged fragments too much. For the further future we have also

planned experiments on dissociative attachment by crossing

the beam of molecular ions with an electron beam. Dissociation

into a pair of neutrals in this way or by charge exchange is

a unique field for this kind of spectroscopy.
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CHAPTER I I I
High spatial-and t ime -

resolution in a

microchannel plate detector
!

1. Introduction
In this chapter more detailed technical information will

be given about the detector described in chapter II. To con-

struct this detector the 'FOM charge division method' for po-

sition measurement had to be improved and a suitable timing

read-out had to be introduced. Since these developments are

of wider importance, this chapter is written as a general

guide to detector design and calibration. Compared with chap-

ter II the most important modification of the detector system

used here (sections 2.6 and 3.5) is the installation of pre-

amplifiers of higher quality.

The FOM charge division method uses a multi-anode system

behind two cascaded channelplates to determine the centre of

charge of the produced cloud of electrons. This method has

been introduced by Gott et al. [1] in 1970 and is further de-

veloped in this laboratory by Wijnaendts van Resandt et al.

[2]. In its simplest form the anode consists of rectangular

conducting strips, interconnected by capacitors and resistors

(fig. 1). The capacitors ensure that the charge Q n arriving

on strip n is divided over two charge sensitive preamplifiers

A and B in such a way that Q A n = xnQn» with the position x

ranging from 0 to 1. Since the centre of gravity of a contri-

bution is defined as

N

/Q(x)dx I Q

n=1 n
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the position of the detected particle can be found with high
accuracy from the measured charges QA and QB with

(1b)

The only condition is that the electrons have spread symmetri-

cally around the position of impact and over a sufficient num-

ber' of strips. The function of the resistors in the network

is to prevent charge integration on the strips which could

give rise to unwanted voltage excursions. The RC-time constant

has to be large compared to the risetime of the amplifiers

(typically x r=100 ns). The resulting high value of R makes

the influence of thermal noise negligible.

An important advantage of this dissection method is the pos-

sibility to shape the strips in accordance with the expected

image pattern (e.g. circular strips are used in our detector).
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Also two-dimensional read-outs can be made if the strips are

replaced by wires. A good review of realized detectors is

given by Wijnaendts van Resandt and Los [3]. An alternative

for the two-dimensional anode is recently given by Martin et

al. [4]. The treatment given in this chapter is also valid

when such a collector is used.

In this chapter we will first discuss the main sources of

uncertainty in the charge division method. We will do this

in terms of spatial resolution (section 2) and linearity

(section 3). The total resolution Ax is defined here as the

Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) of the response of the whole

system (detector + electronics) at an infinitesimal small

input signal in the x-domain. For the sake of convenience

when discussing the electronics, Ax is divided by the range

of x, Rg, which gives the resolutipn as a dimensionless entity

Ax/Rg. The linearity L is defined by the absolute value of

the biggest deviation from the best straight line through

the detector response x as a function of x, also divided by

\ (fig. 8).

In section 4 the limiting factors for the timing resolu-

tion with a channelplate detector will be discussed. Further

our time signal pick-up device will be described in more de-

tail than it was done in chapter II.

The timing resolution of this system is 500 psec FWHM

(section II.5.2.), which means 350 psec uncertainty in the

detection of one particle. Simultaneously a spatial resolution

of 30 urn FWHM in the detection of one particle is realized

with a linearity I, * 0.05% (sections 2.6 and 2.5). Another

important feature of any read-out system is the maximum count

rate. In the method described here, where charge measurement

is used for the position detection, the maximum count rate

depends on the electronics and will be between 10 and 100 kHz.

The method itself, essentially single particle detection,

is only limited by saturation of the channelplates to a few

MHz.
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2. Spatial resolution
Several contributions to the total spatial resolution of a

detector can be distinguished:

1) Channel pitch of plates.

2) Influence of discontinuous anode.

3) Noise of amplifiers.

4) Resolution of ADC's or analog divider.

5) DC-offset in amplifiers or ADC's.

These points will be considered in this order in the next sub-

sections. In the last subsection (2.6) overall conclusions

be drawn, illustrated by a practical demonstration.

2.1. Channel pitch of microchannel plates

In principle the spatial resolution of a channelplate de-

tector is limited only by the channel pitch of the plates.

This limitation is about 7 urn for the commonly used plates with

a channelpitch of 15 pm. The statistical uncertainty in the

spread of the electrons, especially between the two channel-

plates adds a few vim to the total uncertainty.

2.2. Influence of discontinuous anode

With discrete anode strips the cloud of electrons is sam-

pled at several equidistant lines (fig. 2 ) . The center of

charge of this set of samples can be determined very accura-

tely with formula (1b) if the capacitor network and electro-

nics are ideal. However, an error is already introduced in

the sampling itself, which does not exactly reflect the

charge distribution (i.e. the change of the integral into a

summation in (1a)). To estimate this error and to find the

important parameters, computer simulations have been carried

out with a cosine-shaped charge distribution. The free para-

meters were the number of strips on which the cloud falls

and the percentage of open (non-conducting) area on the col-

lector. The results of the simulation are interpreted mainly
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qualitatively. The precise charge distribution is not known

because it depends on the type of ehannelplate ('end spoiling')

and the detailed shape of the electric field which i.r influen-

ced by the charging of the non-conducting open area on the

collector. The latter effect will cause an electric field

component parallel to the collector which guides the electrons

towards the conducting strips.

The number of strips on which the cloud of electrons falls

(spot size) turned out to be the most important parameter. If

this spot size is much smaller than one, all charge will al-

ways be accumulated on one strip. This results in a spectrum

with sharp peaks at the strip positions and it is easy to see

that the maximum error in the detection of one particle (sam-

pling error) is half of the distance between two of these

peaks. The spot size has to be larger than 5 to make the

ripple in the spatial spectra negligible { < 1% ci spectrum

height). The sampling error is <0.1% of a stï .p distance in

that case, which means that an almost ideal centre-of-charge

readout has been achieved.

In practice the voltage between the anode and the last

channel plate is lowered, and thus the spot size increased,

untill the ripple disappears. The detector described in sec-

tion 2.6 (table 1) fulfils this requirement. In the design of

a collector one should reckon with the minimal number of five

collector strips to suppress the ripple. That is why one has

to add extra strips outside the prime region of interest. The

open area between the strips is of minor importance and can

be chosen according to practical possibilities between 0 and

50% of the total area.

2.3. Noise of amplifiers

Several uncertainties in the measurement of Q- and Qo con-

tribute to the standard deviation aA = aB = q of these stochas-

tical variables. Sources of spread are the noise of the pre-

and main-amplifiers.

The position x ranges from 0 to 1 (E^ =1) when it is calcu-

lated with formula (1):
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x = QA/ <QA + QB) = A/ (A + B)

Now we can. calculate the propagation of errors in x 16] as:

2 2 ,3x,2 , „2 /3x,2 _ 2 ,3x, ,3x. ,,,
a = ° ( ) + a B ( 3 B } +2aAB(3A» (3B> (2)

2
(d-x)2+x2)

with Q = A + B and thus

ax=3 /2x
7-2x7ï\

Then

|* = 2 ^ x ^ - 2x + 1, <RX = 1> (3)

in which g has to be taken FWHM now to natch our definition of

Ax. For Q the charge corresponding to the average gain can be

taken, for which a justification can be found in the calcula-

tions of Wijnaendts van Resandt et al. [2]. It should be noted

here that the pulse height distribution (or the spread in

gain) can be narrowed by using a potential of about 200 V be-

tween the channelplates [7]. With such a reduced dynamic range

of the pulses the average gain can be chosen higher.

Sometimes the formula:

y = <Q A-Q B)/(Q A + Q B ) ; - 1 < y < 1 (4>

is used to calculate the position of the event. After the

transformation x = (y t 1)/2 this formula is identical to (1).

This means also that the error is the same and this becomes

with R = 2:

Figure 3 shows that for a rough estimation of the error
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Fig. 3 - Spatial KuolutLon ai a iunctixm ot the. poiitlon x.

V&x2 - 2x + i' or V4(y2 + I)'

can be taken one.

An unavoidable contribution to g comes from the preampli-

fiers. Because q/Q (g again FWHM) can be as low as 10~

(10~16 C/10"12 C) the resolution in x can in principle be of

this order when only 2 amplifiers are used. The main ampli-

fiers must be chosen to give a noise contribution comparable

to the preamplifiers.

2.4, Resolution of ADC's or analog divider

Two methods are now in use to calculate the position

x = A/(A + B). The first one is an analog division by an Ortec,

model 464, 'position sensitive detector analyser'. This

approach gives a limitation in the resolution of 1/150 FWHM

and 0.5% in the linearity. Some improvement, especially on

the dynamic range, was found after the replacement of the

division chip by a BB DIV 100 (Burr-Brown, Tucson, OSA).
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The second method makes use of two ADC's to digitize A and

B and a fast 'bit slice' processor to compute x. If the ADC's

have a sufficiently high resolution, the total resolution will

not be limited by this part of the system. It should be noted

that the resolution of an ADC is not always equal to the num-

ber of channels, which is often due to a bad differential li-

linearity. The uncertainty in the charge measurement q has to

be compared with the average charge Q (= Qft + QB) in formula

(3), while the tail of the pulse height distribution reaches

at least as far as 3Q. Therefore 12 bit ADC's (4096 equal re-

solution -channels) are required for a resolution of 1/1000

FWHM.

Another feature of the ADC-approach is the appearance of

sharp peaks in the position spectrum at places where x is a

fraction like i or j. This is a direct consequence of the

digitization of A and B, which results in more possible A-3

combinations giving these fractions than combinations resul-

ting in other numbers for x. This effect is strongest for

small numbers and becomes unimportant if 11- or 12-bit ADC's

are used.

2.5. Offset in amplifiers or ADC'r.

If an input-offset voltage of amount c (charge-equivalent)

is present in one of the amplifiers cr an ADC, a charge Q

will be measured as Q + c. By having auch an error in measu-

ring Q B, we will find the apparent position x m as

The deviation (-c . x/Q) depends on Q and since a whole

range of Q-values is always present this error results in a

tail on one side of an otherwise sharp peak. The linear de-

pendence on x means that the deviation is largest for large

x-values. This gives us a tool to find out which of the two

measured charges (Qft or QB) has an offset since errors in Q A

will turn up as tails mainly at the other end of the spectrum.
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fig. 4 - TaW> in. a poiition ipeatoum oi ihaitp peaki indicating

in ike. ele&teonic equipment.

When a true or artificial pattern with sharp peaks is ge-

nerated (sec. 3.4), adjustment of the DC-offsets can be car-

ried out using figure 4. With stable amplifiers and ADC's

the offset can certainly be kept as low as c/Q =1/2500, which

makes a spatial resolution of the same order feasible accor-

ding to formula (6).

Since 'offset' means a certain nonlinearity in the charge

measurement it is easy to understand that other nonlineari-

ties in the charge measurement will also give rise to a worse-

ning of the spatial resolution. Therefore it is necessary to

demand a linearity of the amplifiers and other equipment equal

to the desired resolution (e.g. 0.1%). By following the off-

set-adjustment procedure indicated above it is often possible

to compensate more or less other nonlinearities in the re-

mainder of the electronic system.



2.6. Optimal spatial resolution

As we have seen in section 2.1, the absolute spatial reso-

lution is limited by the channel pitch of the plates used, in

general 15 tun. Together with the statistical uncertainty in

the spread of the electrons one can expect an ultimate resolu-

tion of about 20 um FWHM. Other contributions to the resolu-

tion are relative to the total spatial range considered and

can be made smaller than 20 yra by taking a small range. The

lowest value for this 'reduced' resolution reported so far

is 36 um FWHM over a range of 20 mm [5]. Overviewing section 2

the conclusion is that in our method the resolution of the

ADC's (or analog divider) is the most important factor. With

12-bit ADC's (4096 channels) a resolution of 0.1% FWHM can be

reached. The other errors can be kept much smaller than this

value.

Rx = 25mm

5 - Vemomtnation o< ipatltU. KiAotutlon. A ioit with pinholu

o$ 25 vm dicunztvi uxu, a&ed <u cUaphftagm. The. peak ihapu

at the. bottom one. the. 'inptvU', de/Uved &tom the. ihape.

of, the. aatiiaC peakt, and depending on the. numbe* oi chan-

nel* activated.
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A practical demonstration of this conclusion is the spec-

trum of fig. 5. Our detector with a range of 25 mm (table 1

and chapter II) was covered by a foil with several pinholes

of 25 Mm diameter. The central peak has a shape suggesting

an 'input' as sketched underneath, which would occur if the

position of the pinhole allows only 3 channels to be activated.

An upper limit for the 'reduced' resolution (excluding the

influence of the channel pitch) is found as the width of the

tails yielding 25 ym FWHM or 0.1% FHHH (= 0.04% r.m.s.).

channel pitch

anode-HCP distance

anode-MCP voltage

interplate voltage

gain of detector

distance of anode strips

open area of anode

total chain capacity

preamplifiers

main amplifiers

ADC's

- 15 pa

- 3 BB

- 100 V

- 200 V

- i o 7

- .75 m

- 40%

- 200 pp (28 «5.6 nF)

- Canberra 2004

- Ortec 575

- Laben 8210, 12-bits

Table 1 - SpaU{iaatioiu of deteato* uied in dz-
aonitnation. txptfUmenti l£igi. 5 and 7).

3. Linearity
Like the former section this one is divided in a few sub-

sections, now dealing with different factors that influence

the linearity:

1) Asymmetry in spreading of electrons.

2) Accuracy of chain capacitors.

3) Stray capacitance.

4) Electronic equipment.

Again an overview and a practical demonstration will be given

in the last subsection (3.5).
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3.1. Asymmetry in spreading of electrons

The necessary spreading of the electrons in an interpo-

lating method is guided by electrical fields. As well between

the channelplates as between the last plate and the anode

these electrical fields have to be homogeneous. This can be

achieved by mounting the channelplates and the anode strictly

parallel by using spacers of exactly equal thickness. The

conducting surfaces, especially the anode and the opposite

HCP-side, have to extend well outside the region of interest

to avoid edge effects. Of course one has to make sure that

isolating parts of the construction, except the area between

the anode strips on the detector, cannot spoil the electrical

fields by building up statical charge.

Parkes et al. [5] have shown, with a different read-out

system than the one discussed here, that an integral linearity

better than 20 Mm can be reached. Therefore we conclude that

the nonlinearity due to asymmetries in electron spreading are

negligible in a well constructed detector.

Q
B-\Hh\— -ih~ HHHPB-\Hh\— -ih~ HHHP

CN n Cm CN n C3 C2 C1

CA

Fig. 6 - Tfee iptiead o^ an injeeXed cJuvigz 2 thwugh a capac-i.-
toK chain.

3.2. Accuracy of the chain capacitors

The influence on the measured position x m of the deviation

of the capacitors from the mean value C:

AC± = C - Ct (7)



can be calculated as follows (see fig,. 6):

n 1 n 1

„ 1 +1 i
n - C * c f C „ . niC,

c

. .. n AC.

- ^ S ^ - c T (Bx = 1> (9)

The maximum value of

* C 1 S 2 C

when x = 0.5 and all capacitors with AC, > 0 are placed at one

side of the chain. This situation is highly unlikely and a

more practical estimation is 3< A C' n l a x/
c- A lower value can be

reached if the capacitors are not placed at random but with

high and low C's alternating.

For the choice of the accuracy of the capacitors the fol-

lowing rule of thumb can be given:

„.,

111 1111
1 T I I T T T

fig. 7 - CapauUtot. chcUn with itnay capcuUtancu. AZt itnay ca-

pcuUtancai havt the. iame. vatuz C&.



3.3. Influence of stray capacitance

The network of figure 6 is an idealization of the reality

where stray capacitance may give an important leak of charge.

Therefore we replace this network by the more realistic one

of figure 7.

A charge Q is injected in the chain at position x. In a

computer simulation this charge is followed on its path towards

A and B. At every strip an amount of charge leaks towards

earth through C g. The measured position of the charge injec-

tion is then calculated by

(11)

This calculation has been performed for different values of

Cs/C and.an example of the results is given in figure 8.

The positions i with the largest deviation

(12)

0.5

0.5
x

F-tg. i - HonUneatUty due. to itnay capacitance*.
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from the straight line x m = x shift towards the extremes of

the chain when Cs/C becomes smaller. A practical measure for

the linearity is L , where y is the part of the chain consi-

dered (e.g. L- g means 0.1 <x<0.9). Following the definition

given in the introduction of this chapter, ï.y is equal to

e^^/Rjj (in general S^ « 1) where Ej^^ is the maximum deviation

from the best straight line, fitted with linear regression,

in region y.

It is found empirically that L„ is proportional to C_ . N /C
2

(N is the number of capacitors) as long as Cg . N /C<2,

which is the case in practical situations. For LQ 8 holds:

LQ 8 - 2 . 4 * 1 0 -
2 - ^ N 2 (13)

A generalization of formula (13) for 0.6 < Y <0.9 has been

found as:

Ly«*2.4 . 10"
2 -£• N 2 (öTf)2'7 (14)

It is advisable to keep the stray capacitance low by choosing

a large channelplate-anode distance of a few nun's and keep-

ing metals further away on the other side of the anode. Also

the number of strips should not be taken very high, it ought

to be just possible to cover 5 strips (see sect. 2.2) with an

electron spot of practical diameter (1-5 mm). Next the value

of the chain capacitors can be chosen to give the desired

linearity according to formula (8). The total chata capaci-

tance can be up to 500 pF without an appreciable effect on

the spatial resolution by increased pre-amplifier noise

(section 2.3). In practical cases the non-linearity due to

stray capacitance can then be kept well below 0.1* (Ln o c ) .

3.4. Electronic equipment

There are two ways to influence the apparent linearity of

the position measurement by inaccuracies in the electronic

circuitry. The first one is non-linearity in the charge mea-

surement, caused by the amplifiers or ADC's. The result of
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x

F-ig. 9 - NontineaJilttf due. to a. dli&eAence. -in gcUn ion

and Qg {gcun 1 + Afc].

(gain 1)

this, however, is mainly a degrading of the resolution as

showed in section 2.5. The consequence for the linearity of

the measurement is only on the second order (a tail on one

side causes a peak shift) and can be derived qualitatively

from fig. 4. The shape of the non-linearity is often like

the one created by stray capacitance {fig. 8). For instance

the TBA510 preamplifiers (used in chapter I) are notorious

for showing this effect, probably due to an unsuitable diode

projection circuit at the input giving rise to a constant

leak of charge.

The second and most important cause for nbn-linearity is

an unequality in the gain by which the two charges Qft and Q B

are measured. If the gains differ by a fraction Ak the appa-

rent position x m will be:

1 + A k d - (15)

This behaviour is sketched in fig. 9, which can be used for

adjustments.
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Before an attempt is made to equalize the gain factors, the

offset has to be adjusted as indicated in section 2.5. A li-

nearity test can be performed by making a spatial spectrum of

all strips. Therefore charge can be injected on each strip in

a completely mounted detector. This is also possible under

vacuum by increasing the voltage between the anode and the

last channel plate until the strips become visible in a normal

spectrum (section 2.2). If a deviation turns up resembling

fig. 9, again adjustment can be carried out according to

formula (15). In this way the optimum linearity can be ob-

tained because other nonlinearities will partly be compensa-

ted as well.

When an analog divider is used the linearity of this de-

vice fixes the total linearity at 0.5%.

3.5. Practical linearity

From the preceding subsections can be concluded that all

contributions to nonlinearity can be kept well below 0.1%.

This means that an overall linearity LQ g 5 of 0.1% is feasible.

To confirm the conclusion given above, a practical test

has been carried out. The detector has already been described

in section 2.6 (table 1). The test itself was carried out by

injecting charge directly on each strip as described in 3.4.

Therefore asymmetries in the spread of electrons (3.1) are

not included in this test. The result, after an adjustment

procedure as sketched in 3.4, is a linearity L. over the full

range better than 0.05%.

4. Fast timing in a position sensitive channelplate de-
tector

4.1. Limiting factors on the timing resolution

4.1.1. The. ztzctnon multiplication

The most essential limitation is the so-called "transit

time jitter" (or spread)of the channelplates (see also
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ch.H.3.2). This contribution amounts about 200 psec for one-

particle activation [8].

4.1.2. Signal pick-up

Taking a signal from the channelplates themselves, instead

of using a special coaxial anode (excluding high spatial re-

solution measurement), causes a degrading of the pulse quality.

The risetime of the pulses will be around 1 nsec (instead of

300 psec) due to the capacitance of the plate. The influence

of this on the tine resolution by "time walk" can be made

small (± 50 psec) by using Constant Fraction Discriminators

(C.F.D.). The risetime is position dependent if normal channel-

plates with a high surface resistance (± 500 ft) are used.

Since it is very difficult to compensate electronically for

this extra "time walk" it is better to use special gold plated

channelplates (surface resistance ± 5 n), if a time resolution

better than 1 nsec is desired.

4.1.3. Ble.ctn.onla

The contribution of the electronics - "timing jitter"

(noise) and "time walk" (caused by spread in amplitude) - can

be kept as low as 100 psec. Therefore fast preamplifiers have

to be used in combination with Constant Fraction Discrimina-

tors (e.g. Canberra 1428A). Ke use home made, low noise pre-

amplifiers (150x , 1.4 ns risetime) with active DC baseline

restoring. The DC-stability has to be better than 1 mV be-

cause it affects directly the time walk of the discriminator.

Our experience with CFD's is that even the latest types will

only work properly over a broad dynamic range with triangular

pulses if they have a risetime (10-90%) of at least 1.5-2

nsec.

4.2. Realization of a fast pulse pick-up system

Xn order to get clean, unipolar, pulses with ai> optimal

signal to noise ratio, one has to design a pick-up system that

resembles as close as possible an ideal transmission line

with a "real" impedance (e.g. 50 Si). A practical detector is
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MCP tranafoxMr

high

tlaa pick-up d«vice

Fig. 11 -Schematic cJwa ózction o{ chaametptatz dvte&ton viitk
&att timing-put&z pick-up.

depicted in figures 11-13 and will be discussed below. This
detector i s capable of detecting two particles simultaneously
by separated pick-up systems connected to a channelplate
with an interrupted coating. For one-particle detection the
same system can be uti l ized. The basic idea of this time pick-
up i s to transform the induced current pulse in the supply
line of the plate into a pulse at ground potential by a wide
band transformer.

4.Z.I. Connzction to thz channztptatz

The electrical contact with the channelplate i s made via
an etched "printing board" of epoxy (fig. 12). The direct con-
tact i s only a narrow circle to keep the area of the "antenna"
(the channelplate surface) as small as possible. The channel-
plate surface i t s e l f can already be considered as a transmis-

coating back-side

coating front-side

TZ-Cort4#tuc*ton oj 'tone pick-up device' «adz o£ zpoxy
p/Uivting boafid.
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sion line with the other side of the plate as' the ground plane.

The signal is guided further over a small strip which can be di-

mensioned as a 50 fi-line in connection with the large ground

plane at the other side of the board. This ground plane is

utilized as the necessary central earth point for signal pur-

poses. The DC-potential can be chosen at the level desired for

the channelplate, which makes it possible to feed the channel-

plate, through the transformer, from this plane (fig. 11). If

the supply-cable to the ground plane (connected via a resis-

tor) is chosen long, compared to the time domain of the pulses

considered, this earth point can be kept "floating" to pre-

vent noise pick-up. The upper side of the channelplate has to

be connected to our central ground plane at several places,

which is especially important for a two-particle-detector to

diminish cross-talk. Small ceramic capacitors (100-500 pF)

are needed for this purpose because they are fast and because

their energy content is so small that they cannot blow up the

channelplate. In fig. 11 an extra foil is shown between our

contact-board and the anode. This foil can be put on a suita-

ble potential to create a uniform electrical field between the

channelplate and the anode, to secure a linear position mea-

surement. Depending on the impedance of the anode, it may be

necessary to put a fine grid over the open area of the foil

to avoid "ringing" of the fast pulses.

in

ftrit» rlnj

(Philip» fxc-3E2)

50n.co«xl«l c«bl«

(Filotax <f 1.5 ••)

Peg. 13 - Tfiatiómiiiion-tinz type. tnani&onmtA..
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4.2.2. The. ia.it ptiliz tianiioime.n

The pulse transformer used is of a transmission-line type

[9] and sketched in fig. 13. It consists of a small ferrite

ring and two pieces of thin teflon 50 ft-coaxial cable (Filo-

tex, 1.5 mm diameter). The connections are made to give an

inverted (negative) pulse output, suitable for fast electro-

nics. The transformer has to be tested for high voltage capa-

bilities prior to use. The transformer has to be matched to

the width of the pulse emerging from the plate to prevent dif-

ferentiation. He obtained an almost unipolar pulse with a

ferrits ring of 8 mm diameter (Philips fxc-3E2). The pulse is

guided to the vacuum feedthrough by normal 50 ft-cabl?. The

mantle has to be grounded to the central earth by a small

capacitor (470 pF). The vacuum feedthrough and subsequent

transmission can best be made triaxial, to avoid switching-

noise pick-up. The amplifier should be positioned as close as

possible to the detector, thus directly on the vacuum feed-

through, for the same reason as mentioned before.

4.2.3. Bench te.it

Already in a bench test the fast characteristics of the

system can be optimized. Therefore a fast pulse, terminated

in 50 SI, is forced onto the channelplate surface and the out-

put of the transformer is watched. Now the critical details

like the choice of the capacitors and their positions, can

be arranged to give good pulses. General rules for these

things cannot be given. In the case of a two-'particle detec-

tor this last stage of building is very important to achieve

a low cross talk.
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CHAPTER IV
Theory of near resonant

charge exchange in
atom-molecule collisions

-dissociative NRCE
in the Hj + Mg collision J

Abstract

A theory o& neon, xesonant change, exchange. {NRCE) in Ion + molecule OK
moleculoA. ión + atom collisions is patented and applied to the. H*2 + fig
collision at medium energies. The. NRCE piwbahitities cute obtained toithin
the. impact panameteJi method (IPM) using the. shomt collision time appitoxi-
matüm liadden tnaniition ion. the, nuctean. motion in the molecule). The
/Letu/ant exchange. inteAactiani a i t detvaninzd in the &*anwoo*!k. oi the
asymptotic theony oi NRCE, uiing elementafty tinea*, combinations oi atomic
oxbiXaJU (EICAO) to deiaUbe the. matecutoi onbital oi ffee active election
that i& captuMd to/iwm the molecule. Tke cowieiponding iotimutai appean
<u menu iupeApoiitlom oi ion + atom-like ne&ulti and pKovide the iull
dependence oi the. exchange int&itaction upon the. inteAnal coordinates oi
the. tuijatomic collision syitem. The. application to the wj + % collision
deals with the dissociative chcutgz exchange into the b3l* [direct disso-
ciation), the a Z* Ittadiative. dissociation) and the c3na Ipteditiociation)
States oi H?. Tke txeatment inconponates explicitly the change-induced
dipole. la-b, c) and choAae-quadiuipole inteAactions in the highly polaJii-
zable outgoing channels considered. Results oi the ÏPU close-coupling
calculations ion. a ieui energies and diatom oiUentations one. presented and
companed with expe/vbment.

1. Introduction

During the past thirty years the theoretical study of near
resonant charge exchange (NRCE) has essentially been directed
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towards collisional systems Involving atomic partners (ion-

atom collisions), This field has evolved considerably owing to

the development of representative two-state models [1-8] and

the subsequent achievement of detailed numerical close-coupling

calculations. On the other hand, the literature on NRCE in

systems involving at least one molecular partner is much more

scarce. The restraint of a Wide development of the theory in

this field is primarily due to the lack of simple general

procedures providing reasonable estimates of the exchange

Interaction that induces the NRCE transition. Although the DIM

method [9] can, in principle, provide the sought interaction,

its formulation for problems of the type discussed below has

not yet been attempted. Another obstacle seems to have arisen

from the fact that NRCE processes seldom result from Landau-

Zener [10] type transitions at curve crossings so that surface

hopping trajectory calculations [11] are hardly applicable.

Moreover, although an extension of the Demkov model [2-3] to

molecular collisions is often invoiced [12], the endeavour in

this direction has remained quite limited. Still attempts at

theoretical treatments of NRCE in symmetric (BC + BC) colli-

sions have started already in 1969 by Bates and Reid [13] and

are extended in a succession of works by a few authors

[14-17]. No such work exists for NRCE in atomic ion (A*) plus

molecule (M) or molecular ion (M*) plus atom (A) collisions

in the medium energy range (few hundred eV-few keV) .

In this paper we devise a theoretical framework for the

treatment of NRCE at medium energies in atom-molecule colli-

sional systems:

M ++A-*M t* ) + A + + Al" (0< IAIK5 eV)

This work was initiated to provide a quantitative interpre-

tation of dissociative charge exchange processes in the H* + Mg

or alkali-atom case investigated by de Bruijn et al. [18].

These systems are particularly well suited for an illustration

of various aspects of the present theory and will actually

be considered in Sec. 4. for practical purposes. The detailed

interpretation of the experimental results can be found in the

companion publication (chapter V of this thesis).
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The general aspects of the theory are presented in sect. 2

and 3. In sec. 2 we set up the relevant impact parameter (IFH)

close coupling treatment and establish the equations and cross

section formulas to be used in the collision velocity range

where the collision time is much shorter than the characteris-

tic vibration and rotation (vib-rot) times of the diatom.

In sect. 3 we derive expressions for the exchange interaction

h(r,B,Y) as a function of the internal degrees of freedom

(fig. 1) of the diatom. The method takes its inspiration from

the previous work on the asymptotic theory of resonance charge

exchange by Smirnov and coworkers [14,17]. The simplicity of

the proposed model lies in the use of elementary linear com-

binations of atomic orbitals (ELCAO) to describe the active

molecular orbital (MO) of the diatom in the NRCE process.

Going beyond the aforementioned works the model encompasses

NRCE from/to ground and excited states of the diatom and it

extends to internuclear distances r different from the equili-

brium distance re. The method is next applied to dissociative

Ftg. J - inieAnat degieei o& freedom £on. the exchange

h[/i,R,y) fcatueen an atom A and a molecule 8-C
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NRCE in the Hj+Mg collision at keV energies (sect. 4 ) . Speci-

fic features of the system are discussed and simplifying appro-

ximations as well as miscellaneous aspects of the actual calcu-

lation are presented.

2. The scattering close-coupling equations
We consider the time dependent form of the semi-classical

treatment of heavy particle collisions. The electronic motion

of the system together with the vib-rot motion of the diatom

are treated quantally whereas the relative motion is treated

classically and obeys a prescribed relation between 3 and

time (t). The simplest form of such trajectories is a straight

line as used in the impact parameter method (IPM):

(1)

where b and v axe respectively the impact parameter and the

collision velocity.

Within this framework the total wavefunction of the system

i|> obeys the time dependent SchrSdinger equation

(2)

where K is the rovibronic hamiltonian:

(3)

Tj is the vib-rot kinetic energy operator of the diatom and

H e l is the electronic Hamiltonian of the triatomic system.

Without loss of generality we will consider throughout the

single electron that is active in the charge exchange process;

its coordinates in the body fixed reference frame constitute

the vector p. The other coordinates are defined in fig. 1.

The total wavefunction ty is expanded as:

(4)
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The electronic wavefunctions •. are assumed to form an ortho-

normal basis set for fixed values of the parameters r,Y,R. The

vib-rot wavefunctions of the diatom xn^
 a r e determined at in-

finite atom-diatom separation. We. assume that the *.'s are

diabatic in all senses (i.e. <*j |Tj| *k>»»»Oj <*j l^l***
 w 0 > a n d

neglect Coriolis coupling (rotational coupling or dynamic

Renner effect) arising from the rotations of the triatom plane.

Inserting eg. (4) into eg. (2), we obtain after multiplication

by <frj and integration over the electronic coordinates "p:

where:

«ik-

and:

]k 3 el' K

Since the x n are chosen such that:

(T-* + H • •) X • = O x (6a)

with

H?. =H. . (r,Y,R-*«) (6b)

eg. (5) becomes:

The first term in the r.h.s. of eq. (7) induces vib-rot tran-

sitions in the manyfold n.. The second term is responsible

for intermanyfold rovibronic transitions jn. -»knk. The last term

is merely related to the adiabatic time evolution of the sys-

tem during the collision (i.e. a. =exp(-iOn.t) when

HJJ "Hj'j = ° a n d Hjjc - 0 ) . Introducing an average rovibrational
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level W. <Ü^7) in the manyfold a^ we define short collision

t i n e s Tcoll a s s

.
T c o l l < < 1 i n s e t (8)

It is seen that any rovibrational wavepacket nay not spread

significantly during T c o n obeying eq. (8). In these

circumstances we may replace UR in eg. (7) by H. after the

following changes: •*

Aj(rft)xI(r) =exp[i C..] Z a jn (t)xn (r) (9)

where

eq. (7) transforms into:

J k

! ( r , t - -<

(10a)

(10b)

Fig. I - CootuUnwte* in the. tabouutoiu/ iwrnz med in the. text to

tkz t/Uatomim cottiiion it/item (A + BC)+.
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The index I corresponds to the initial vib-rot level of the

diatom.

Equation (10) is of the familiar type encountered in atom-

atom collisions. This set of coupled equations is to be solved

for each distance r and orientation @,ij> of the diatom in

fixed space (fig. 2) for a given grid of impact, parameters S.

The probability amplitude ajn.(+°°) for finding the system in

the rovibronic state 4>-sXn.
 a t t n e e n d o f the collision is then:

-i5 i(+»)
a I V ^

(10c)

This is the short collision time result. As we have never

excluded that the H^. matrix varies with r, the above result

is more general than the straight Franck-Condon approximation

(11)

where <?> is some representative mean value of ?.

It is noteworthy that the transition probability P. irres-

pective of the final state X_ is obtained as:

j n.
nj •* nj

(12)

Similarly the total cross section irrespective of x is:

nj

Q j n = <Xj. k j (r) \Xj> (13a)

«0

q.(?) =2ir ƒ b .db |A.(rr+<»)|
2 (13b)

J o 3

(in eq. (13b) the impact parameter dependence of A. is impli-

cit) . Further expressions pertaining to dissociative NRCE and

related processes are presented in sect. 4.

The imposed trajectory R(t) fixes for each given orienta-

tion 0,4 of the diatom and for each impact parameter b a de-

pendence of Y upon time:
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cos Y = R. . [b sin 0 cos(* - <|>b) + vt cos 0] (14)

Prom the Demkov model [2,3] the j-»k NRCE transition is expec-

ted to occur around critical interparticle distances Rc such

that:

2 |H.v(r,Y,R_) I « |HT. (r)-H" (r) | (15)

Thus contrary to the ion-atom case, Rc (if it exists at all)

depends on the impact parameter (via its y dependence) and is

not the same in the incoming (t < 0) and the outgoing (t > 0)

paths of the collision. This feature hinders the straight for-

ward use of transition probability relations of the form

Pw2p(1-p) (16a)

which appear in two-state models involving localized transi-

tions with probability p for a single passage across the tran-

sition zone [2,3,10]. Equation (16a) should instead be repla-

ced by:

P=p_(1 -p+) +p+(1-p_) (16b)

(neglecting phase factors) where p_ and p + are respectively

the transition probabilities at the relevant Rc in the inco-

ming and the outgoing paths of the collision. More trouble-

some is the fact that the dependence of R_ and H.- upon y and

in turn upon b (eqs. (14),(15)) hinders the use of the scaling

laws [5,6] that have been derived for models where H., is inde-

pendent on the impact parameter. For these reasons a numerical

treatment of the close coupling equation (eq. (10)) seems more

appropriate than to grasp on two-state analytical models

especially when the actually investigated NRCE process is

likely to involve several states as discussed in sect. 4.
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3. The exchange interaction
In this section we proceed to derive the relevant expres-

sions for the coupling terms H.. appearing in eq. (10a) for

NRCE processes.

NRCE is known to occur at large interparticle distances,

compared to normal atomic and molecular dimensions. Resting on

this idea the exchange interaction may be derived within the

Landau-Herring treatment [19] as a surface integral involving

the properly normalized asymptotic form of the active electron

orbital in the initial and final states [7,8]. For an atomic

partner the asymptotic form of the active electron orbital is

given by the hydrogen-like expression:

» s V ¥ l A 4 ' V ^ pAPA) (17)

I where p Ar
6
A»* A

 a r e * h e s P n e r i c a l coordinates of the active

electron and a. = |21.| (I. being the binding energy of the

electron in the atom). The coefficient NA may be fitted to

Hartree-Fock results. For alkali and alkaline earth atoms

Smirnov [7] finds that the Coulomb expression

1/a. .. . .
N A = ( 2 V «A [ r<<T*l A+1> n ^ - l A ) ] ~ * (18)

A A

reproduces the Hartree-Fock fitted value to better than 10*.

For a diatomic molecular partner the asymptotic form of

the active electron wave functions far from the ionic molecu-

lar core should write:

V V
VpM>wCM(6M'r> 6 PM

\ PM'8H'*M a r e t h e s P n e r i c a l coordinates of the electron measu-

• red in a reference frame having the centre of charge of the

[ residual molecular ion as origin and the internuclear axis r

j as z-axis. The molecular exponent oa= |2lM(r)|* now depends

j on the internuclear distance r. The 6M angular dependence of

i the wavefunction determining the y dependence of the exchange

\ interaction is the major unknown.
Ï

i'

j.



Of course, two-dimensional numerical tables CH(6M,r) can be

determined by fitting eq. (19) to Hartree-Fock molecular data.

By choosing certain functional dependences of CM(8M,r) Evseev

et al. [17] have indeed achieved fittings to Hartree-Fock data

for a few molecules at their equilibrium distance. However

their particular choice of certain functional dependences is

not transparent and they have not considered the antibonding

orb'itals and excited states that are relevant to dissociative

NRCE.

The determination of cM(
e
Mr

r> can b e tackled using elementa-

ry_ linear combinations of atomic orbitals (ELCAO) to describe

the active HO, as was first noticed by ByIkin et al. [14].

We focus below on the simplest homonuclear cases and then dis-

cuss a few features of heteronuclear molecules.

The ELCAO expression of a HO $ H is:

**(PM) =-£—£
 L B .B (20)

4>B c are atomic orbitals with angular momentum L and S Q C stands

for their overlap. The + or - signs correspond to the g or u

symmetries of <(>M and k L = (-1) . The strategy then is, after

appropriate manipulation of eg. (20), to recover a similar

situation as in the already solved ion-atom case. To this pur-

pose we consider below two limiting cases.

3.1. The small-r case

In this case it is assumed that the positive charge is loca-

ted at the centre of charge of the residual molecular ion and

that e = r/pM<< 1. In this circumstance

PB C ^ V 1 * e cos 9H/'2' and cos 8B c**003 9 M ± e sin2 Gv/

Keeping the leading term in P M in the asymptotic form of eq.

(20) one gets:
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iAM*„ NM

M [2(1 ±k LS B C)]*
 L XM M H

a„r/2 cos 8U -<*Mr/2 o o s 8M
* (e M M ± kL e

 M M) (21)

Here N H has the same meaning as the coefficient N & discussed

for the atomic case. The derivation of eg. (21) involves asymp-

totic expressions of the <t>B c orbitals (see eg. (17)) where

the actual molecular exponent aH(r) is used in place of the

pure atomic exponent a B =
 a c

Incidentally this procedure provides an insight into the

ideas that governed the choice of particular functional forms

in the work of ref. [17] and it addresses a wider class of si-

tuations.

We call the YLA factor in eg. (21) the «extrinsic» angu-

lar dependence of C„, and the hyperbolic sine or cosine the

«intrinsic» angular dependence of CM. 'iri.a latter can still

be expanded in terms of a complete set of spherical harmonics.

However, this effort may be circumvented by remembering that

in usual derivations of the exchange interactions, in the

ion-atom case, the main contributions arise from regions where

the active electron lies close to the S-axis [7], i.e. eufi»Y.

Therefore we can proceed directly to make this replacement

in the «intrinsic» angular part of eg. (19). With this

change we have just reached an asymptotic expression of the

active electron HO similar to that encountered in the ion-atom

case. A slight difference however lies in the fact that the

spherical harmonic in eg. (21) is quantized with respect to

the r-axis whereas a quantization with respect to 3 is used

in the ion-atom case. The latter quantization is achieved

according to [20]:

YLXM
(8M'V -„A^U^M'W < A M W (22)

where the primes indicate that tha angles are now referred
to a frame having S as z-axis.
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With these results the expression of the exchange interac-

tion h for the small-r case is immediately transposed from

the ion-atom case [7] as:

h =
i

"*= J [2 (1 + kLSBC) ]"* (e
c o s "V

± kLe
"Our/2

M
cos

) *

with:

(23a)

li*

TüT
<23b)

3.2. The large-r case

The condition defining the small-r case (*7YM
 <K 1) may be

found too stringent, particularly in applications involving

relatively high vibrational levels. When r increases, the

•«intrinsic>> angular dependence introduces an unrealistic

exponential increase. It is thus desirable to have a form of

the exchange interaction at larger r (h ) which will then be

connected to h .

At large-r we make the approximation that the B (or C) com-

ponent of ** (eg. (20)) pertains to a positive ion located

on centre B (or C resp.)* Here again we are brought back to

the ion-atom case and the ion-molecule result is a mere super-

position of B-A and C-A exchange interactions. Accordingly,

using the notation defined in fig. 3 we get:

h > = J[2d±k s )]"* z r z [nND„a . (R.,) *
L BC m=-lA N=B,C pN=-L

 N « ^ N V A ^

L *A
*d , (T„) d. _ (0 )] (24)
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B

B r c

fig. 3 - Noiatloni u&ed -üi thz AvvLvaXJLon 04 the. exchangz intunac-

tion h? &OK the. tcuge.-*. ca&e. (e?. (Z4J).

where nc = 1, nB = ±kL and 0NAfLvlNlAinA i s defined as in eg. (23b),
The rotation matrices appearing in eq. (24) take into account
the fact that in the calculations of the B- (or C-) A exchange
interaction the AO's are to be quantized with respect to ïL
(or Sc resp.).

3.3. Discussion

Th@ final step in modeling the ion-molecule exchange in-

teraction consists of connecting the small-r 'and the large-r

expressions (eqs. (23)-(24)). This is achieved after noticing

that the degree to which the active electron may be viewed

as being captured to/from atom B or C or both depends on the

overlap SfiC. Indeed Sg-, represents the probability that $_

describes the same state as <}>B. Accordingly we propose the

following expression of the exchange interaction:

(25)
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The extra coefficients c ,c depend on the many electron

structure of the relevant molecular states and should take care

of the consistency of signs of the coupling terms when more

than two states are considered (see sect. 4.1.).

In certain applications it may be found that the single

ELCAO of eq. (20) does not adequately describe the whole range

of r values from separate B,C-atoms to the united atom limit.

This is, for example, the case for the 2pou HO of H 2 which

should behave as a sum of two 2p AO's rather than the differ-

ence of two 1s AO's, as r -» 0 (and vice-versa as r->»). In such

cases better approximations may be achieved by using linear

combinations of ELCAO. The problem then amounts to that of

finding the expansion coefficients which can be solved using

standard variational calculations. However, when necessary,

this effort may be circumvented by generalizing the device

proposed in sect. 4.1 to approximate the 2pa HO of H,•

In the case of heteronuclear systems even the simplest

ELCAO requires the knowledge of the expansion coefficients in

the expression of the HO:

•M = cB ( r )*B + eC ( r )*C ( 2 6 )

Here again the coefficients cB c can be obtained from varia-

tional calculations. However, if these data are not readily

available, a zeroth order approximation is provided by the

use of the same orbital expansion (eq. (26)) for the neutral

molecule BC as for the molecular ion BC . In this case the

ELCAO expression of the relevant HO involved in the low lying

states of the molecular ion, can be obtained knowing that the

exchange interaction h B C along with the resonance energy defect _,

|IB - Ic| largely govern the behaviour of low lying states of '

molecular ions [?2,23]. •,

H. Dissociative NRCE in the Hj + Mg collision
The theory presented in sects. 2, 3 will now be applied to

the simultaneous treatment of the processes (see fig. 4):
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24

> 2 0

f-
I"

8-

4 •

0L8 15 2.4 3L2

Internuclear distance (A)

fig. 4-VLHvuuvt
exchange

(a, *\ e.) in the. dii&ocMUive.

+Mg(3s2,1S)

+Mg+(3s,2S) (process b)

- H*(c3nu,vc) +Mg
+(3s,2S). (process c)

-» H*(a3z:*,v=) +Mg
+(3s,2S) (process a)

(27a)

(27b)

(27c)

which are the main dissociative channels according to de Bruijn

et al. [18].

Process b matches resonance at r«2a o, about the equilibrium

distance of the H2(X) state. The other two processes have a

resonance energy defect of about 4 eV. In the entrance channel
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the active electron wavefunction ($»._) i s a 3 s A 0- I n t n e o u t~

going channels b, c and a, the active wavefunctions (^HJ) a r e

respectively the 2p<Ju, 2piru and 2so MO of H2> The b-state is

dissociative and the nuclei fly apart with a centre of mass

energy e. Each vibrational level v & of the a-state radiates

to the b-state and contributes to the continuous spectrum of

dissociation products. Only half of the A-doubled c-levels

are predissociated by the b-state and provide a succession of

peaks in the dissociation spectrum, representing the vc vibra-

tional levels.

For processes a and c we have to consider that the treatment

of NRCE into n = 2 states in H+, He* + alkali-atom collisions

required the systematic inclusion of both 2s and 2p states

to properly account for the dominant polarization effects

[24-26]. Indeed the closeness of the c3ltu and a
3l* states [26]

is expected, in analogy, to give rise to the formation of

sorts of 2sa ± 2piru hybrids under the Stark effect induced by

the Hg ion in the outgoing channels (eqs. (27b, c)). It is

known [25,26] that the lowermost hybrid state has an enhanced

exchange interaction with the incoming channel and a. reduced

resonance energy defect, these two factors should be important

in the description of the NRCE processes of eqs. (27b,c). The

accurate treatment of the long range sharing process among

the outgoing a- and c-channels is a delicate task which will

not be attempted here. The results presented in section 4

are obtained from the integration of the close coupled equa-

tions up to BJ^JJ = 25 aQ. The population of the a- and c-states

appears to be roughly equal, which corresponds to previous

findings [26].

4.1. The exchange interaction

We first consider the actual calculation of the exchange

interaction between the entrance channel and the b, c and a

channels.

The N H * and N H asymptotic coefficients in eq. (23b) are

calculated from the Coulomb expression (eq. (18)). In all
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cases the relevant ionization potentials determining aH2*(

are taken from ref. [27]. The overlaps S B C are obtained in

closed analytical form using the following AO expressions

(N=B, C):

) 3 , -a. p
è <eN'V (28a)

<28b>

1 — 2 T — * P N e

The superscripts II (parallel) and X (perpendicular) refer to

the r axis. All the considered states are symmetric in a re-

flection about the triatom plane JA' representation of the Cg

point group). The labels b, c and a refer to the corresponding

states of H*.

According to the discussion in sect. 3.3 the 2pa HO has

been taken as a superposition of ELCAO built from the 1s_ _

II II '
and 2 p B C AO (i))1s _1s and * 2 p + 2 p respectively, see eq. (20))
as B C B C

^ ** -j • j^ • If

where

(29b)

(29c)

S(R-»0)=1; S { R - » » ) T O (29e)
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The a) dependences arise from a Schmidt orthogonalization of

<t>1SB_1sc and <f>2pB+2pc- ignoring the detailed one-electron

Hamiltonian matrix determing S in the considered two-state

ELCAO basis we take this function to be the overlap <1sa|1sc>

relying on the same arguments as those that led to eq. (25).

With this choice of S, eqs. (29) provide a straight forward

device to delete smoothly the troublesome «vanishing orbital»

1sc-1sB discussed in ref. [28].

Finally one ought to consider the antisymmetry and spin

multiplicity of the relevant many-electron configuration state

functions. For process b (eg. (27a)) the coefficients c and

c of eq. (25) are both equal to -V3/2. For the a and c pro-

cesses (eqs. (27c) and. (27b) resp.) they are such that

c = - \Z3~V2 and c -- V3/2. These coefficients are obtained

from Slater rules for matrix elements of one-electron operators

between single configuration state functions; they take into

account the fact that the b-state is describable throughout

the whole range of r-values by the single configuration state

function |1SO 2pau| whereas the a (or c) state has the form

|1S<J 2sa (or 2piru) | at small r and (|a1sAa2sB (or ir2pB) | +

|a1sBa2pA (or Tr2pft) | )/\/2" at large r. The signs are related

to the phase convention of the chosen orbitals in eqs. (28).

4.2. Electrostatic interactions in the outgoing channels

We next consider the effects of a distant Mg+ ion on the

H2 states in the outgoing channels. The coupling between the

a and c states involves the diffuse 2sa and 2piru Bydberg MO's

of Hj. At small r, in view of their size, these MO can be

approximated by united atom-like AO's. The appropriate quanti-

zation axis being in this case the 3 vector. Neglecting the

penetration of the active electron in the Hg+ core the a-c

coupling, at small r, is simply 'given by:

Hac = sin Y <2so I -T-^Po^ <30>
Mg

where the AO's are given the form explicited in eqs. (28b,d)
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with N = 0 indicating that the actual centre is the midpoint of

r. Here 2p' indicates that the superscript II refers to R.

The sin y dependence takes into account the fact that only the

component of 2p along the R axis contributes to the matrix

element. Similarly the H a b coupling at small r may be obtained

as:

Hab = cos Y <2so'"p—'2pó * '31'

At larger r, we proceed along the same ideas as discussed in

sect. 3.2 and, considering the expression of the configuration

state functions given in sect. 4.1, we obtain:

Mg Mg ( 3 Q I )

where 2p£ and 2p£' indicate that the superscript II refers to

Sg and S c respectively. H a b is obtained similarly by replacing

sin T V (N=B,C) in eq. (30') by cos T„ now only keeping the
II

'i>2pK+2pc contribution of eq. (29a). The small and large r ex-

pressions are joined as discussed for eq. (25) with

In addition to provoke 2so - 2pou, 2piru couplings, the

electric field set up by the Mg ion induces shifts of p-type

levels (charge quadrupole interaction at large R); the rela-

ted shifts of the b and c levels are treated in the same

spirit as done for the a-b,c couplings. For example, at small

r we have:

C2
Hbb(r'1"'R) = H b b < r ) * - ¥ (1 "3 cos2Y> Q2p

 (32a>

Hcc(r'Y'R> = H c c ( r ) " Ï ( 2 " 3 oos2"»'> Q 2 p (32b)

where Q 2 is the radial part of the integral <2po|1/PM |2p >.

Derivation of the large r expressions is achieved in a

straightforward way along the same ligns as those entailing

eq. (30').



The H „ interaction is assumed to remain unaffected by the
act

discussed electrostatic interactions and H b c is taken to be

zero throughout.

4.3. Cross sections for dissociative NRCE

We will assume througout that the rovibronic wavefunctions

have the form of Born-Oppenheimer products:

*jV<*> VJA.<0'*>

where the vibrational wavefunction Gv.(r)j. is determined indepen-

dently from the rotational function RH A • • T*le latter is rela-

ted to the matrix elements of finite rotations according to:

4.3.1. The. b3Z^ &tate.

At a given impact parameter S, the probability that the

H2 riolecule is formed in the b-state and that it subsequently

dissociates with an energy £ and with its axis oriented in the

direction 0,* is (sect. 2):

Pbie,*,^) = |<e| Ajj e b |Vl> R ^ i e , » ) |
2 (33)

This result is obtained from eg. (10c) after sommation of the

probabilities for populating all possible rotational states
<Jb'Mb'0) associated with the vi.bronic state H,(b3I+,e). The

rotational wavefunction comes about from the use of the closure

relation and reflects the initial distribution of the r-axis

orientation.

The total cross section, differential in dissociation

energy e and angle Q is then:

2 2» 2ir «

I J d»b J db • b . ̂ (e^.b.e) (34)sin a d8 de I b
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To calculate the integral over r in eq. (33) we notice that

the major contribution comes from distances close to the tur-

ning point r (e) where an Airy function is a reasonable appro-

ximation of the continuum function [29]:

G(e,r) « 2 y 1 / 3 |Fb<r*) |~
1/6 A j (2uFb (r*) )

 t / 3 (r - r*) ] (35)

where U is the reduced mass of the diatom and Fb(r ) =

dHrb(r)/dr|r_r*. A further approximation consists of expanding

the Airy function in powers of (2uFb)~ ; the first term of

this expansion is a Dirac-function [30]:

G(e,r) « |F b(r*)|"
1 / 2 6 (r - r*) (35')

This approximation entails the so-called reflection principle

and provides the result:

d2Qb(0,
s in 0 dG

2ii
* ƒ d«

0

e)

de

oo

ƒ <
0

2J I +

2

».b.|»

1

b < :

JT
Ir? / O l r

r*,0,*rSo) (36)

where Gv (r) is the initial* vibrational wavefunction and b* is
VI o

the b-vector lying in the plane • b = 0 . In the calculation of

section 4 both approximations (eq. (34)+(35)) are tried. The

6-approximation is better suited for very steep potentials

and favors the contribution at the turning point, while the

Airy-treataent pertains to the actual slope at the turning

point and includes other regions of the continuum wavefunction.

The actual situation is likely to lie somewhere in between

these two extremes.

For an initially unpolarized H- beam the system is equally

distributed in all Mj and the (2Jj+1)|dj o l
2 factor in

eq. (36) disappears.
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4.3.2. Tfie a3£* itatz

The vib-rot wavepacket formed in the a-state at the end of

the collision may spread during time intervals comparable with

the radiative lifetime of this state Tem<w10~
9 s (311. The

probability that the system will be found in the vibronic state

$aGv irrespective of the final rotational state is thus:

a'va Ja,Ma *a°

* l<J
a
Ma°l < val Aa e |vI>|j].MI0>r (37)

where we have discarded rapidly oscillating cross terms.

The probability of a radiative transition |a,wa>-» |b,e>

per unit time is:

Ka v ,be(v> = C o n s t- ! < e l D
a b

( r H v
a > l

2 v 3 <38)

where v=v(e) is the radiation frequency and D^Cr) is the

electronic transition moment for the a-»b transition. The use

of the reflection principle to calculate the integral over r

in eq. (38) establishes a relation between v,e and r (e). Con-

sequently, all the populated va~levels contribute to the pro-

bability Pa(O,S,e) of a dissociation in the energy range

[e,e+de] according to:

Pa(O,B,e) = |Dab(r*) |
2v3(r*) z [p a v (6,6) *

a

rMD a b(r') G v (r')|V(rM | | F~1 (r) | r = r > ]] (39)

The contribution to the dissociation spectrum arising from pro-

cess a is finally obtained as:
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d'Q (0,e)

sin S dö de (40)

The result is next summed over the initial distribution of

Hj levels.

4.3.3. T/ie cJnu

The formulation of the scattering problem in sect. 2 and

in the actual calculations did not consider the Coriolis coup-

ling between A' and A" states, due to the rotation of the tri-

atom plane. Only the A' combination of the two degenerate c n

states (at large R) has actually been retained. However, in

analogy with the result of a previous study of population

sharing due to Coriolis coupling in the H + Cs-»H(n«2) + Cs

case [32] we may expect the A1 -A" sharing ratio to be roughly

50 % at keV energies. Accordingly the degenerate components

( A»±1) of the c3llu state will be assumed to be equally popu-

lated at the end of the collision.

Through 2pau - 2pllu rotational coupling with the b-state

the II -levels are predissociated (see for instance refs.

[33-35]). Disregarding interferences the contribution of pro-

cess £ to the dissociation spectrum may then be obtained from:

d'eQc(0,e) 1

sin ê de de "47

* Jb db |<vc,Jc,Mc,|A| =1 | Ac e
 C .2

(41)

rv ,j stands for the width of the levels for which experi-

mentally tested theoretical values are obtained by de Bruijn

et al. C36].
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4 6 8

Released Kinetic Energy e(eV)

10

Kg. 5 - Calculated diii&tential CJWH teatiom, [di/dtdB] ion.
ptoceAAe* a and b_ (££g. 4) in. the. dC&iocuUive. cfiaAge
exchange O& «£ wüöt Ug at E = 5 ktV and 0 - SO'. ReAulti
obtained, laith an Hüuj-luncJtjm. app/tcxAmtlon. [{ull
lines) ion the. continuum wave, (function and uitfh the.
S-appnaxAjMtion [intewuipted Une.) one. composed with an
experimental cu/we [da&hed Uni) l>um mi. Utl.
The expesUmental ipejctnum i& nohxtalized to the cal-
culation.
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4.4. Results and discussion

Prototype calculations have been carried out on the Hg + Mg

collision at E=1.5, 5 and 6.5 keV and for two 0-values (30°,

80°). The IPM close-coupling equations (eqs. (10)) related to

the three channels of eqs. (27) have been solved using a modi-

fied version of the computer program of Gassorgues et al.

[37]. All energy surfaces and coupling matrix elements are

determined in the very course of these calculations.

In order to evaluate the r-integrals involving vibrational

wavefunctions up to v = 6, the transition amplitudes were de-

termined for 21 equally spaced values of the parameter r in

the range [la ,4a 1. The vibrational distribution in the H2~

beam is taken from von Busch and Dunn [38], which has been

found to be correct for the experiments considered here [37],

The vibrational wavefunctions are taken to be those determined

for a Horse potential fit to the H* energy curve [39]. Evalua-

tion of 4-integrals involved nine equally spaced values of this

parameter in the range [0,nl. These numbers show that the compu-

tational effort at this stage is already 190 times more time-

consuming than an atom-atom problem having similar characteristics.

This situation thwarts the calculation of a sufficient number of

0 values (O<0<ir) and then limits the investigation of angu-

lar dependences of phenomena depending on averages over ro-

tational states (sects. 4.3.2, 4.3.3). For this reason the

actual angular integrations in the reported calculations are

all of the form given in eg. (34) with the proper change of

indices <b-»a or c; e-»va,vc>. As a further simplification we

only considered the case Jj. = Mj = 0. This means that the re-

ported calculations for processes a and c are as if the dis-

sociation occurs immediately after the charge exchange.

In figure 5 results are shown for the continuous part of

the energy spectrum (processes a and b) for a collision ener-

gy of 5 keV and 0 = 80°. The shoulder for e < 3 eV in the ex-

perimental spectrum is clearly attributable to process a

through the comparison with the calculated spectra. The

experimental spectrum lies between the calculated ('total')

spectra obtained from the Airy- and $-approximations as anti-
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E [keV]

1 .5

5

6 . 5

1

1

1

«a

. 8 9

. 5 0

.26

4

4

4

°b
. 88

.66

.38

1

1

1

Q c

. 0 4

. 4 4

. 5 4

VOa+b

. 1 5

. 2 3

. 2 7

V^+b

. 0 2

. 1 3

. 1 5

Table 7: Calculated diiienential CJW&6 iectloni dQJdutin V"I

itsMad lol the diiiodatlve change exchange, oj H„ utcth
Mg ion the piwcuiei a, {> and c l&ia. 4).
The oiüentation o& the molecule. i& iixed by 0 « SO*.
The lait column contcUni expeiUmental lelative CAOÜ

izctioni obtained jftom the dibcAzte. [jfViocui t) to
continuum [ptoce&iei a.+ b) natLoi in mei.

cipated in section 4.3.1. Both calculated spectra drop some-

what too fast towards e = 0 eV because the vibrations v > 6

are not included. Other calculated spectra are presented and

compared with experiments in the companion paper [18]. The

agreement of the 6-spectra with experiment i s generally good

in the region of the b-contribution. From the calculated

cross sections in table 1 i t i s seen that the discrete to con-

tinuum ratio (c/a + b) does not display the correct (measured)

dependence on collision energy. Since the a-c sharing should

be roughly equal due to the formation of an a-c 'hybrid' as

discussed in the introduction of this section, we may also

conclude that the a/b ratio will exhibit a similar discrepancy

This i s indeed illustrated by a deformation at low e of the

calculated continuum compared with the experimental spectrum

for E=1.5 keV as shown in the companion paper.

The calculation for 0 = 30° (fig. 6) , E = 5 keV, reveals a

significant anisotropy for process b, which completely changes

the e-spectrum of figure 5. Two maxima are now seen because

the cross section for charge exchange from the lowest vibra-

tion turns out to decrease going from 0=80° to 30°, while the

cross section for the other vibrations i s (relatively) enhanced.

A similar behaviour is seen in calculations for E=1.5 keV and

the general trend i s confirmed by the experimental results of
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de Bruijn et al. A tentative explanation may be found in the

fact that for 0 = 90° the orientation of the molecule towards

the atom is identical at the two crossings of the transition

zone, while for smaller O's an asymmetry is present as des-

cribed in eqs. (14-16).

5. Conclusions
In this paper we have devised a theoretical treatment of

NRCE between atomic ions and molecules or molecular ions and

atoms, that is the first to incorporate the relevant dependen-

ces upon the internal coordinates of the triatomic collision

system (i.e. b,r,0,$). Starting with coupled ro-vibronic net-

works and making the short collision time condition explicit

we arrive at (ion-atom like) sets of coupled equations for the

electronic transition amplitudes for fixed diatomic internu-

clear vectors r= (r,O,<J>). This result is general and extends

beyond the present NRCE preoccupations.

Considering the NRCE problem, we have set up a simple pro-

cedure, based on asymptotic theory and elementary linear com-

binations of atomic orbitals (ELCAO), to derive the functional

dependences of the exchange interaction upon the internal co-

ordinates of the triatomic collisional system. The final for-

mulas appear as mere superpositions of ion-atom like results.

Our treatment deals with the specific features of the small-r

and large-r cases and it addresses:

(i) Situations where a single ELCAO is not a valid descrip-

tion of the active MO of the diatom throughout the in-

vestigated range of r-values.

(ii) Many-electron effects (antisymmetry and spin multiplici-

ty) including eventual configuration changes (e.g.

LCAO-MO at small r and valence bond at large r).

We have next applied this theory to NRCE in the H* + Mg col-

lision at keV energies. The investigation has been limited to

the Mg ++H 2 (b I*, a Z* and c nu> charge exchange channels

that have been studied in the dissociation experiments of

de Bruijn et al. [18]. For the purpose of comparing the theo-

retical NRCE results with experiment we have outlined the

general procedure that drives the transformation of the elec-
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Released Kinetic Energy e(eV)

F-ig. 6-Analogous to j-cgute 5, but calculated Ion 0 = 30* and

outt/ the teiult obtained viitii the AiAy-appKoxinution

{OK pKoc&ii b_ and £OJI pnoceAtei a*b_. The nonmliza-

tion oj &ig. 5 at 0 * SO' ii at&o tued hene. to tcale.

the. expenjjnental ipzcAnum at 0 * 40*, which hat been

cho&en to pKeient hefie. became, i t extendi

to imatt e than the. Q * 30' ipecttuuii in the

tronie transition amplitudes into dissociation spectra. The

fact that the H^ ions are usually formed experimentally in

several vibrational levels helps probing the small-r and

large-r aspects of the theory. In the present prototype cal-

culations we have resorted to the use of a simple recipe to

describe the active 2pcru MO of H*(b
3E*) in terms of <f)1Sc_isB

and $2pQ+2pB ELCAO. This aspect of the calculation is still
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perfectible by performing small scale variational calculations.

Although good agreement is found with experiment on most

points, the discrepancy in the E-dependence of the c/a+b

(and in turn a/b> ratio of the cross sections makes it desira-

ble to include a few additional effects in the theory. A more

complete calculation should further include the closely lying

Mg*(3s3p3'1P) +H* channels (to account for the Mg polarization

in the incoming channel) as well as the Mg* + Hj (B1!:*) NRCE

channel.

As previous calculations [24,32] indicate, orthogonaliza-

tion of the MO's in the treatment of the couplings is a neces-

sary condition in detailed calculations. Orthogonality is im-

pl.lcitly included in the derivation of the exchange interaction

in tha 2-state asymptotic theory of Smirnov [7]. However, the

necessary inclusion of the a-c and a-b charge dipole interac-

tions in our 4-state treatment could not include orthogonali-

zation without spoiling the simplicity of simultaneous use of

the asymptotic theory. Parallel calculations should therefore

be undertaken in future works on many-state problems to assess

the importance of orthogonalization.

Nevertheless, the present results, including the ©-depen-

dence, prove that the theory is workable and the comparison

with experiment is already most encouraging.
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CHAPTER V
A detailed experimental study

of the
dissociative charge exchange
of H* with Ar,Mg,Na and Cs

L targets at keV energies j

Abstract

A new experimental method is used to itady dissociative, changz ex-
change, in collisions oi H£ uiith kn., Ug, Na and Cs atomi with znztgizs
between 1.5 and 6.5 feel/. Applying a. position and time, sensitive detecton,
tiiz momentum distribution, oi the. H-atoms i& measwied in the. cent/is, oi
man iHamz oi thz molecule. The. contfUbution oi iepasuvte. vibnaZLoni i&
investigated uiith le.uel selected beam. AJUo experiment* one. pmiented
which afte. selective, uiith nupeat to thz tcattesUng angle oi the whole, mo-
leculz OL&teA a dii&odative. collision with a Ci atom. In this anticle.,
thz iiut one. oi a small sz/Uzs, thz attention is iocmed on thz con-
tinuum pant oi thz ipzctna. oi the. leleased kinetic enzngy e. Vox AK and
Ug targets thz main cont/tfJbwtion is shown to bz a di/tzct transition to
thz Jiepul&M/z b £* state.. FOIL a Ug-taAget a clean maximm is observed at
e*4 zV, covizsponding to an asymptotic Jizsonancz enengy dziect oi -0.7 zV.
Calculations made with a thzony ion. neon, nesonant cJhangz exchange, which
is presented in a sepanate. antialz, agtze. iainly well with these spectAa.
Thz Vemkov-model is shown to give a qualitativz desciiption oi othzt
results. Aiwund e * 7 eV a pzculiax anisothopy in thz direction oi thz
Julzased momentum is iound with 4 maxima.
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1. Introduction
. Dissociative Charge Exchange (CE) is one of the fundamental

processes in gas discharges and of great interest for aeronomy,

chemistry and laser modeling. Experiments on CE collisions are

also important for a general understanding of molecular dyna-

mics and are necessary for 'the further development of theories

in this field. Furthermore CE collisions are an efficient

method to form excited states of atoms and molecules, which

facilitates the study of these states and their de-excitation

mechanisms. For excited molecules (pre-)dissociation is an

important de-excitation channel, often in direct competition

with fluorescence or autoionization. Research in this field is

focused on hydrogen atoms and molecules for obvious reasons.

Hydrogen is the simplest atom and forms the main ingredient of

as well natural (solar and interstellar) as artificial (fu-

sion) plasmas.

Despite its importance, detailed measurements on dissocia-

tive CE are rarely available. The reason is the lack of an

appropriate experimental technique. To get a good view on dis-

sociative processes it is essential to measure the momentum

distribution of the released fragments. This is, however,

rather difficult to achieve in the case of neutral particles.

Some information has been gained from the angular distribution

of H-atoms after the collision induced dissociation of Hj-ions

in a fast beam. Such a spectrum is a heavy convolution over

the released momentum and its direction in the centre-of-mass

frame of the molecule. There is also an inevitable averaging

over the different vibrational levels in the original beam and

a convolution over the scattering angles of the molecule. This

kind of measurements has already been performed in 1965 by

McClure [1] with an Hj-target. More recently Gellene et al.

[2] have done such experiments with metal-vapor targets,

where near-resonant CE is the dominant mechanism according to

their conclusions. In the same paper the importance of some

excited molecular states is identified by measuring their

fluorescence. Relevant information is also contained in total

cross sections for dissociative CE. In the 1-10 keV energy
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range results are, to our knowledge, only published for H 2 [1],

Xe [3] and Cs [4] targets.

Cross sections differential in the released kinetic energy

e have only been measured by Vogler [5]. He used two channel-

trons, placed symmetrically around the beam, to detect the

flight time difference of correlated H-atpms. In this way he

was able to identify the main dissociation channels when

gaseous targets as H2, He and Ar are used (section 2). Our ex-

perimental method (section 3), in which both fragments are de-

tected with a large position- and time-sensitive channelplate

detector, can be seen as an extension of their approach. Be-

sides a large improvement in efficiency (a factor 10 ) , it

gives direct access to the anisotropy of the dissociation and

a better resolution. Results will be presented for a range of

targets (Ar, Hg, Na, Cs) in section 4. We will concentrate

here on the continuum parts of these spectra. The discrete

parts, resulting from predissociations, will be presented in

detail in two subsequent articles. This paper is accompanied

by a theoretical article [6] which describes a theory for Near

Resonant Charge Exchange (NRCE), explicitly treating the de-

pendence on the vibrational level and the orientation of the

internuclear axis. Such a detailed theory was not yet availa-

ble. It will be shown here that calculations, based on this

new theory, explain the experimental spectra for a Hg target

for a big part.

2. Dissociative channels in the charge exchange of H£
In principle all electronic states of H, can be reached

after Charge Exchange (CE) of H*. According to the Massey adia-

batic criterion, the relative populations will strongly depend

on the ionization energy Ifc of the target. In figure 1 differ-

ent paths are indicated which lead to dissociation of the mo-

lecule. The first one (denoted by b) is the direct transition

to the repul-sive b Z* state, resulting in two ground-state

hydrogen atoms sharing a kinetic energy e up to about 8 eV.

The dominating role of this channel in collisions with H 2 was
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already suggested by McClure [1] in 1965. A clear confirmation

was found 11 years later by Meierjohann and Vogler [7] and

afterwards also for other targets with a high I t [5].

In the same series of experiments [8] a clear proof of a

second contribution was found. This channel (denoted by c)

is via the predissociative c ' u state which couples rotational-

ly with the b3£* state, giving rise to discrete vibrational

peaks in the e-spectrum between 7.2 and 10.2 eV. They also

suggested a similar predissociation of the e £ u state to ex-

plain irregularities in the measured vibrational series. Pre-

dissociative channels exist also for higher Rydberg states of

H, (indicated as process d in fig. 1), which can be reached

with alkali-targets. In this case the predissociations occur

to the vibrational continua of excited bound states, resulting

in at least 1 excited H-atom. Burkhardt and Leventhal [2] de-

tected Lyman-ot radiation of excited H-atoms (n = 2) after CE

with potassium. These predissociations also show up in our

experiments, making it possible to identify the relevant

molecular states. Predissociation of highly excited singlet

states is also known from experiments with synchrotron radia-

tion [9} and for triplet states from laser experiments [10].

The next process in the dissociative CE of H^ is dissocia-

tion after molecular fluorescence of the a I state (denoted

a in fig. 1). Since the transition probability for fluores-

cence is proportional to the radiative frequency as v , it

takes place primarily at the outer turning points of the vi-

bration. This shifts the dissociation spectrum to lower e

values compared to process b. In the same experiment as men-

tioned above Burkhardt and Leventhal observed a Z -*b I ra-

diation if a K-target was used. He have also been able to re-

trace this process in our spectra.

To indicate the possibilities for NRCE the potential cur-

ves of figure 1 are given in a different representation in

figure 2. Here the ground state of H^ is drawn as a horizon-

tal line and the H 2 states are consequently given as a func-

tion of their (vertical) ionization energy i^. In the case of

near resonant, Demkov type, CE the cross section is expected

to depend strongly on the resonance energy defect AI = I i - I..
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The asymptotic energy defects AI „ can be read from figure 2.
cIS

To investigate the remaining factors that influence the ex-
perimental result we have used a simple reflection model.

Neglecting the influence of the orientation of the mole-
cule and assuming vertical transitions (Franck Condon princi-
ple) , we can write for the exchange probability p i of an
H,-ion in vibrational level v and with a fixed internuclear
separation r to state i of H.,:

* i H 2 i * . H 2 ,2
P„.,(r ,b) = | <Y I a,(r ,b)| x4 „.> (D
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where b is the impact parameter and a^ is a transition ampli-

tude comparable to eq. (10c) in ref. [6]. We will consider the

transition to the repulsive bz*-state and use the «-approxi-

mation for the continuum wavefunction x^2 = X e
:

X e = N . 6(r-r*)

with N being the appropriate normalization factor. Hereby for-

mula (1) reduces to:

H*
p = N2|a (r*,b)| 2. |x v

2(r*)| 2 (2)
v,b3z bjz

and the cross section Q - (r ) will be:

H+
Q 3 (r*> =q 3 (r*) .|xv

2(r*)|2 (3a)

with

q , (r*) = 2TTN Jb . db . |a , (r*,b) |2 (3b)

b3l b3l

A more general expression is given in ref. [6], eq. (36).

To find an equivalent Q'(e) of the experimental spectrum

N(e) of the released kinetic energy e, we have to sum over

the vibrations, weighted by their population c in the beam,

and transform to e with e(r) given by the b-state potential

curve:

Q'(e(r*)) = (ff) .ie Q (r*) =
a e r* v v v,b3Z

= (d£> *'* 3 <r } -Z Cv I V ' r >T (4)
r b I v

The first factor on the right hand side of (4) is the deri-

vative of the potential curve of the b-state. The third term

is actually the distribution over r of the molecules in the

beam. As a simplification we will assume, in the spirit of the

Demkov-model, that the cross section q 3 depends only on the

resonance energy defect Alas(r).
 z
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In figure 3 a spectrum i s presented, which i s calculated
with formula (4) by taking q(AIag) constant. For a l l targets
the dependence of q on Ata s<r), s t i l l neglecting a l l other in -
fluences, can be derived by dividing the experimental spectra
by the reflection model spectrum of figure 3. This wi l l fac i -
l i t a t e a f i r s t interpretation of the exchange mechanisms in-
volved, because the masking effects of the other factors in
(4) are removed. The calculated spectrum (f ig . 3) has a high
maximum for low e because the repulsive b-state potential
curve i s very f la t for internuclear distances above 1.5 8.
The second maximum around 4 eV contains the contributions
from the inner turning points of the vibrations in Ĥ  that are
localized in a narrow internuclear region.
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3. Experimental technique

3 .1 . The Method

Our experimental technique for translational spectroscopy
has been introduced before [11] and wi l l only be reviewed
shortly here. A schematic drawing of the method- i s given in
figure 4. A molecular ion beam with an energy E which can be
varied between 1.5 and 7 keV i s focused onto the centre of a
position- and time-sensitive double detector. At a fixed po-
s i t ion in the beamline dissociations are induced, in th is case
by co l l i s ions with a target gas in a very short (1 mm) c o l l i -
sion chamber. The two fragments wi l l acquire opposite momenta
in the cm.-frame of the molecule, as a consequence of which
they proceed their path with different laboratory ve loc i t i e s .
If two particles arrive within a narrow time interval (typi-
cal ly 100*ns) at opposite halves of the detector, their mutual
distance R and f l ight time difference x are measured. The re-
solution in position and time i s better than 100 ym and
500 psec FWHM respectively.

Since the f l ight time of the dissociating molecule i s fixed
by the f l ight length 1 and the beam velocity vQ, R and T are

DETECTOR

DISSOCIATION

BEL
2.5.10 MV

Fig. 4 - VfUtuUple. o£ the experimental, method. Both &iutgment6 oi
a. di&ioiüated molecule ate detected with a double, chan-
nelplate dettston, meaiusUng thtUn. mutual di&tance. R and
the {tigkttime. cU^e/tence T.
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a direct measure for the velocity components v, and v.. (with

respect to the beam direction) of the fragments in the centre-of-

mass frame of the molecule. For every event the released kinetic

energy e and the recoil angle 6 (fig. 4) are calculated accor-

ding to the following formulas:

e=-5,[(v T ) 2 + R 2 ] (5)
41* °

6 =arctan ^ (6)
o

Formula (5) is only valid for dissociation products with equal

masses as we are considering here.

During an experiment 3-dimensional N(e,S) spectra, as given

in figures 9, 12, 15 and 16, are accumulated directly with a

count rate of 1-10 kHz. Because the range of detectable re-

values is limited by the detector to 10-40 mm, the spectra

exhibit a cut-off for small e and for small 8 values and some-

times also for high values if E/l is relatively small (fig.

15). To enlarge the dynamic range in one measurement, a larger

detector (70 mm diam.) is in preparation. The e-resolution de-

creases towards the low 6-region because the resolution in R

(<* 75 tun FHHH) is much better than the resolution in V Q T

(o< 350 pm PWHH at E = 5 keV) for the very light H2-molecule [11].

The spectra are corrected, if necessary, for small errors

that result from cross talk interference in the timing sig-

nals [11]. This is achieved by fitting a smooth curve through

the affected T-spectrum and bringing the N(e,6) spectrum in

agreement with the new curve.

3.2. The apparatus

A schematic drawing of the apparatus is presented in figure

5. The ions are formed in a Nier-type electron impact source

with H2 gas pressures of 10~ - 10 Torr. The electrons are

extracted from an indirectly heated cathode and accelerated

to 80-100 eV in a beam of 200 - 500 pA. Under these conditions
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Cottiiion chamber, £. Ion t/t&p, h. Vztectoi.

H, Ions will be formed with a vibrational population as found

by von Busch and Dunn [12], which means somewhat different

from a Franck-Condon distribution and with a low rotational

temperature. The intensity of the Ht beam, extracted at 5 keV,
_q *

is typically 10 A. Because beam collimation is used in this

apparatus, the current available for the experiment is only

about 10~ A. This is, however, more than sufficient for the

study of collision induced dissociation with this very effi-

cient detector.

After they have passed an einzellens, the ions are mass

selected by a Wien filter. Through a collimation hole with a

diameter of 0.4 mm the second vacuum chamber is entered. The

pressure in both chambers is around 10 Tors during opera-

tion. The entrance hole of the collision chamber completes

the collimation after 25 cm with an orifice of 0.2 mm diame-

ter. During the experiments two different flight lengths of

about 250 and 455 mm have been used, to which we will refer

as the short and the long fligth path respectively. The width

of the beam (90% of the intensity) at the detector never ex-

ceeded 1 mm, allowing high resolution measurements [11]. This

width includes the inelastic scattering of the molecules in

the CE collision, which was smaller than .15° for most experi-

ments (section 4.3.1).
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The length of the collision chamber is 1 mm between two,

25 y» thick, foils of stainless steel. The exit orifice mea-

sures 0.4 mm in diameter, which is large enough to let all

fragments pass unhindered. The collision chamber is provided

with an oven to evaporate metals. To prevent double collisions,

the pressure in the collision chamber is always kept at such

a level that at least 90% of the H 2 beam still arrives in the

Faraday cup in front of the detector. Behind the collision

chamber deflection pl& ;es are mounted that are capable of

trapping all ions. In this way dissociations into B + H or

H + + H~ are completely excluded as well as dissociative colli-

sions of Hj with residual gas particles far outside the colli-

sion chamber.

Before a serious experiment is attempted much attention is

paid to the positioning of the detector. With an accuracy of

.15 miu the detector is centered on the scattering pattern of

neutral particles. If the opening angle $ of the detector is

not too large (<30") this can easily be done by optimizing

the coincident count rate and the equality of the spatial

spectra on both detector halves. For this and other practical

reasons most of the measurements presented in this article

have been performed with a diaphragm in front of the detector

giving such a small opening angle.

3.3. Detector efficiency

By simply dividing the count rates of coincident events

and single events a rough estimate of the quantum efficiency

of the detector for H-atoms could be made. This efficiency

ranged from 10% at 0.75 keV to 40% at 3 keV. It should be

noted that the entrance face of the detector was plated with

alkalis (Na, Cs) after the use of these metals as collision

gas. This accidental channelplate modification has certainly

had a positive influence on the quoted efficiencies.

Before we enter a more detailed discussion of the practi-

cal detector efficiency, the spatial dissection method has to

be described. As sketched in figure 6, the anode consists of

many strips (shaped circularly in the detector used) that
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fig. 6 - V-iiie.ction technique, ion. 1 -dimztuuLonal position ieni-itive

detention *in a channeZpZate. detecton.. Sketched XJ> the.

multi-anode. patteftn and the. electfUcal netmnk needed to

detect the centre o$ change o£ a cloud o& electnom.

collect the electron cloud produced by the channelplates

(circle with dots). The centre of charge can be found as:

N N
Kc.ch. (7)

where xR and Qn are the position of- and charge detected on

the n**1 strip. By interconnecting the strips with equal capa-

citors the charge from one strip is divided over two charge

sensitive amplifiers A and B in such a way that Q. • x Q .

The position of the detected particle is therefore given

with a high accuracy by x = QA/(QA + Q B).

The effective efficiency can be considerably affected .by

the dynamic range in charge-pulses that can be accepted by

the electronics. The spread in gain of a chevron pair of

microchannel plates results in a wide pulse-height distribu-

tion as measured by Hijnaendts van Resandt et al. [13].
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This distribution has been narrowed to about 80% FWHM by using

an interplate bias of 200 V as advised by Wiza [14]. But there

still remains a long tail at the high gain side that has to be

taken into account. By setting the maximum of the distribution

at about i of the highest acceptable pulses, more than 95% of

the counts fall in the charge window. A discrimination on the

total charge produced by one particle is inevitable because

there are practical limits on the dynamic range of the charge

pulses that will pass one of the charge channels A or B. If

this selection is omitted an unwanted favouring of events in

the central part of the detector will be caused. In this res-

pect one has to consider that the total charge is divided

very unequally over both channels A and B, up to 15 : 85 if a

particle is detected at one of the extremities of the spatial

range. Therefore a lower level for the total charge has to be

chosen at 6 « the lower (noise-)level in one of the separate

channels. The upper level can be set equal to the highest

acceptable pulses in one channel.

The proper choice of discrimination levels is explained in

detail above because there is another serious problem connec-

ted to it, that is not often recognized. After the use of

channelplates for a certain time, the gain can vary up to a

factor of 3 over the area. This is caused by an ageing effect

that is quite strong up to a certain dose. Timothy [15] has

found for a single curved channelplate that only after a dose

of 10 counts/cm2 a stable plateau in the gain curve is

reached. If the pulse height distribution depends strongly on

the position on the plates, the fraction of the pulses within

the discrimination window will also be position dependent.

Such a situation can be recognized by a very broad total pulse-

heigt distribution, i.e. a width above 100% FWHM when an in-

terplate bias is used. The measurement of accurate differential

cross sections is impossible in that case because the effi-

ciency is position dependent. We have solved this problem by

ageing the channelplates artifically. Therefore a uniform

exposure of the detector was made by sweeping the available

ion beam in a regular way. The whole process was accelerated

by a factor of 10 by turning the channelplate package after

a dose of about 10 particles/cm2. The electron flux and the
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4
connected ageing is at least 10 times higher for the second

plate. In this way the spread in gain was reduced to less than

20% and the efficiency distribution became flat within a few

percent. Since for every detected energy e the fragments spread

over a large R-range, depending on 6, the efficiency can be

considered as independent on e.

4. Experimental results and discussion
Hell controlled differential N(E,9) measurements have been

performed with Ar, Mg, Na and Cs target atoms at different col-

lision energies E between 1.5 and 6.5 keV. Some results are

given in 3-dimensional plots, which give a good idea of the

general trends. Cross sections through these spectra yielding

dN/de spectra are given in fig. 7. As already mentioned in

section 3.1 there is a limitation on e (and 6) because the

central part of the detector cannot be used. Therefore results

obtained with a long and a short flight path are joined here

to give a somewhat larger e-range. Only for a Mg target spectra

are presented for different primary energies (fig. 8) because

the influence of this parameter was not very large for other

targets. All measurements exhibit a continuum part below 7 eV

and a discrete structure above this energy, showing the exis-

tence of processes b(a) and c respectively as explained in

section 2 (fig. 1). A further discussion of the different re-

sults will be given separately for all targets in the next

subsections.

4.1. Ar-target: It = 15.8 eV

Resonant CE between Hj and Ar to a dissociative state of

H2 is not possible (fig. 2). NRCE to the b
3£* state and a re-

latively large cross section may, however, be expected for

high vibrations in the initial state. The strong maximum at

e=0.5 eV in the measured spectrum (fig. 7) agrees with this

idea. To get a clearer view we have divided the experimental

dN/de spectrum by the calculated reflection model spectrum
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of figure 3, in which a Cross section independent on the reso-

nance energy defect &I a s was assumed. The resulting cross

section q, as defined in eg. (3), is plotted in figure 10.

The curve increases gradually towards the resonance condition

as the adiabatic criterion prescribes, thereby supporting the

interpretation in the framework of NRCE.

Towards large IAI I the cross section for process b does
as ~~

not drop to zero but reaches a plateau, suggesting a second

CE mechanism. Also the significant cross section for process

- " A I a s ! ( s 1 2 e V' c a n n o t b e explained with NRCE.
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MO promotion mechanisms in the t r i -atomic compound system
[16] are probably responsible for these t r a n s i t i o n s . The mea-
surements of Vogler [5] with a He-target (I. =24.6 eV) , show-
ing a re la t ive ly stronger t rans i t ion to the c3nu s t a t e than
in the case of Ar, sustains t h i s suggestion.

4.1.1. Vibn.ationa.l-tz\)zt izlzcted mzaiuizmzntA

The use of vibrationally selected beams can be an impor-

tant tool in the understanding of reactions with molecular

ions. It is, however, rather difficult to obtain such beams.

The most important methods available are photo-ionization and

electron-ionization with energy-loss detection. In the case

of H2 a much simpler scheme is sometimes followed in which He

is added to Hj in a high pressure source. In this way an in-
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tense beam can be made with mainly the 2 lowest vibrational

levels populated [17].

We have used a kind of appearance potential method by mani-

pulating our electron impact source, giving more freedom in

the selection of levels. Under normal operational conditions

all vibrational levels of Hj will be populated in an electron

impact source, with approximately the rotational distribution

of the cold Hj-gas. The ionization by fast electrons (80 -

100 eV) will be 'vertical' from the lowest vibrational level

of H 2 in its electronic ground state, resulting in a wide dis-

tribution with a maximum for v = 2. In principal it is possible

to reduce the number of populated vibrational levels by lower-

ing the energy of the electrons. If the energy is just above

the ionization threshold of 15.4 eV only the first vibrational

level can be reached. This possibility has been realized as

is shown in figure 11.

The vibrational distribution of the beam is reflected by

the distribution in the predissociating c H state of H,.

For v < 4 , the normalized Franck-Condon factors for an

Hj (X2Z*)-• H 2 (c
3nu) transition are larger than 0.90 for Av = 0.

Subsequent predissociation of about half of the excited mole-

cules, the II -levels, does not change the v-labelling, too

(i.e. A E = 0 ) . So the discrete c-spectrum is a direct measure

of the vibrational distribution in the H,, beam. An almost

pure v = 0 beam could be detected in this way. Therefore not

only a low electron energy was needed but also a low tempera-

ture of the cathode and consequently a low intensity of the

electron current (< 5 yA). The reason could be that the pro-

bability to excite the ion with a second electron is other-

wise too high or the energy spread of the electrons becomes
— 1 2

too broad. The extracted ion current was 10 A of which
—1410 A was used after the usual collimation. Only because of

the high efficiency of our experimental method and the high

cross sections for the process under study it was feasible

to do measurements with such a low intensity beam. With a

more elaborate lens system it would be possible to use almost
—12

the full beam of 10 A, allowing an extension of the use of
this very simple method to make level selected beams.
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Figure 11b shows the dissociative CE spectrum of H 2, v = 0.

For comparison the expected curve applying the reflection

model (eq. (4) with q=constant) for process b is drawn. The

actual spectrum is shifted to lower e's, illustrating again

the sharp increase of the cross section towards AI a s = 0. A

spectrum with mainly v = 1 (fig. 11c) was obtained by sub-

tracting the v = 0 spectrum from a measurement with H 2 in the

lowest 2 levels (v = 0,1). Again we observe a clear increase

of the cross sections towards &I a s = 0. The contribution of

the 2 lowest vibrations to the total spectrum is very small

as illustrated in figure 11a. This comparison is made by

normalizing the level selected spectra according to the inten-

sity of the predissociation peaks.

4.2. Mg-t.irget; Ifc = 7.6 eV

Resonant CE o the b-state should occur for the lowest vi-

brational level of Hj (fig. 2) at the point where e =3.3 eV

(r = 1.0 8 ) . According to the Demkov-model [18] this process

will reach a maximum cross section for a low collision energy.

Near resonance indeed dominates the spectrum for the lowest

collision energy of 1.5 fceV (fig. 8 ) . For higher collision

energies the maximum remains (although it shifts from e =3.8

to 4.0 eV), but the continuum gets broader because off-resonance

transitions become stronger. At the same time the transition

probability to he predissociating c-state is (at least rela-

tively) enhanced. From the spectra taken at 1.5 and 5 keV we

have calculated the cross section q(AIas> (fig- 10) according

to egs. (3) and (4) (see also sect. 4.1), assuming that on)»

process b contributes. These curves have a maximum around

AI „=-0.7 eV, showing that the asymptotic energy defect is
as

changed due to polarization.

The cross section for process c is seen to be relatively

high, considering the resonance energy defect ' A I
a sI o£ about

4 eV. This 2p;u state is highly polarlzable causing a similar

potential shift as observed for the b-state. Due to the Stark

effect induced by the Hg-ion in the outgoing channel a mixing

with the nearly lying and also highly polarizable 2 s o , a Z*
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fig. 12 - Anatogoui to {iguAe. 9 joA. a Hagnulum tan.goX.

state occurs [6]. In this way an sp± "hybrid" is formed, which

has been described before for an analogous atom-atom case [20].

So the polarization actually works on this hybrid state, split-

ting it up in its + and - parts. A high CE cross section is

reached for the sp+ levels, which shift downwards and thereby

decrease |Al|. The population will roughly be shared equally

by the a- and c-levels when the perturbation by the Mg-ion is

reaoved at the end of the collision. This yields an a/c popula-

tion ratio of 1/2 because the cll-levels are twice as numerous

by A-doubling. Therefore roughly an equal a/c sharing will be

present in our spectra because only half of the c-levels (the

n+-p*rt) is allowed to predissociate [21].
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4.2,1. Le.ve.1 4e.lec.-ted me.aiutzme.nti

Since the charge exchange cross sections for the lowest vi-

brational levels are relatively high, the level selected mea-

surements could be carried out easier than in the Ar case. The

spectra in figure 13 are obtained after subtraction of subse-

quent normalized spectra as discussed before (Ar, set. 4.1.1).

In this procedure no evidence was found for strong vibrational

excitation for process c, which would have made the subtractions

unreliable by giving negative values for parts of the continuum.

The results clearly show the behaviour of the vibrational wave

functions of the initial H 2 ground-state with 1 and 2 maxima

for v = 0 and 1 respectively. The subtraction of spectra with

low statistics becomes doubtful for v = 2 and 3, but are never-

theless given because the expected 3 maxima can be recognized.

Also given in figure 13 are the normalized contributions from

different vibrations to the total spectrum (top drawing).

The more reliable spectra (figures b and c) show a shift to

higher e's (smaller internuclear distances) compared with pure

projections of the squared vibrational wavefunctions on the b-

state according to eq. (4) with q taken constant (dotted lines

in fig. 13). This agrees with the behaviour of the cross section

q (AIag) as derived from the total spectrum (fig. 10). This

cross section has a maximum at AI =-0.7 eV, which means around

the inner turning points for the lowest vibrations of H2- The

dashed lines in figures 13b and 13c represent calculations made

with the theory of NRCE (see sect. 4.2.2). It is clear that

this theory accounts much better than the reflection model for

the near resonant behaviour of process b. Only a small part

of this improvement is attributable to the use of the Airy

approximation instead of the 6-approximation for the continuum

wavefunctions.

4.2.2. Compail&on with tkeoJiy oft NRCE

A calculation of the cross sections for processes a, b and

c is presented in a separate article [61. By using an exchange

interaction from asymptotic theory in an impact parameter close-



Cross section (A/eVstr.) Cross section (A/eV.str.)
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coupling treatment, cross sections o.(r,6) to the different

states are found numerically for fixed diatomic orientations

and internuclear separations. Applying formulas analogous to

(4), using the Airy approximation for the continuum wavefunc-

tion, a theoretical e-spectrum for process b has been composed,

including the lowest 7 vibrational levels of H2- The orientation

of the molecules has been taken fixed at 8 = 80° as in the expe-

rimental spectra presented here (in general 74°<6<86°). In

figure 14 the resulting continuum, also including process a,

is compared with the experimental spectra for E=1.5 and 5 keV.

The measured relative cross sections for the continuum- (process

a + b) and discrete-parts (process c) of the spectra are given

in table 1 as the intensity ratio I

calculated values.

» together with the

Target

Ar

Mg

Mg

Mg

Mg

Mg

Ha

Cs

E

5

1.5

2

4

5

6.5

5

5

8 = 80°

0.02

0.02

0.03

0.08

0.13

0.15

0.7

0.9

all 6

0.02

0.02

0.03

0.11

0.20

0.21

1.0

1.3

6 = 80°

VQa+b

.15

.23

.27

Table I - Ueaituied dUcAite {fvwaeii c) to contuwum

[a+b] iwXJuot, aftm diiioclativz CE o& HZ*

ion ieveAat taAgutt, and puimowy ene/uj-iei.

The. e-Aawge •i.ncXude.d AM column 3 i& 70'-90'

lacauAacy RJ 10%) and a Hough estimation o&

thz total [0° < e < 90»] KeJbatlve. awn &e.c£Lon&,

uAüfu} the. mea&wied anibotnopieA I extrapolated),

it> given in column 4 [atuvuicij R* 254). The

tait column contains, the. analogous, theoietical

at 6' SO' #tom *etf. 6.
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The calculated spectra for E = 5 keV (Fig. 14b) show clearly

that there is an appreciable contribution of process a in the

experimental spectrum for e < 3 eV. The shape of the whole expe-

rimental continuum is quite well reproduced if one takes into

account that only v < 6 is included. This shows also that the

calculated a/b ratio («1/3) is reasonable for this collision

energy. As already discussed in the companion article this ratio

is overestimated for lower energies, probably because the cal-

culated cross section to populate the hybrid state (processes

a and c) is too large for these energies. A strong indication

into this direction is the fact that Gellene et al. [2] were

not able to detect a -»b radiation for a very low collision ener-

gy of 400 eV. At 1.5 keV, the lowest energy in our experiments,

the a/c ratio is observed to be very small. This spectrum is

nicely reproduced by the calculated continuum for purely process

b (fig. 14a), proving that the theory accounts very well for

the E-dependence of this process. The change in the calculated

spectrum if process a is added is much too large and only seen

in the experimental spectra of figure 8 for higher collision

energies. These spectra show also that the contributions of

processes a and c increase together (with E) as expected (see

sect. 4.2). Therefore the observed discrete- to continuum-ratio

(Ic/Ia+k in table 1) exhibits the same discrepancy with theory

as the a/c ratio.

The theory predicts correctly the positions of the maxima

in the cross sections which do not coincide with a zero adia-

batic energy defect AI (fig. 10). The shift of about 0.7 eV

is caused by a shift of the b-state due to its coupling with

the a-state, induced by charge-dipole interaction in the out-

going channel. The origin of the shoulder in the cross section

q around AI„ =-1.7 eV (AIw-1.0 eV), present in as well the
as

theoretical as the experimental spectrum, can be understood

qualitatively from the Demkov theory. Using the formulas of

Olson [19], it can be estimated that for a resonance energy
* 2

defect of 1.4 eV, the reduced exchange cross section Q = 2Q/irR
c

will exhibit a maximum around 5 keV. Inversely for a collision

energy of 5 keV in our experiment a (sub-) maximum around

|AI| = 1.4 eV can be anticipated. The main maximum is caused.
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in this picture, by the fact that the critical distance Rc is

largest for AI = 0 and thus a maximum in Q/Q* is reached. Conse-

quently this maximum should shift to lower |AI| for a lower

collision energy, which is indeed observed at E=1.5 eV. The

absence of a shoulder for AI> 0 casts, however, doubt on this

interpretation and perhaps another physical explanation can be

found. He have not pursued this goal because our theory clearly

accounts for the phenomenon.

4.3. Ha-target, It = 5.1 eV

Cs-target, it = 3.9 eV

As can be seen in figure 7 the E-spectra for targets of sodium

and cesium vapor are very similar. Both targets are expected

to give resonant charge exchange to the repulsive b Z state

of H2 for high vibrational, scarcely populated, levels (fig. 2).

Only for Na, which has the highest Ifc, this results in a just

distinguishable hump in the spectrum around e=5.5 eV. On the

other hand large cross sections can be anticipated for the hybrid

a I* and c n states (see sect. 4.2). A relatively high yield

for process c is indeed clearly observed. The importance of pro-

cess a will be demonstrated in the next subsections. The spectra

exhibit a new feature below 2 eV caused by the predissociation

of higher Rydberg states of H2 (process d).

4.3.1. Se.lzc.tlon. o& ie.attzn.lng angle.* o6 the. mole.cu.le.

Elastic scattering is strongly directed forward because the

required momentum transfer increases very rapidly with the scat-

tering angle. CE to the hybrid a,c-states is almost elastic for

the targets considered here and therefore small angles 6 for

the scattering of the whole (dissociating) molecule can be ex-

pected. Transitions to other, off-resonance, states require

a certain minimum momentum transfer. It is immediately clear

from Newton-diagrams that now the amount of momentum transfer

increases much more slowly with 8 • Therefore it is possible,

but not necessary, that these transitions can be distinguished
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Na.2,5 keV

O 1 15

Fig. 15 - Analogous to j-tgufte 9 {OH. a iodwm taAget and E= 2.5 kzV.

Fig.

Entrgy e CtV)

i - Analogous to iigutii 9 ioA. a. cuium taJiget and E « 5 keV.
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10mm

beam

¥ig. 77 - The «w/tfctng o< a 4pec*a£ diaphnagm in ihont oi the.

dvUctoi to heJbudt a. minimum icaiteJung angle. Qcm

oi ike. whote, diiiocUated, molecule..

by measuring 9 . In a first attempt to use this method we have

been able to make a rough selection on 9_m- Therefore we used

a special diaphragm in front of the detector. The upper drawing

of figure 17 illustrates how two fragments are only transmitted

both if their centre-of-masr lies above the dashed line. When

the undeflected beam hits just under this line (lower drawing)

a certain minimum 6__ can be selected, although there is a con-cm

volution with the beam divergence. Displacement of the detec-

tor to give this situation yielded a sharp decrease of the co-

incident count rate while the single count rate is unaltered,

showing the effect of selection.

Results of measurements at different displacements are given

in figure 18. These spectra are plotted on a momentum- instead

of an energy-scale because they are only recorded as R-spectra

with a T < 2 ns selection. Already with a minimum 6 of 0.05°
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fig. IS - Selective ipectna. with *e&pect to the üaatte/Ung angle
6 oj the «Male molecule. The technique. i& UZiutMited
in £ig. 77. The tanget i& CeA-tum and the col&L&ion
eneAgy 5 keV. The. ipecjüia. aha. plotted OA a. function o£
the. mutual di&tance R o$ the inagmetiti [a momentum icale.)
iMtead o{ the uiual enengy icalz.
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process c and thus also process a due to the hybrid, is effec-

tively excluded from the spectra. The predissociations denoted

by process d have now become relatively important, which is

shown by a relative decrease of the underlying continuum. For

e ffi
>0.1° process c is almost completely vanished, while the

continuum is not further suppressed but is even increased com-

pared to process d. Therefore we conclude 'that this part of the

continuum is due to process b, which thus exhibits a somewhat

stronger scattering than process d. On the other hand the sup-

pression of the continuum observed for 6 c m> 0.05" has thus to

be connected with an important contribution of process a.

In principle an extension of this method can be used to

measure the direction of the momentum transfer vector. The

shape of the continuum for process b in the third picture

(8 >0.1°) reveals that in this case the scattering increases

with the energy transfer JAIJ.

4.3.2. Level i&l&at&d me.aiuJie.me.nt6

With a target of cesium vapor measurements have been done

with vibrationally selected beams as described in sect. 4.1.1.

This time a stronger ion beam of about 10 A (instead of 10~ 1 4

A) was used by increasing the electron current in the ion sour-

ce to 50 uA. Spectra with more counts could be obtained in this

way at the cost of a very sharp discrimination between vibra-

tional levels. After subtraction of such spectra results for

v = 0 (fig. 19b) and v=1+2 (fig. 19c) were found. Good agree-

ment exists with the calculated behaviour of the a Z*-»b I +

optical transition by James and Coolidge [22] , which means a

shift to lower e compared to process b (sect. 2). This shows

that process a_ dominates the continuum for low vibrational le-

vels. The lifetime of the a-state will not influence the ex-

perimental spectra because this lifetime, typically 10 s

[22], is much shorter than the flight time after dissociation

(«1 us). In figure 19a the contribution of the first two le-

vels to the total spectrum is indicated.

Beams with gradually more vibrations were made by increasing

the electron energy in the ion source in small steps. The first

spectrum in which the predissociation of higher Rydberg states
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became visible is reproduced in figure 19d. The tiny peak at

0.9 eV corresponds presumably with v = 5 of H2. A lower peak,

present in the total spectrum, is probably missing due to a

bad alignment of the detector on the beam during this experi-

ment, which makes dissociations with a very small R undetectable

(see sect. 3.1). After subtraction of mainly this spectrum from

the total spectrum a result for v > 3 (fig. 19e) was acquired.

The predissociations now stand out very clearly and a disso-

ciation limit of 1.9 eV appears after this exercise. This ener-

gy corresponds exactly to the energy difference between

H(1s) +H(n=3) and H(1s) +H(n=2) molecular states at infinite

internuclear separation (fig. 1). This means that we are deal-

ing with bound states of the firstly mentioned category that

predissociate into a pair of H-atoms of which one is excited

to principal quantum number n = 2 . This is consistent with the

findings of Burckhardt and Leventhal [2] who detected the cor-

responding Lymann-a radiation after H2-K collisions. As mentioned

before more elaborate results on these predissociations will

be given in a forthcoming article (Chapter VIII of this thesis).

A certainly not negligible contribution of process b for

high vibrations is also seen in figure 19e as an almost flat

spectrum between 3 and 7 eV. Here a more quantitative result

is obtained than in the preceding subsection (3.1). The con-

tribution of process a for v > 3 is very small in this e-region

and mainly hidden under the predissociation peaks below 1.9

eV (dotted line). The flat spectrum is tentatively used in a

calculation of q (AI~S) for process b as explained in section

4.1 and the result is included in figure 10. A. near resonant

behaviour of this process is again apparent.

5. Angular spectra
An impression of the anisotropy of the dissociative exchange

processes studied can be gained from the 3-dimensional spectra,

which are the direct outcome of an experiment. Cross sections

through these spectra at several fixed e's are given in figures

20 and 21 for primary energies of 2.5 and 5 keV respectively.
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Here the results are given as the number of counts per solid

angle dN/du, in which the anisotropy of the process as expres-

sed in the doubly differential cross section Q(e,9) is reflected.

The conversion from the measured dN/de [counts/degree] spectra

is obtained by a division through sin 6.

It is clear that the observed anisotropy depends strongly

on as well the target, the primary energy as the dissociation

energy e without clear trends for one of these parameters, which

makes an interpretation rather intricate. A useful conclusion

that can be drawn from the figures displayed here is the equa-

lity of the spectra for Cs and Na, as far as measured for the

latter target. It supports the conclusion formulated earlier

(sect. 4.3) for the energy spectra that these targets are al-

most equivalent. Another trend that can be distinguished is

that the most pronounced "perpendicular" behaviour is observed

for pure resonant CE. The steepest rise towards 6 = 90° is met

with Mg and e = 4 eV. Opposite to this the most pronounced "pa-

rallel" behaviour is exhibited by Ar, the least resonant tar-

get. The spectra for 2.5 keV, e=6 eV are, however, in clear

disagreement with this trend. The understanding of the angular

spectra is also hampered by the fact that, except for the di-

rect process b, the anisotropy of the CE is only measured in-

directly because the molecule undergoes many rotations before

dissociation takes place.

The theory of NRCE, presented in the companion article [6],

treats the orientation of the molecule explicitly. Since this

is one of the major advances achieved by this theory, it is

especially interesting to compare the predictions with our ex-

perimental results. For a Mg target and E = 5 keV the calculated

anisotropy is denoted by triangles in figure 21. These points,

only given in the region of process b (e = 4 and 6 eV) where

the anisotropy of the CE is directly measured, are derived from

full calculations at 9=80° and 30°. Although further calcula-

tions at more 8-values are desirable, it is already clear that

in this case the theory gives the correct trend for the 6-

dependence. A similar agreement was found for E=1.5 keV.

A very peculiar anisotropy is visible in figures 20 and 21

for e = 8 eV. The 4 maxima have, however, been observed most
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clearly in a small.e-region at 7 eV (not shown here), on the

low energy tail of the first predissociation peak with a Cs

target. Since the nature of this phenomenon is not yet clear,

a discussion is postponed to a forthcoming article about this

subject.

6. Conclusions
The unambiguous measurement of the released momentum in the

centre-of-mass frame after dissociative CE of H*, which has

become possible with our experimental approach, has allowed

a more detailed insight in these processes. For all targets

studied (Ar, Mg, Na, Cs) we have been able to identify the con-

tributing dissociative channels. With a generally applicable

method to create level selected beams the role of the initial

vibrational level has been clarified. A refinement of this

method can be achieved and offers good possibilities for future

research. Also the still rough method to detect the scattering

angle of the whole dissociating molecule can be improved by

using a better focussed beam. Another way would be the instal-

lation of a second small detector close to the collision region.

This detector can be used for time of flight detection of the

ion formed to give more accurate information on the energy trans-

ferred, and can also be used to detect emitted photons. In this

way even more complete and detailed measurements will be pos-

sible simultaneously with one apparatus.

'Although only dissociative channels are studied here, it

seems possible to draw general conclusions abput the CE of H^

at kev-energies. The relative transition probabilities to dif-

ferent electronic states of H 2 are primarily dependent on the

ionization energy of the target and can well be described with

• the dominant mechanism of NRCE, inducing vertical transitions.

It may be useful to note here that an H_-target (I. =15.4 eV)

I gives almost the same result as an Ar-target (I. = 15.8 eV) .

! For H2 we have only performed surveying experiments, which con-

[ firmed the results of Vogler [5]. The formation of (meta-)
i 1+3
j stable H2-molecules (X Z and c I^-states) with the relative

I
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cross sections as measured implicitly by Gellene et al. [2]

also supports the picture of NRCE. Targets with a high ioniza-

tion potential (Ifc>10 eV) give an exchange mainly to the ground

state, while a low ionization potential (It<6.5 eV) yields H 2

in the a3z*, c3nu, B
1!* and higher lying states. An intermediate

target as Hg gives the repulsive b I* state as most important

channel.

For this case it is demonstrated that the important triplet

states cannot be considered as independent. Only if the a-b

and a-c couplings due to charge-dipole interaction are expli-

citly taken into account an asymptotic near-resonant theory

yields valid predictions. The continua of the e-spectra compare

very well with the experimental spectra at different collision

energies. A discrepancy, however, still exists for the E-depen-

dence of the intensity-ratio of the continuum and discrete

parts of the spectra. This brings us to the statement of an

important lack of experimental data on absolute cross sections,

as already indicated in section 2. Therefore we are considering

to perform such measurements, especially for a Mg-target, with

our new apparatus that has just come in operation. The obser-

vation of absolute cross sections over a broad range of ener-

gies would provide another critical test for our theory and

will reveal the nature of the existing discrepancy. Another

important conclusion is that the theory for NRCE predicts the

anisotropy observed for process b correctly.
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CHAPTER VI
Predissociation of the

c317u-state of H2,populated
after charge exchange of H

with several targets
at keV energies

Abstract

A detailed itudy o& the pnedi&iociation oi the. c Hu-itate. oi H^ hat
been made uiith a new, very ien&itive, experimental technique.. A resolution
< 1% i& obtained in the mea&unement oi the leZeaA&L kinetic energy of,
H-H paint a{ten. change exchange oi H£ vxtjtil **•> H2' t*9' Wa and Ci blJ d e t e c "
ting both {fiagmetiti with a tune, and po&ition ien&itive. mivwchamel-plate.
detector. Eighteen vibnational levelM oi the. c Uu-itate can be cleanly
dittingwuhed in the lange, oi 7 .2- 70.2 eV. Vetaited inioiunation i& extnac-
ted itom the ipectfia with the. aid oi a. convolution pitocedtvie. The vibna.-
tional enengy leveli oi the. c U^-itate. <u calculated by Koloi and RychteMki
161 one. iound to be connect within thz experimental accuracy oi S meV.
Pmdi&Aodative. UieXUmeA one meatwted, yielding 6.2 ±0.5 m ion. the. touh-
eit njovibnational level [\>= 0, K* 1), which one. in good agreement with
theoretical calculatumi oi Comtet and Ve Bnuijn [15]. The. CAOU iection.
ion change, exchange it ob&exved to incnea&e gradually .with the. vibnational
level and izemi to iollow the. geometrical croa iection oi the molecule..
Rotational excJXation during the charge exchange i& olio iound to increase
comiderabltj with the. vibnational quantum ntuitbeA. The. iinal rotational
temperature, further dzpendt, itnongty on the target gat ubed and increaiu
with the neionance energy de-iect \M\ in the charge exchange colli&ion.

1 . Introduction

Recently we have reported [1] about detailed measurements

on the dissociative charge exchange of ut with several targets
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0.8 1.6 2.4 32
Internuclear distance (A)

fig. 1 - Some, potential cu/vuu o£ Hg , letevant to thii uonk.
The cutwzt, a)iz taken i>wm the compilation by Shtvup [20].
Foot dii&eKent mzchani&mi ia-d) ion. diiiodative. change,
exchange of Hg an.e indicated. The da&hed awtom on the
left Aide, ate the ioruzatLon potentiate o £ the. tangeti
uied.
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(Ar, Mg, Na, Cs) at keV-energies. These experiments are per-

formed with a novel technique for translational spectroscopy

(sect. 3 of this article), employing a large area double chan-

nelplate detector to measure the mutual distance and the flight

time difference of the two dissociation fragments. In this way

high resolution N(e,6) spectra, doubly differential in the re-

leased kinetic energy e and the recoil angle 6 in the centre-

of-mass frame, are obtained directly. At the same time Sidis

and de Bruijn [2] have published an article in which a theory

for near resonant charge exchange (NRCE) is presented and cal-

culations on the dissociative NRCE of H_ with Hg atoms, which

explain the experimental results fairly well.

In ref. 1 four dissociative processes are distinguished

(see also fig. 1):

* process a, radiative dissociation

H2 + A-»H2(a
3r*) (+A+) -»H2(b

3n*) (+hv)

* process b, direct dissociation

H + A-H(b3!*) (+A+)

process c, predissociation into ground state H-atoms

H + A - H ( c 3 H ) (+A+) H(b3Z*)

* process d, predissociations into H + H*

H* +A->H2(d
3IIu,...) (+A

+) •* ... -»H(1s) +H(24)

Processes a and b contribute to a continuum in the released

kinetic energy e (o < e < 8 eV), while the predissociative pro-

cesses c and d yield discrete e-spectra (7.2 eV< e < 10.2 eV

and e < 1= 9 eV respectively). The cross sections for the diffe-

rent processes depend strongly on the ionization potential of

the target atoms or molecules. For process £ large cross sec-

tions are obtained with alkali-targets, due to a small resonan-

ce energy defect |Al| for charge exchange (fig. 1). In this

article, the third in the series, we will focus on this pre-

dissociation. Thus far only Meierjohann and Vogler [3] have
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been able to observe this process, using gaseous targets. They

concluded that a second predissociative state, for which they

proposed the e Z*-state, was present in their experimental

spectra between e = 9 and 10.2 eV. He will show here (sect. 2)

that this predissociation does not contribute in an important

way and that all structure in the spectrum above e = 7.2 eV is

due to the predissociation of the o upstate.

Although collision induced dissociation is certainly not a

standard tool for purely spectroscopie studies it is very use-

ful in the case of triplet states. With optical spectroscopy,

which offers much higher resolution, only singlet states of

H_ can be reached in an easy way. Merely the first four vibra-

tional levels of the c I^-state coull be measured by Dieke [4]

through the radiative decay of higher lying triplet states in

a discharge. The absolute position of triplet states has very

long been uncertain because singlet- and triplet-bands are com-

pletely separated in H 2. This matter has been settled by Miller

and Freund [5] in 1974 by the study of singlet-triplet anti-

crossings. Kolos and Rychlewski [6] have shown that a reason-

able agreement exists between their ab initio calculation of

the ell vibrational levels and Dieke's tables when the correc-

tions of Miller and Freund are used on the experimental data.

We will also compare our results with the calculated levels

of Kolos and Rychlewski.

Another way to reach triplet states is electron impact ex-

citation of Hg. Johnson [7] used this excitation mechanism to

measure the radiative lifetime of the lowest vibrational level

of the c JIu-state (i.e. the metastable part) and found a value

of about 1 msec, which agrees very well with the calculation

of Freis and Biskes [8]. The fact that the c3nu~state is part-

ly a metastable state - the only one in H_ - makes it especial-

ly important to study it. This state is of importance for neu-

tral beam injection in fusion plasmas, future laser applications

and can be used as a starting point to study higher lying trip-

let states [9]. Half of the c nu-levels can predissociate, as

will be explained in section 2, and these levels can be used

to probe the populations of the metastable levels.

Rovibrational populations are derived from the released
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kinetic energy spectra with the aid of a computer simulation

program which takes care of experimental convolutions. One of

these eonvoluting effects is the lifetime of the predissocia-

ting levels, which shortens the effective flight length in our

apparatus. Hereby it is possible to measure predissociative

lifetimes on the order of nanoseconds accurately, which are

otherwise very difficult to determine. Further the populations

of rovibrational levels in the c nu~s

our vibrationally resolved e-spectra.

of rovibrational levels in the c I^-state will be derived from

2. Predissociation of the c^-state
We will denote vibrational levels by v and rotational levels

by their quantum number K as defined by Herzberg [10]. K is

the total angular momentum K minus the spin angular momentum

S and this is a meaningful quantum number in Hund's coupling

case b, to which the lower electronic states of H ' belong.

The lowest possible value for K is A, the projection of the

electronic angular momentum L on the internuclear axis (e.g.

1 for a H-state). All rotational levels of a n-state are A-

doubled (o. = ± 1). In a diatomic homonuclear molecule as H,

one of these levels exists only when the nuclear spins, both

with magnitude J, of the atoms are parallel (1=1, called

ortho-hydrogen) and the other one only with antiparallel spins

(1=0, para-hydrogen) to preserve the antisymmetry for exchange

of the nuclei of the total system.

A strong conservation rule holds for the para/ortho charac-

ter for all kinds of transitions. Other selection rules spe-

cifically for predissociation are, if both states involved be-

long to Hund's case b (Kronlg's selection rules, see for in-

stance ref. 10):

(1)

In accordance with these rules, predissociation of only half

of the levels of the c3llu-state of H 2 to the b
3z*-state is

AA =

AS =

AK =

0 ,

0

0

±1 g

u

u

g
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allowed as indicated in the diagram of figure 2. Following

the definition of Herzberg these levels,, the even K's of ortho-

hydrogen and the odd levels of para-hydrogen, form the H -part

of the electronic state.

2.1. Predissociative lifetimes

Predissociative lifetimes depend critically upon the posi-

tions of the potential curves of the initial and final states.

Experimental observation of such lifetimes therefore forms a

serious test for the theoretical potentials at small internu-

clear separations of the states Involved. We will denote the

lifetime of a specific level by T „ (not to be confused with

the experimental flight time difference T, which has no sub-

scripts) .

The predissociation of the c nu~state to the b Z*-state

is induced by rotational electronic perturbations [11]. The

formalism to calculate predissociative transition probabilities
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in the case of rotational coupling has been worked out by Fiquet-

Fayard and GalXais [12], using a Hamiltonian as given by van

Vleok [13]. With this formalism they performed calculations

for the predissociation of the D1IIu-state of H 2 to the B'
1!*-

state, which agree very well with experimental results. The

following formula for the linewidth LR [cm ], which is inver-

sely proportional to the lifetime T V K , is deduced in their

article:

.2

with F |R" 2|X Z>/(AE)
1 / 2

-1The quantity AE is the energy difference, expressed in cm

between the continuum vibrational levels (reciprocal of the

density of states). For J < 5 it is concluded that Fy is almost

independent on J in the case of H, [12,14], which means that

the vibrational and rotational dependence of LR is separated.

V

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

10

15

theoretical
Tv,1

6.78

1.40

0.51

0.25

0.15

0.10

0.078

0.045

0.070

Tv,2

-2.34

0.48

0.18

0.088

0.052

0.036

0.027

Tv(

6.2±

2.7 ±

2.1 ±

1.8±

< 1.

< 1.

< 1.

< 1.

< 1.

experimental

1

0

0

0

0

5

5

5

5

5

.5

.8

.8

.8

Tv,

2.1 ±

0.9±

0.7 ±

0.6 ±

< 0.

< 0.

< 0.

< 0.

< 0.

2

0.

0.

0.

0.

5

5

5

5

5

2

3

3

3

Table 7: Theaivtical pn.ediiiociative. tiietimu T „ of the

tmiut /taxational leveli IK' 1,2} o& thz c% -itate.

o£ «2» teptoduced inom tvti. ' 5 - I« &>*• *«&•* 2 &>-

tumni OWL meaiwiementi ate given.
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A calculation of the predissociative lifetimes of the c In-

state is presented in a separate article by Comtet and de Bruijn

[15]. It is also shown there that in this case J has to be re-

placed by K in formula (2) because the spin S does not contri-

bute to the coupling. The lifetimes T V K thus become shorter

with about 1/K(K+1) due to the strength of the coupling, a

connection which we will use in the computer simulation of our

spectra in section 4. The accurately calculated values of

T V R(K = 1,2) are reproduced in table 1. Is is seen that the

lifetimes become rapidly shorter with the vibrational level

up to v M 1 o because the potential curves approach each other

for small r (fig. 1 ) .

2.2. Rovibrational distribution

Measuring the released kinetic energy e after a predissocia-

tion offers the possibility to probe the rovibrational distri-

bution which was present before the dissociation took place.

In our experiment this distribution is the result of three

successive transitions:

- i Cold H 2 (M 400 K) is ionized with fast electrons

(100 eV) to H2(X2r+,v,K) in the ion source.

- ii A transition to H2(c
3n ,v',K') takes place during

a charge exchange collision.

- iii The predissociation of the c Hastate.

In principle all these transitions are studied as far as their

contributions can be separated. Therefore we will survey the

existing knowledge about the rovibrational behaviour of these

processes here.

2.2.1. Election Impact loni.zaJti.on

The H2-molecules in the ion source will be almost exclusi-

vely in the lowest vibrational level (v=0) of the electronic

ground state for a temperature around 400 K. The normalized

distribution over rotational levels K is given by:

p r o t K
PK ~ ZI2K+1 ] • [21 (K) +1 ] • exp«-E -/kT) (3)
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K

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
8

PK,H2-x
1r;«

«PK,H*-x
2
z;

0.099

0.583

0.138

0.161

0.013

0.005

0.0002

0.00003

PK,H2-cV
 + >

—^-»
0.200

0.571

0.106

0.111

0.0081

0.0034

0.0001

0.00002

Table Z: Rotational population P^, calculated with

3-6 IT = 400 K) and jotCouttng the diagnam oj £tg. 2,
Hg itatei dating out.

c, {lg. I ) .

The rotational energy, used in the Boltzmann-factors of for-

mula (3), is given by

The statistical weighting factors [2K+1] and [2I(K)+1] refer

to the degeneracy of the rotational levels and the nuclear

spin states respectively. Since the rotational levels of the
1 +

X X -state belong to parahydrogen (1=0) for even K and to

orthohydrogen (1= 1) for odd K, the weighing4factor [2I(K)+1]

is alternatingly 1 and 3. The calculated rotational distribu-

tion, given in table 2, is very narrow because the rotational

level spacings in H 2 are extremely large (BQ = 59.3 cm ) .

Ionization of cold H 2 with fast electrons, which will be

"vertical" in the potential diagram, yields H^ in all 19 vibra-

tional levels because the equilibrium internuclear separations

of the two states involved differ by as much as 0.3 &. The

Franck-Condon factors for this process, including vibration-

rotation interaction, have been calculated by ViHarejo [16].

Only even values of AK have to be considered because of para/
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V

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

Pv-exp

0.119

0.190

0.188

0.152

0.125

0.075

0.052

0.037

0.024

0.016

0.0117

0.0082

0.0057

0.00374

0.00258

0.00175

0.00109

0.00056

0.00012

___

Pv-theor

0.11916

0.18994

0.18791

0.15173

0.11097

0.07732

0.05270

0.03564

0.02411

0.01638

0.01121

0.00773

0.00536

0.00374

0.00258

0.00175

0.00109

0.00056

0.00012

—

Pv-theor

after C.E.

0.1198

0.1893

0.1866

0.1506

0.1104

0.0772

0.0529

0.0360

0.0245

0.0167

0.0115

0.0080

0.0056

0.0039

0.0027

0.0019

0.0014

0.0008

0.0002

0.00003

Table. 3: Vibiurtionat populations Pv ioK Ĥ  a&teA etxsJüion.
impact, ixmïzation. oj «z {nam Bu&cfi and ftuut [17].
The. experimental valuu OM. obtained pwm a fit-
ting pnaceduns. to phototbLtioaiation cJwói-iexMon.
data, the. the.onejticat calculation include* a
vasUation oi the. eteatfumic matnix element with
the. iMteAnucleM. dzpannJUuon. The. tait colwm
contaim the. expected vibiutfional potwCatlon

in the c U^-itate. H2 aitvi cfuwge exchange,
calculated j « « the. value* in column 3 with the
F.C. iactou o{ table. 4.
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ortho conservation. Von Busch and Dunn [17] have compared the

results of Villarejo with an experimentally deduced vibratio-

nal distribution. They performed a photo-dissociation experi-

ment on an H2-beam, which was extracted from an electron impact

source operated under almost identical conditions as we did

(P«10 Torr, T M 4 0 0 K, E e l»100 eV). Using accurately calcu-

lated cross sections a K ( M for the photo-dissociation, they

could fit a vibrational beam-population Py to the measured total

cross section o(X) with reasonable confidence. A part of their

tables relevant for this work is reproduced in table 3. The

fitted redistribution (column 2) is somewhat shifted to lower

v's compared to normalized Franck-Condon factors for the ioni-

zation. Although they do not completely discard an interpreta-

tion with a very high contribution (2/3) of auto-ionization,

von Busch and Dunn give strong arguments for a different ex-

planation. They could fully account for their experimental Py-

distribution by varying the electronic matrix element for elec-

tron impact ionization in a realistic way with the internuclear

separation. It seems reasonable to assume that the vibrational

population of our H2~beam will be equal to the P 's as calcu-

lated by von Busch and Dunn (column 3 of table 3).

An estimation of the rotational distribution is more diffi-

cult to give. Starting with the known rotational distribution

n(K") of H 2 at 400 K from table 2, the relative populations

after ionization, following the notation of von Busch and Dunn,

will be

y n(K") (2K'H-1K(vl.Kl;0,K")F(lK'-K-|) ,_,
Z(2K+1)F(|K-K"j) £C(v',K;0,K") l '
K v' '

The £'s are the Franck-Condon factors and F(AK) is a factor

that governs rotational excitation. Although the Franck-Condon

factors as calculated by Villarejo are almost equal for AK = 0

and AK = 2, rotational transitions are generally believed to

be rather unimportant. F(2) will be much smaller than F(0) for

ionization with fast electrons in analogy with photo-ioniza-

tion (dipole selection rule). Clear evidence for this state-

ment is available for the ionization of N 2 by fast electrons

[18] while the experiments of HcGowan et al. [19] on H- also
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point into this direction. By simply taking F<2) =0, formula

(3) reduces to

S (v',-0) ,
P

n(K')
n(K")v'K' Zn

K" v"

where we have used the calculations of Villarejo showing that

when K"=K', 5 depends only on v'. So we get a rotational po-

pulation for all final Hj vibrations which is equal to the

original H,-population in v = 0. Re-expressed as a rotational
+ —1

temperature for H 2 (BQ = 29.1 cm ) , using formulas (3) and (4),

this means a very cold beam with about 200 K for the lowest

and 20 K for the highest vibration.

The rovibrational populations (tables 2 and 3) will be con-

served until the collision chamber because the radiative life-

times between the levels are of the order of 10 sec. Collision
of H^ inside the ion source or during the beam flight can be

—4 —3 —7
neglected because of the low pressures, 10 -10 and 10 -10

Torr respectively.

2.2.2. CfuiAge exchange colliiloni

The c n -state of H 2 is a Rydberg state of the series con-

verging to the ground state of H^ and therefore these states

are in first order parallel to each other. The cross section

for charge exchange, which is mainly fixed by the resonance

energy defect, will thus not depend very much on the internu-

clear separation r. Under such circumstances the vibrational

population after charge exchange will be determined by the

initial distribution in flj and the Franck-Condon factors of

the transition. The F.C.-factors

H H +

£<v\-v) = |<xv?|xv
2>|2 (7)

have been calculated, taking the potential curves from refe-

rences 6 and 20, and are given in table 4 (normalized for every

v with Z?(v';v) = 1 ) . The expected vibrational distribution
v'

in the final state is given in table 3 (column 4), together

with the initial distribution in H* (column 3).

About rotational transitions again not much is known. The
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vinitial

0
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Av = -1

0.008

0.020

0.036

0.055

0.076

0.100

0.125

0.148

0.166

0.176

0.176

0.164

0.141

0.107

0.070

0.034

0.002

0.010

Av = o

0.992

0.971

0.943

0.906

0.860

0.801

0.742

0.671

0.595

0.518

0.445

0.380

0.332

0.307

0.319

0.402

0.656

0.920

0.955

Av= 1

0.008

0.021

0.037

0.058

0.083

0.114

0.150

0.192

0.237

0.285

0.335

0.385

0.429

0.456

0.439

0.336

0.134

0.002

0.017

Tabtz 4: HoiMoJUzed fnanck Condon iactou {Ci thz tnamition

H*z - *
ZZ*a*Hi' c \ ' caicutait^d « ^ *te potential

cwivu oi tiziviencu 6 and ZO ion K * J. fox the.

no>waJU.z<vU.on tht V.C.-^cuvtou have, been calculated,

up to Av* ±4.

situation is extra complicated because the c H -state is mixed
3 + u

with the a r -state during the transition as we know from pre-

vious work [2]. As a first try we will assume that only AK=0,±1

transitions occur, with equal shares. As illustrated in figure

2 only charge exchange transitions with AK odd contribute to

predissociative levels. To calculate the final distribution

formula (5) has to be taken fully into account. With F(0) =F{1)

and C taken constant we obtain the result given in table 2.

Mainly due to the statistical factor (2K'+1) we are left with
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a net rotational excitation. The final distribution is close

to a Boltzmann distribution in the c I^-state of 300 K.

Z.Z.3. Pizdli&oelation o& the. c n^-itatz

As already mentioned before (sect. 2) only the n -part of

the ell -state is allowed to predissociate to the repulsive

b Z+-state. This predissociation occurs without competition

because there are no lower lying triplet-gerade states avail-

able for optical transitions. This is also the reason why the

n~-part of the state is truly metastable [7]. Because of the

lack of competition the rovibrational distribution of the II+-

part (tables 2 and 3) will be completely preserved through the

predissociation. Almost the same distribution will be present

in the n~-part, allowing an indirect measurement of this popu-

lation.

Many higher lying Rydberg states can radiate to the c in-

state. Since the cross section to form these states is much

lower than for the c II -state for all targets used [1], the

contribution will be small and the rovibrational distribution

unchanged.

3. Experimental technique
Our experimental technique for translational spectroscopy

has been introduced before [21] and is further described in

the first article of this series [1]. Therefore the general

method and instrumentation will only be shortly reviewed in

the next section (3.1). The experimental convolutions are, how-

ever, treated in more detail (sect. 3.2) because they are very

important for the present measurements.

3.1. The method

A schematic drawing of the method is given in figure 3. A

molecular ion beam with an energy E which can be varied between

1.5 and 7 keV is focussed onto the centre of a position- and

time-sensitive double detector. At a fixed position in the

beam-line dissociations are induced, in this case by collisions
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DETECTOR

DISSOCIATION

PRIMARY

2.5-10 këV

V1.lab

fig. 3 - VJtinaipte. o& ouK expe/Umentat method. Both
cvUiing £>tom a. di&iocicuUon in a &a&t beam, axe.
detected with a po&itLon- and time-&emitivz de.-

with a target gas in a very short (1 mm) collision chamber.

The two fragments will acquire opposite momenta in the c.m.-

frarae of the molecule, as a consequence of which they proceed

their path with different laboratory velocities. If two par-

ticles arrive within a narrow time interval (typically 100 ns)

at opposite halves of the detector, their mutual distance R

and flight time difference are measured. The resolution in'

position and time is better than 100 um and 500 psec FWHM res-

pectively .

Since the flight time of the dissociating molecule is fixed

by the flight length 1 and the beam velocity v Q, R and T are

a direct measure for the velocity components.v^ and v.. (with

respect to the beam direction) of the fragments in the centre-

of-mass frame of the molecule. For every event the released

kinetic energy e and the recoil angle 6 (fig. 3) are calcula-

ted with the following formulas:

** 2 2
( v T ) + R ] (8)

6 = arctan (9)
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Formula (8) is only valid for dissociation products with equal

masses as we are considering here.

During an experiment 3-dimensional N(e,0) spectra, as pre-

sented in [1], are accumulated directly with a count rate of

1-10 kHz. At the same time other spectra such as N(R), N(T)

and N(R) < 2 (R-spectrum. with time-window) are stored to check

the experiment. The N(R) _ spectra, actually a selection

of dissociations with 8«90°, exhibit in general a slightly

better resolution in e than the N(e,9) spectra because they

are insensitive to the experimental calibrations and the orien-

tation of the detector [21] (which has to be strictly perpen-

dicular to the beam). For this reason we present here only this

type of spectra, which are also recorded with a reasonable count

rate (up to 1 kHz). The spectra are transformed from a momentum

(R) scale into an e-scale, taking into account the proper Ja-

cobian {/£) and correcting for the width of the 9-window that

varies slowly with e because AT is fixed.

a

HL

b c c1 e f g h

- f l— fl- o - u

Vig. 4 - Schematic dwaing o A OUA. appa/iattu. a -
impaat (W-te/i-) Ion ioancz, b - eJjn.zeJU.eMi, c. -
IHlen i-UteA, d - dlaphnagm, e - defection plate*,
i - aoUUilon chmbzn, g - ion tnap, h - mistiw-
ahanneZ plate. dete.ctoi.

A schematic drawing of the apparatus, essent ial ly the same
as described in the f i r s t art ic le of this ser ies , i s given in
figure 4. In a l l measurements presented here the f l ight length
was 455 mm and in most cases the co l l i s ion energy was 6.8 keV.
under these conditions the R- region of interest (= 7.2 eV<
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<£<10.2eV) lies at the outer side of the detector, giving

optimal energy resolution.

3.2. Convoluting effects

Although the detector itself has an energy resolution (from

its R-resolution of 70 vm FWHM (25 pm mis)) of about 0.4%,

the actual resolution will be higher due to other convolu-

ting effects. The most important peak broadening is caused by

the uncertainty in the exact position in the beam line where

the collision and dissociation take place, respectively due

to the length of the collision chamber and the lifetime of the

intermediate electronic state, resulting in a spread in the

flight length 1 in formula (8). Further the width of the T-

window in N(R) _ measurements causes a small error. The
T < 2ns

influence of all these convoluting effects will be discussed

in the next subsections (3.2.1-3.2.4). The spread in the pri-

mary beam energy (« 1 eV) has a negligible effect on the spec-

tra (Ae/e=AE/Ew1/6800). The change in this energy due to the

collision can, however, not be completely neglected in all cases-

In the simulation of the spectrum with an Ar target (sect.

4.2), where at least 12 eV is transferred in the CE, also a

small correction for this convolution has been made.

A computer program is developed to calculate the convoluting

effects. In section 4 this program is utilized to simulate the

experimental spectra, fitting the lifetimes and populations

of rovibrational levels.

3.2.1. Spatial nzt>ola£ion o$ de.te.ctoK

The spread in the measurement of R can well be approximated

by a Gaussian shape:

(
R-y

F<R) =e ° (10)

In this formula o is the standard deviation, which is connec-

ted to the FWHM resolution as

owO.6 AR (11)
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The main contribution to R comes from the resolution in the

measurement of Rĵ  (k=1,2) for one particle due to uncertain-

ties in the charge measurements (noise in the electronics etc.).

By putting a thin foil with small pinholes in front of the de-

tector, an optimal spatial resolution of 30 urn FWHM (including

the uncertainty due to the diameter of the channels in the chan-

nelplate of 12 urn) was obtained. This means that a spatial re-

solution in AR of 50 m is feasible, 30/2" plus about 10 yn for

the error R.. + R_ - R caused by an uncertainty of maximal 0.5

mm in the position of the c m . of the molecule on the detector

as discussed in ref. 21. During the actual measurements the

spatial resolution was about 70 um FWHM, partly because the

q
-O

•p

Total convolution

Time window

7.5 7.6
Energy e (eV)

Fig. 5 - ViA&eAent aonvotutajm [A-V] in the. Ma&unmatf.

o& thz Kileaied kinetic. zneAgy a{tzn. a dlb&o-

(Uation. F-cgu/te E givei the. total convolution

[denoted d) o& a btuvvp peak (on. the. iub&equentty

peA$o>tmed convolutions, K-V.
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full pulseheight distribution was used to get a high count

rate and a position independent efficiency [1]. Also the spa-

tial linearity of the detection system was measured, yielding

0.05% over the full range. This was done by injecting charge

directly on the rings of the multi-anode spatial read-out sys-

tem, giving a spectrum with equally spaced sharp peaks. This

procedure delivers also the R-calibration.

The broadening of a sharp peak (e.g. one predissociated

rotational level) by the spatial resolution is given in figure

5c. This convolution is symmetric around the initial needle,

preserving the position of the peak.

3.2.2. The. Izngth o£ the. colll&ion chambe.*

The gas density inside the collision chamber, which has a

length of 1 mm, is not uniformly distributed because gas flows

out through the entrance and exit orifices which have different

apertures with a diameter of 0.2 mm and 0.4 mm respectively.

Therefore the distribution is not symmetric around the centre

of the chamber and a considerable density also exists outside

the collision chamber. Absolute calculations of effusive flow

patterns for scattering chambers with equal circular apertures

in thin foils have been made by Marthur et al. [22]. We did

a simplified calculation to obtain the relative density inside

and outside the collision chamber along the beam path. At eve-

ry point the density is calculated as the solid angle over

which the inside of the collision chamber wall is seen from

that point (fig. 6 ) . Mutual collisions of gas particles, pres-

sure gradients along the walls of the chamber, turbulations

and internal structures have been neglected. A justification

is found in the simple structure of the chamber and the low

pressures used (typically 10 Torr). This amounts to a rela-

tive density P'(x) inside the collision chamber given by

P'(x) =P • (4TT-« 1 -!i2) (12)

where SJi = 2ir

i
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X>0 X<0

Detector;.,

Imm

Collision chamber

fig. 6 - VzAinitLon oh patwnztvu, u&ed in ikzcatnulatitsn.
o$ the. dan&ity di&t/iibwtion in the. cottsliion
chambvi.

with P the initial density without gasflow, R^ the radius of

an aperture and x the distance to the centre of the chamber.

A formula analogous to (12) has been used for the regions out-

side the collision chamber.

The number of charge exchange collisions is proportional

to P'(x) and so a weighing factor is found for different flight

lengths, given by 1 = 1 Q + x. with that the spread of a sharp

peak over apparent E'-values, which are given by

e' = eQ(1 +2 f-)
o

(13)

,-2
because e is proportional to 1 (formula 8), can be calculated.

The convolution of an initial needle in the e-domain is

given in figure 5a. Since the gas density is highest at the

side of the smallest entrance aperture, the whole peak is some-

what shifter to a higer e'.

3.2.3. Li^ztimz o<{ p/te.diii o dating le.ve.li

The finite lifetime of the predissociating levels decreases

the effective flight length because dissociations also take
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place after the collision chamber. The number of dissociations

per unit time after excitation has an exponential behaviour:

) =const. e V' K (14)

Now Nfliggtt) i s t n e weighing factor for apparent e' values.

which are again given by formula (13) v-ith x=-v Qt. The par-

ticle velocity v in an Hj-beain of 6.8 keV is 8.2 * 10 m/s.

This means that already a lifetime of 1 ns (x/lQ=0.8 mm/455 mm)

will cause a well distinguishable exponential tail on the low

energy side of a peak. This is illustrated in figure 5b, show-

ing also that the whole peak is shifted to lower e's by this

convolution.

3.2.4. Width o& t-wlndov)

As mentioned before (sect. 3.1) the spectra have been re-

corded as a function of R, accepting only events with T < 2 ns

or « 87° < 9 < 90° in the e-region of interest. Therefore disso-

ciations with a fixed e are spread over a small R-range. The

mutual distance R of the fragments depends on 8 as [21]:

R=Rni sin 6" (15)

By integrating this relation over small R-intervals the yield

as a function of R is calculated. The charge exchange process

is assumed to be isotropic in this e-region, which agrees with

our measurements [1]. After transformation to e the final con-

volution of figure 5d has been calculated. The asymmetric peak

broadening is not very strong for the short time interval chosen

(T < 2 ns) and therefore the time resolution (0.5 ns FWHM) can

be neglected.

t. Experimental results and discussion
The experimental spectra, obtained as described in section

3, are given in figure 7 for Ar, H2, Na and Cs targets at

E = 6.8 keV. A part of the spectrum for a Mg-target at E = 6.5

keV that was recorded in an earlier stage with less data points

is also given. As far as this spectrum could be observed at
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this E (v<10) the resolution is equal to the other spectra

presented here and is thereby better than the resolution of

a first Mg-spectrum published earlier [21]. All measurements

are continued until sufficient statistics, i.e. at least 400

cts. for every data point up till 10.2 eV, was obtained. With

Na and Cs targets this took only a few hours, but for Ar and

H 2 a full day was required because there process b (fig. 1)

is 50 times stronger than process c. All spectra were measured

a few tines, also at other collision energies, showing excel-

lent reproducability. Energy calibration is carried out for

each spectrum separately on the position of the first 4 peaks,

for which the energy levels are accurately known from optical

measurements [4]. This is necessary because it is difficult

to measure the flight length with sufficient precision (0.2 mm)

under vacuum conditions. The flight length also slightly chan-

ges by dismounting the collision chamber (to refill) or the

detector (to clean the channelplates).

A striking difference is observed in the width of the peaks

when different targets are used, which is clearly due to ro-

tational excitation. The ordering (Ar-H2-Mg-Cs-Na) follows the

ionization potential I t of the targets, except for Na <Ifc = 5.1

eV) and Cs (I. = 3.9 eV) which are interchanged. The asymptotic

binding energy of the exchanged electron in H,(c n ) is about

3.8 eV. Considering, however, the high polarizability of the

c Itu~state, which forms a "hybrid" with the a Z*-state during

the collision as we discussed in previous communications [1,2],

Ma can be expected to be the most "resonant" target. So the

rotational excitation increases with the resonance energy de-

fect |AI| and is consequently inversely proportional to the

cross section for charge exchange and thus also to the impact

parameter. Around v=10 other important differences are seen

in the spectra of figure 7, which will be discussed in section

4.3. Since also in this respect the simplest spectrum is ob-

served for a Na-target, we will first consider this case in

more detail. A closer investigation of this spectrum learns

that v = 2 and 3 give the narrowest peaks (75 mev FWHM). The

broadening of v= 0 and 1 (resp. 110 and 80 meV FWHM) must be

caused by the experimental effect of the predissociative life-
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tines (sect. 3.2.3), which is most obvious for v = 0 where a

long tail is clearly visible on the low energy side of the peak.

4.1. Deconvolution of e-spectrum for a Ha-target

The e-spectrum is deconvoluted by comparison with simulated

spectra made with the computer program described in section

3.2. The energies of all the vibrational (0-19) and rotational

levels are calculated by Fournier [24] from the theoretical

c H u potential curve of Kolos and Rychlewski [6] with a stan-

dard Numerov method. Good agreement is thereby found with the

calculations made by the same authors for the vibrational le-

vels (without rotational energy, J = 0). The energies for K = 2

are listed in table 6.

4.7.7. Fitting o& v = 0 pzak

First we have simulated the peak for v = 0 with the expected

rotational population PR (table 2) and the theoretical life-

times (table 1; Tn . =6.78 ns). In figure 8 can be seen how

the different rotational peaks convolute to a vibrational peak.

Next the sensitivity of the observations for variations in PR

and T V R is tested. In figure 9 the observed peak for v = 0,

from which the small background of processes a and b (below

8 eV) is subtracted by linear extrapolation, is compared with

simulations for different rotational temperatures, of the hy-

drogen in the ion source (connected to the observable redis-

tribution as described in sect. 2.2). The rotational tempera-

ture .mainly alters the high energy side of the peak. Best agree-

ment with the experiment is found for a source temperature of

400 (± 25) K (giving a distribution of ± 300 K in the c3n -

state, sect. 2.2.2), which is indeed observed as the real ion

source temperature showing that the assumptions made in section

2.2 are reasonable for v = 0 . For higher temperatures rotational

structure appears in the calculated spectrum vhich is only

observed with Ar and H 2 targets (fig. 7).

The sensitivity of the measurement for the predissociative

lifetimes is very high in the range of a few nanoseconds. We

can conclude from fig. 10 that the lifetime mainly modifies

the low energy tail, which means that T V and Vv can be fitted
V r J\ J\
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almost independently to the experimental peaks. Only one para-

meter (T„ .) is varied because the ratios between the lifetimes

for subsequent rotational levels is known (T =const./K(K+1),
V,JV

sect. 2.1). The best fit is obtained with xn , =6.2 ns, only

slightly smaller than the theoretical value of 6.78 ns. The

left tail of the vibrational peak is mainly determined by the

strong ortho-level K = 2 (fig. 8), so actually principally t0 2

is fitted yielding 2.1 ns.

Also the other convolution parameters were varied to test

their influence. An enlargement of the time window AT from 2

ns to 4 ns gave a peak broadening to the low energy side, which

reproduced the experimental result. A realistic spatial reso-

lution of 70 pra FWHM (sect. 3.2.1) turned out to give the best

fit. A lower value (50 ym) made some rotational structure vi-

sible, which is not seen in the experiments. These structures

are, however, present in spectra taken at E = 5 keV, when only

the lowest 5 vibrations can be seen on the detector, and are

also present in the 5 keV simulations with AR - 70 ym. Higher

values of AR (> 100 ym) yielded a peak broadening that could

not be "repaired" by choosing a lower rotational temperature

because the whole peak shape became too much different from

the observed shape.

4.7.2. Si.mulatJ.on o& whole, ipzctiam

The next step was a simulation of the whole spectrum (fig.

11) using the estimated rotational (table 2, for all v's) and

vibrational (table 3) populations and the theoretical lifetimes

(table 1, columns 2 and 3) . For the higher vi*brational levels

a discrepancy is now revealed, that can not be attributed to

experimental effects. Clearly the rotational temperatures and

the line intensities increase with the vibrational level due

to the charge exchange transition. Therefore these parameters,

as well as the lifetimes, were fitted to the experimental spec-

trum in successive steps. The observed rotational populations

in the c Hastate are fitted to Boltzmann distributions cha-

racterized by a temperature T v (formulas 3 and 4) in that par-

ticular state (BQ=31.07 cm"
1). The final result is given in

figure 12 and the fitted parameters in table 1 (lifetimes) and
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table 5 (rotational temperatures and vibrational intensities).

The predissociative lifetimes could be fitted with confidence

up to v = 3, above that level only upper limits are given be-

cause the experimental, broadening becomes almost negligible.

Theory and experiment are in reasonable agreement, proving that

the ab-initio potential curves of Kolos and coworkers for the

c n [6] and b Z [23] states have a high accuracy as is fur-

ther discussed by Comtet and de Bruijn [15].

Except for v =13 a Boltzmann rotational distribution is
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seen to give a good approximation of the actual populations

after charge exchange (fig. 12). The rotational temperature,

actually the average rotational energy, increases smoothly

from 300 K for v = 0 to 900 K for the highest vibrational levels.

For v = 0 this is about the expected distribution (table 2),

but for the higher levels a strong rotational excitation occurs

during the charge exchange collision. Even if we assume that

T v is constant over v in the Hj-beam, while it is more likely

that it decreases with v (sect. 2.2.1), transfer of translatio-

nal (and/or vibrational) energy into rotational energy must

be a very efficient process in (near resonant) charge exchange

collisions of vibrationally excited H,,. Rotational excitation

up to about AK = 9 seems to occur frequently. Since the average

internuclear distance increases considerably with K, combined

vibrational-rotational transitions will be important for high

AK's. Due to the Pranck-Condon factors, the transition proba-

bilities for such transitions are often rather erratic because

the initial and final wavefunctions move in and out of phase

with the rotational level. This behaviour might explain the

very broad and double peak observed for v =13 with all targets

studied.

The observed relative populations (table 5) follow the ex-

pected vibrational distribution (table 3, column 4) quite close-

ly for the lowest 6 levels. From this we can conclude that the

basic assumption, a vibrational distribution in the H^-beam

as calculated semi-empirically by von Busch and Dunn, is cor-

rect within about 5%. This accuracy is high enough to assess

that the redistribution as fitted by the same authors to their

experimental observations is in error for v = 4 for which level

they have an important discrepancy of 15% between calculation

and experiment. The relatively high intensities which we have

observed for higher vibrations is most likely due to a higher

cross section for charge exchange. To investigate this we have

calculated the relative cross sections by dividing the obser-

ved intensities by the expected distribution (table 3, column

4). In figure 13 the results are plotted as a function of the

average r* ( = the geometrical cross section of the molecule)

for the different vibrations in the c3n -state as given in
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y

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

Na

Pv

0.115

0.167

0.166

0.137

0.101

0.074

0.052

0.038

0.028

0.0208

0.0148

0.0125

0.0092

0.0053

0.0044

0.0031

0.0023

T v [K]

300

325

345

370

390

415

470

570

620

690

750

750

850

850

850

900

900

Ar

Pv

0. IOO

0.1.45

0.149

0.135

0.110

0.081

0.062

0.052

0.042

0.035

0.021

0.023

0.015

0.009

0.009

0.004

0.003

T v [K]

625

650

700

780

870

950

1025

1100

1300

1500

1600

1600

1600

1600

1600

1600

1600

Table. 5: Mea&uMd vüwvUonat poputatlont [noiaaXAzed to

T? * 1] a&tvi the. change, exchange. o£ H2 with Ha and
AA. tangeti to the. c3rtu-&tate. oi H? Icottaa 2 and 4).
Cotumi 3 and 5 ghie. -the meaituved Hotatixmat tenpeJia.-
ttvt£A Tv in tins, cli^-itate, obtained &nom a fait
oi a. Bottzmaim dii&Ubution to the data..

reference 6 (for J = 0) . With this crude method a more or l e s s
linear dependence i s found, which i s a reasonable behaviour
for the electronic matrix element of the transition.

4.2. Results with an Argon target

Also for an Ar-target the rotational and vibrational popu-
lations in the e n -state are obtained from a f i t to the ob-
served predissociation spectrum (f ig . 14). The other convolu-
ting factors are target independent and are taken equal to
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nation.

the values used to f i t the Na-spectrum as described in the
previous section. The rotational excitation is much stronger
for this target, which has a resonance energy defect of more
than 10 eV for process c, and extends to the lowest vibrational
level. Some rotational structure, mainly from K = 6, appears
at the high energy tai ls of the first few peaks. Although this
structure is well reproduced in the simulated spectrum, i t
is obvious that Boltzmann rotational distributions give a less
perfect f i t than in the Na case. Nevertheless a rotational
temperature i s s t i l l a good measure for the rotational exci-
tation and is seen to run from 625 K for v = 0 t i l l 1600 K for
the highest vibrations (table 5). The rotational energy i s
roughly three times higher than after charge exchange with
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sodium for all vibrational levels. As we already discussed in

section 4 this strong excitation is directly connected to the

resonance energy defect of the exchange collision.

Ar-target
+-exp.
— simulation

20-

9
Released Kinetic Energy e (eV)

F-tg. 14 - Analogous to i-igwie. 12 {o/i an A/igon

10

The observed vibrational population is given in table 5 and

the deduced relative cross sections in figure 13. The increase-

ment of the cross section with v is stronger .than with Na and

is not strictly linear with the scale of "r% for J = 0 which we

have used. This difference can perhaps partly be explained

from the higher rotational levels, and consequently larger

internuclear separations, which are formed with Ar. Next to it

these results prove that besides rotational excitation also vi-

brational excitation occurs when an Ar target is used.

4.3. Observed energy levels

The theoretical energy levels for K = 2 are listed in table

6. Together with them the positions of the vibrational peaks
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V

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

r.
12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

theor.
K= 2
[ev]

7.310

7.599

7.874

8.133

8.378

8.609

8.826

9.029

9.218

9.392

9.552

9.697

9.825

9.936

10.029

10.101

10.151

10.180

10.193

10.198

comp.
simulation

lev]

7.287

7.584

7.862

8.124

8.374

8.607

6.828

9.037

9.225

9.402

9.558

9.708

9.834

<*.943

10.043

10.102

1O.'J55

our
measurement

[ev]

7.285 (t 0.005)

7.584

7.865

8.129

8.380

8.611

8.829

9.037

9.225

9.403

9.570

9.707

9.835

9.970 + 9.998

10.068

10.108

10.155

(i0.205

Table. 6: Remedied klnztic. eneAgu e jet dcjjeftutt vibnatConat
ttveti erf thz c nu-itate. o{ H? aj&A px&di&tocMUion
o& tkii itttfz. The. capitate. JU populated via. chvi-
ge zxchangz o{ H^ uiitk Na.
Column Z: fnom tktoteti&ttf. tenet pot,itlon& [6,25]

o$ the. JiotnUonal izveJU K'l l&tMngeit
tine ion. moit vibrations).

Column. 3: Compute* /UMitatüm o( tpeabiwn, adding
the. exp.canwiutioni to the. tkeeieticat
vatote.

Column. 4 : Expcujnentai vatuei ion. Ha. tangeX.
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(the peak-tops) in an e-spectrum, as they are determined from

the computer simulation for a Na target, are listed. Especial-

ly for the lowest v's the peaks are shifted because of the

lifetime effect. For the higher v's the position of the peak

1B found around the position of the strongest rotational levels

(K<2-4), sometimes slightly shifted due to an underlying tail

of a stronger peak.

The experimental spectrum is calibrated with the aid of

the simulated spectrum (fig. 12). The lowest 4 vibrations, which

are observed accurately by Dieke [4], and the sharp dissocia-

tion limit at e = 10.20 eV are used to establish the scale

(channels/eV) in this region of the spectrum. After that it

was necessary to shift the experimental spectrum slightly be-

fore it coincided with the calculated peaks. This small alinea-

rity of the experimental R-scale (0.1 -0.2%) is probably caused

by a nonuniform electrical field between the channelplates and

the anode for big R's (edge effect), which was not included

in the linearity test mentioned in section 3.2.1. This expe-

rimental alinearity is also the reason why the peaks around

v • 4 do not coincide completely with the calculated spectrum

in figure 12 (see also table 6). Nevertheless we can conclude

that the theoretical energy levels of Kolos and Rychlewski

are correct within the experimental accuracy of about 5 raeV.-

In the experimental Na spectrum the vibrational sequence

can be followed up to v=16 and even the other 3 levels (v=

17-19) give a structure on the high energy tail of the spec-

trum (fig. 12). The small hump which is observed above the

dissociation limit is probably due to short-lived rotationally

bound levels. It is important to note that the complete spec-

trum, with the explanation for the v = 1 3 peak as given in sec-

tion 4.1, can be understood as arising from the predissocia-

tion of the c I^-state. The spectra observed with other tar-

gets (fig.15) exhibit some new irregularities for v=9-11.

Above v =12 the structure in these spectra becomes less clear

because of the high rotational excitation. Especially with an

Ar-target a completely new peak appears between v =10 and v =11.

Meierjohann and Vogler [3], who have also observed this spec-

trum but were not able to resolve all structure in this region.
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proposed the predissociation of the e Zu~stats to explain ir-

regularities. The positions of the levels for this state and

also for the d II -state (both K = 2), which are the only states
•a u 2 +

besides c II which are allowed to predissociate to the b E -

state in this e-region, are indicated in figure 15. From that

it is clear that these states can not be responsible for the

new structures in our high resolution spectra. The possibility

of singlet gerade (+) states predissociating to the vibrational

continuum of the I ground state of H,, had to be rejected on

the same grounds.

So we have to conclude that all the observed peaks are caused

.by the predissociation of the c 1^-state and we are left with

the question why the structure is so much dependent on the

target used. Most likely we are observing the erratic nature

of the Franck-Condon factors, an explanation we already sugges-

ted for the v = 1 3 peak (sect. 4.1.2). The target dependence

then stems from the high K's involved, which have only a lar-

ge probability with far off-resonant targets. The Cs-spectrum

(and also the Mg-spectrum [21]) is seen to intermediate the

Ar- (and H2) spectrum and the Na-spectrum. The v = 1 0 peak in

the last spectrum already exhibits a peculiar ("non-Boltzmann")

shape and the extra peak just before v =11 in the other spec-

tra most probably also belongs to v =10.

5. Conclusions
By applying our new experimental method for translational

spectroscopy a very sensitive tool is found for the study of

predissociating states of neutral molecules. By the high re-

solution < 1% reached in the measurement of the released

kinetic energy E the theoretical level positions of a triplet

state of H, could be checked (table 5). It is concluded that
3

no other predissociations mix with the c Jlu spectrum between

e=7.2 and 10.2 eV, thereby rejecting the suggestion of Meier-

johann and Vogler [3] that the e £u~state could contribute.

A much more serious test on the potential curves of the c II
3 + u

and the b Z states could be carried out through the measure-

ment of the predissociative lifetimes of some levels (table 1),
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again showing good agreement with theory. The possibility of-

raeasuring predissociative lifetimes in the nanosecond range

accurately is an interesting option of our experimental aethod.

Charge exchange of Hj with alkali targets is shown to be

an efficient method to populate the metastable c J^-state of

H,. The observed rovibrational distribution in the predisso-

ciative H*-levels is a good measure for the population of the

metastable JI~-levels. From the observed distributions could

be deduced that the vibrational population of an H^-beam, made

by direct electron impact ionization follows the distribution

as calculated by von Busch and Dunn until at least v = 8. Above

that level the observed c Jl -distribution deviates too much

from the H2-population. This led us to the conclusion that the

cross section for charge exchange has a vibrational dependence

that follows the geometrical cross section of the molecule

(= r 2 ) . With our new machine, which has just come into opera-

tion, further information on the population in high vibratio-

nal states can be gained from photo-dissociation experiments.

Such measurements have been performed before with a mass spec-

trometer [25] and can now be repeated with much better (rota'

tional) resolution.

The observed rotational populations demonstrate that strong

rotational excitation accompanies the charge exchange reaction.

Only for v = 0 with a target that gives almost resonant charge

exchange (Na) the initial population is conserved. Already

with this target strong excitation is found for the higher

vibrational levels that can well be described with a final ro-

tational temperature up .to 900 K (300 K for v = 0 ) . with the

resonance energy defect of the charge exchange transition, va-

riable by taking different targets, the final rotational tem-

perature increases for all v's. For some vibrations (v=10,

13) important departures from a Boltzmam: rotational distri-

bution are observed, which is probably due to erratic Franck-

Condon factors for transitions with a very large AK.

With the knowledge gained here about the conversion of the

H2 rovibrational distribution into a c n predissociation dis-

tribution, a good probe for H, populations is found. An appli-

cation is already given in the first article of this series [1]
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by detecting vibrationally selected beams. An interesting ex-

periment would be the observation of the H 2 population after

electron impact fragmentation of organic molecules. Such an

experiment, using photo-dissociation, was already suggested

by von Busch and Dunn in 1972 and is recently performed by

Brenton et al. [26]. Our method would give much more detailed

information. Also vibrational transitions in low energy colli-

sions in the ion source could be studied in detail.
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CHAPTER VII
Orientational oscillations

in the cross section for
charge exchange of

with alkali targets

1, Introduction
This chapter deals with the same measurements as described

in chapter V. Therefore we refer to this chapter for a broa-

der introduction and an explanation of the experimental pro-

cedure .

In chapter V (section 5) we presented and shortly discus-

sed the angular spectra of the Dissociative Charge Exchange

(DCE) of H-, i.e. the anisotropy of the process for the direc-

tion of the released momentum (= orientation of molecular

axis) with respect to the beam direction (angle 0). Only the

spectra obtained with a Hg target could be compared with

theoretical predictions (chapter IV) for process b (direct

dissociation by CE to the b t -state of Hj), showing good

agreement. In this chapter we will pay attention to the angu-

lar spectra connected to process c (predissociation of the

cJnu-state of H 2, chapter VI), which exhibit an unexpected

oscillatory behaviour.

2. Experimental results
To get a qualitative impression of the peculiar anisotro-

py of process c_, we will examine the N(e,0) spectrum obtain-

ed with a Cs-target (E = 5 keV) where the phenomenon we want

to describe shows up most clearly. In figure 1 a view on

this three-dimensional spectrum is given. The released kine-

tic energy e is plotted along the x-axis and 0, denoting the
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direction of the associated nonentun, along the y-axis. Al-

ready in this spectrum, which is not plotted to the full

experimental accuracy for clarity, oscillations in the

0-direction are visible on the low-energy tail ( E M ? eV) of

the first vibrational peak (v = 0) of process c. Similar

oscillations are observed inbetween the first few vibrational

peaks. The region below e = 7.3 eV where the ridges for

9«30°, 50° and 70° stand out most clearly is displayed on an

expanded scale in figure 2. In chapter VI it is demonstrated
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(fig. 8) that almost exclusively the lowest two rotational

levels (K = 1 ,2) of the c3llu-state contribute to this tail of

the v = 0 peak. Cross sections through the N(e,0) spectra at

several e-values are presented in figure 3. Plotted is the

yield per solid angle element dN/di», derived from the experi-

mental dN/d0 spectra through a division by sin 0. In these

more quantitative pictures it can be seen that the oscillatory

behaviour is indeed strongest around e = 7 eV and extends

down to e = 6.75 eV. Especially the maximum around 0 = 30° per-

sists at higher energies, most clearly inbetween the vibra-

tional peaks.

The steep rise or fall of the spectra towards © = 90° is

caused by an experimental artifact. As explained in chapter V

(sect. 3.1) and illustrated here in figure 1 the £-resolution

of our detector increases with 0. Therefore the vibrational

peaks are only well resolved above 0 = 70° and this results in

a steep rise of a 0-curve taken over the top of such a peak

and vice versa a steep fall if the spectrum is taken through

a valley. To avoid this deformation, the angular spectra pre-

sented in chapter V (figures 20 and 21) for e = 8 eV are taken

with an e-window over a full vibrational peak (a top plus a

valley). The steep, artificial, fall towards 0 = 90° on the

tail of the v = 0 peak probably masks a real ridge at 0 = 90°

which can be distinguished lower on the tail (figures 2 and 3).

We conclude that in the 0-range studied (20°<0 <_ 90°) and

especially around e = 7 eV there are 4 maxima in the angular

spectra, namely at 90°, 66°, 50° and 29°.

To obtain more information about the nature of the obser-

ved oscillatory behaviour of the anisotropy, we have investi-

gated other available data on the DCE of H^. The most impor-

tant results are given in figures 4 and 5. In pictures a - d

of figure 4 the anisotropy for different targets is reproduced.

Since for all these targets the strongest effect is found

around e = 7.0 eV, spectra at this energy are presented here.

The most pronounced maxima are observed with a Cs target.

Already for Rb, which has an ionization potential (I. =4.1 eV)

which is only 0.2 eV larger than Cs, the oscillations are

weaker. For Na (Ifc=5.1 eV), however, still a strong effect
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is observed but with Mg (It=7.6 eV) the structure has almost

disappeared. An Ar-target (1^=15.8 eV} yields practically

smooth 0-spectra. The positions of the maxima, especially the

lowest one around 20° -30°, depend somewhat on the partner

for charge exchange.

The continuum part of the e-spectra extends to about 8 eV

and forms a background under the first few peaks of process c.

The structures which are visible in figure 1 below e = 2 eV are

due to other predlssociations which are discussed in chapter
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VIII. In the case of a Cs target the continuum is mainly due

to process a (dissociation after fluorescence of the a I -

state). Only higher vibrations (v^2) in the H2-beam give a

substantial contribution for e > 6 eV. Experiments with vibra-

tionally selected beams as described in chapter V.4 therefore

offer the possibility to study the anisotropy of purely

process c. Figure 4e represents the angular spectrum obtained

with a v = 0 beam, showing a stronger anisotropy than with a

fully populated ( 0 ^ V £ 1 9 ) beam. This proves that the observed

structure is only due to process c. The oscillations can now

be observed down to e =6.5 eV (fig. 4f) , very far on the v = 0

tail where almost exclusively the long-lived K =1 level con-

tributes (see chapter VI, fig. 8).

Another important parameter is the collision energy E.

Spectra for E = 5, 4 and 2.5 keV are given in figure 5. The fre-

quency of the peaks is seen to increase with decreasing E.

For E = 2.5 keV the onset of a new maximum is observed at the

experimental lower O-limit, which is 30° in this case.

3. Discussion
Before we enter a discussion of possible explanations of

the unexpected anisotropy of the DCE of H2, it is worthwhile

to summarize the experimental observations. Clear maxima in

the cross section are seen with a Cs target at E = 5 keV for

orientations of the released momentum with respect to the

beam axis characterized by 0=29°, 50° and 66°. Another maxi-

mum seems to be present for 6 = 90° and possibly a fifth peak

below 0 = 20°. The frequency of these oscillations increases

when the collision energy is lowered. The whole phenomenon

is directly connected to the charge exchange into the lowest

rotational levels of the predissociating c n -state of H_.

Further the effect is strongest for targets which are near

resonant for the CE (Cs, Rb, Na). The positions of the maxi-

ma in the 0-spectra shift somewhat with the target but the

general trend is conserved.
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3.1. Time development before predissociation

Process c is a two-step process. The first step is CE of

H, in an unpolarized beam with a target atom and first after a

considerable lifetime (10"11 S £ T V 2<2 . 10~
9 s) the second

step, predissociation of the free molecule, occurs. Since

there is no perturbation of any sort during the predissocia-

tion, the anisotropy has to originate from the charge exchange

collision. There is, however, a development in time of the

orientational distribution because the molecule can rotate

many times prior to dissociation. The characteristic rotation
— 1 3

time is 10 s, much shorter than the predissociative life-

times of the substantially populated levels.

To facilitate the further discussion the vector diagram

for Hund's case b, which applies for the lower electronic

states of HJ| (see also chapter VI, sect. 2} , is given in

figure 6. The rotational levels are in this case characterized

by the quantum number K, the total angular momentum J minus

6 - Veatoi diagnam o& angulan momenta in Hund'i coupting awe 6.

J: total angulan. momentum;

K: J-S, the. total ipin angulan. momentum o£ the. elecXKoni;

A: VnojesJUon o£ the. total onhltat. angulan. momentum I on

the intennudtean. axil.
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the spin S, which has a minimum value of 1 (=A) for a H-state.
Only for this lowest, not strongly rotating/ level the orien-
tational distribution directly after CE will be roughly pre-
served untill the predissociation. For the other levels only
the selection on the magnetic sublevels m. of the space fixed
total angular momentum J will be observable. The orientational
distribution with respect to any axis, in our case the beam
direction, is then a weighted summation of the appropriate
rotational wavefunctions ïn^m (Q) • Only for very high l's
( «high K's) it is possible to build up the oscillatory orien-
tational distribution observed with the spherical harmonics.
Because this experimental distribution could unambiguously be
attributed to the lowest rotational levels, we have to con-
clude that this behaviour is associated with only the K = 1
level. The main 'rotation' for this level is a nutation of
the internuclear axis around the direction of K as indicated
in figure 6 by the dashed circle (nutation of 'symmetric top',
see for instance 11 ]). This nutation exists also when K = A = 1
because the vector it will not point exactly in the direction
of A( lifl > |lt|). The orientational distribution will, however,
not be altered in an important way in this case and therefore
the distribution originating from the CE can be observed almost
directly in our experiments.

3.2. Interference in Charge Exchange

So we are left with the question why the CE to the c In-
state produces such a peculiar orientational distribution for at
least K = 1 but probably also for other levels. The regularity
in the positions of the maxima suggests that some kind of
quantum mechanical interference is responsible for their ori-
gin. The dependence of the frequency of the oscillations on
the collision energy, which is very close to 1/v ii (fig. 5),
strongly supports such an interpretation. Oscillations in the
cross section for CE between atoms as a function of the impact
parameter b of the collision (Stueckelberg oscillations) are
well known [2] but oscillations in the orientation of a mole-
cular partner are noticed for the first time here. The firstly
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mentioned oscillations are due to the different paths (A + B ,
A++B) which can be followed between the two passages of the
critical distance for CE Rc, giving a constructive or de-
structive phase difference depending on b.

As illustrated in figure 7, also in our case interference
effects can be expected between two possible paths for R < RQ.
The formation and splitting of the sp± hybrid state is caused
by charge-dipole interaction (linear Stark effect) and de-
pends on the orientation of the Hj-molecule as sin Y (see
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chapter III, sect. 4 and fig. 1). The coupling between the

H2 + Cs and the sp+ states is not necessarily due to a curve

crossing, although this is quite likely because the asymptotic

energy difference is only 0.3 eV, but will anyway be localized

in a small region Rc. The phase difference at the second cros-

sing of this region, where Rc will in general have a different

value, depends on the collision velocity, on b through the

length of the path in the diagram (fig. 7) and on the orienta-

tion 0, <t> of the molecule through the y-dependence of the

sp± splitting. The function y (b,0,<t> - *jj»t) is given in Chapter

III, eg. (14), and introduces a second dependence on b. It can

be imagined that an oscillation in the cross section for CE

Q(Q) is left after integration over the other important colli-

sion parameters (b,4>-*b), resulting in the observed behaviour.

Such a detailed calculation has, however, not yet been attemp-

ted.

The proposed interference effect would also give a 0-oscilla-

tion for process a, which also develops via the sp+ state. In

that case the dissociations of the lowest rotational level

(K = 0) are spread over a large e-region where it forms a minor

fraction of the total spectrum and these oscillations are

therefore not observed.
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CHAPTER VIII
Predissociation of
highly excited states

in H* J
1. Introduction
In chapter IV we noticed the appearance of predissociative

peaks at low e-values after the dissociative charge exchange

(DCE) of H~ with alkali targets (process d). A dissociation

limit of 1.9 eV was clearly revealed in the vibrationally

selected measurements performed with a Cs target (sect.IV.4.3.2).

From this cut-off it was concluded that the observed peaks

were associated with Hj-states having the H(1s) +H(3&) poten-

tial energy as dissociation limitT which predissociate into

H(1s) +H(2£). This interpretation is confirmed by the detec- '

tion of Lyman-cx radiation (H(2«.) -*H(1s)> after CE of H^ with

potassium by Gellene et al. [1]. In this chapter we present

more detailed measurements on these predissociations. A much

higher resolution for low e could be obtained by enlarging the

flight length of the apparatus from 455 mm to 750 mm.

Highly zxcltzd &£a.tz& o& H2

The spectroscopy of the hydrogen molecule is a field of

continuing interest for already more than half a century. As

Sharp has put it into words because "the simplicity of the mo-

lecule belies the complexity of its spectrum". Especially the

extensive experimental studies by Oieke [2] of the emission

spectra of H2 and its isotopes have contributed greatly to

the knowledge of these molecules. Nevertheless much is still

unknown about highly excited states. Only for the lower states

up to the H{1s) +H{2«.) limit (n = 2 and some n = 3 united atom
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states) all potential curves are accurately known through the

ab initio calculations of Kolos et al. [3,4]. For the higher

lying singly excited states (n>3) only less accurate calcula-

tions, if at all, are available and in general only the lowest

vibrational levels are experimentally determined. Very useful

compilations of the available data are given by Sharp [5],

by Huber and Herzberg [6] and by Crosswhite [7]. These authors

use different notations for the molecular states. We will use

here the notations of Sharp, from whom also the potential cur-

ves in figure 1 are taken.

Many highly excited states of H2, also far above the ioni-

zation limit, are known to be predissociative. One of the

first observations was made by Dieke [8] in 1935 for the d In-

state through missing lines in the emission spectrum. This

state can predissociate to the e E -state for v > 3 . Other

states in this energy region (see fig. 1) which are strongly

predissociated are the D1n*f D'
1nu and B'^E^-states [9]. These

predissociations of singlet states can be detected through the

emission of atomic hydrogen lines (Lyman and Balmer series)

after excitation of molecular states with synchrotron radiation.

Triplet states can be studied by electron impact excitation of

ground state H_ [10,11]. Bose and Linder [12] found in this
* 3

way an indication of the predissociation of the k II -state

besides the d I^-state. A more accurate approach to study low

vibrational levels of triplet-gerade states is recently intro-

duced by Eyler and Pipkin [13]. They use laser excitation

starting from the metastable c n~-levels. With this method

they have also observed a thus far unknown electronic state,

probably the 4s E*-state, which turned out to be strongly pre-

dissociative for v = 2 [14]. High vibrational levels of n = 3

states are easily populated through CE of H 2 with alkali tar-

gets. Gellene et al. [1] observed predissociations in that

way by the measurement of Lyman-a radiation. Through a high

resolution measurement of the kinetic energy distribution of

the fragments we have been able to identify the most impor-

tant contributing states.
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2. Experimental results

2.1 . The apparatus

The only modification that was made on the apparatus alrea-
dy extensively described in chapters I I , V and VI was a length-
ening of the f l ight path from 455 mm to 750 nun. Thereby the
detection l imit on e i s considerably lowered and the resolu-
tion i s greatly enhanced because the fragments f ly further
apart (see f i g . 2 ) . Much attention was paid to a careful energy
calibration by measuring the exact f l ight length and calibra-
ting the R and T readouts. In th is way an absolute energy scale
with an accuracy of 10 meV was obtained.
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2.2. Measurements

The first measurements were performed at a collision energy

of 5 keV and with as well Cs as kb target vapours, which show-

ed no significant differences in the predissociation spectra.

In figure 2 a spectrum is reproduced which was directly recor-

ded as a function of e with 80° < 0 < 90°. On top of the conti-

nuum of process a (see chapter V) seven peaks, of which some

are splitted, are clearly observed. The predissociation limit

at e=1.9 eV, that was established in chapter V (fig. 19),

can just be distinguished. The positions of the peaks coincide

very well with the known vibrational levels v = 5 - 9 of the

d n -state (see fig. 2). The lowest 9 levels are determined by

Dieke £7] and these values are used here, taking into account

the correction of 149.6 cm"1 given by Miller and Freund [15]

on Dieke's tables. A check on this assignment could be carried

out with the observation of the isotope shift through a measu-

rement on D_. In that case the peaks are much weaker because

only the shifted peaks of the highest vibration (v^7) can be

observed above the detection limit of 0.3 eV.

In a second series of experiments the beam energy was

lowered to 2.5 keV. At this energy the intensity ratio of the

peaks and the continuum 'background' is about a factor of 2

lower than at 5 keV, which made it difficult to observe the

highest vibrations of the d-series. The resolution in the other

peaks (v£8), for which sufficient statistics is obtained,

is substantially enhanced and rotational structure is clearly

observed. Since the e-limit for detection is decreased with

E, new peaks can now be observed around e = 0.2 eV. It is

clear that the d H^-state, of which the levels are indicated

in fig. 3, is not sufficient to account for all peaks. Even

within the conglomerates that were denoted v = 5 and 6 in fi-

gure 2 peaks are present that do not have the correct posi-

tions to belong to the high rotational levels of this state.

A comparison with the 5 keV spectrum shows further that exact-

ly these peaks are now relatively stronger, which is also an

indication tha^: there is a second important predissociatj «i

series. Above e =0.7 eV this predissociation becomes evea

stronger than the d-series.
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2.3. Measurements with para-hydrogen

In order to resolve the spectrum further we have done mea-

surements with pure para-hydrogen, which was kindly prepared

for us by Dr. J. Korving of the university of Leyden. As ex-

plained in more detail before (chapt. VI.2) hydrogen molecules

exist, as all homonuclear diatomic molecules, in two modifica-

tions with different total nuclear spins I. A strong selection

rule for all types of transitions conserves the ortho (1=1,

weight 3) or para (1 = 0, weight 1) character. For Z-states the

rotational levels belong alternatingly to one of the modifi-

cations while for states with A _> 1 one of the A-doubled compo-

nents is a para level and the other one an ortho level. From

the d n -state only the H* levels are allowed to predissociate

to the e £ -state, completely analogous to the e n -state

treated in chapter VI (see also the diagram of fig. VI.2),

which means odd levels for para-hydrogen and even levels for

ortho-hydrogen.

Many rotational levels have disappeared in the para-spectrum

of figure 3 and much sharper peaks are left. To simplify the

interpretation we have subtracted the para-spectrum, multiplied

by an appropriate normalization factor, from the full spectrum

yielding a pure ortho-spectrum (fig. 4). Almost alternatingly

peaks are seen to appear in the para and ortho spectra. For

the vibrational levels v = 4 - 8 of the d n^-state peaks can now

unambiguously be assigned to the lowest four rotational levels

as is done in table 1. The K = 5 para-levels are not clearly

observed and the K = 6 ortho-levels only weakly.

3. Assignment of observed peaks and discussion
Many peaks are observed which do not belong to the d H -

state (fig. 4, table 1). Therefore all other electronic states

which are allowed to predissociate and which would give

H(1s) +H(2H) fragments were compared, as far as their energy

levels are known (D1IIu, D '
1 ^ , B - V , D"1Iïu, k

3Hu, 4s3E*),

with the observed energies. Only the D1JI -state seems to cor-

respond to an observed series of relatively weak peaks although
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the observed energies are slightly lower. The alternation of

ortho (even) and para (odd) levels corresponds with the pre-

dissociation of a n^-state to a £*-state (the B'1Z*-state).

The whole vibrational series lying just above the d JIU~

levels and a number of peaks below e = 0.4 eV cannot be

attributed to known levels. The vibrational spacings of the

unknown series are, however, so close to the d IIu-spacings

that only another Rydberg state lying very nearby in energy

can produce them. Other arguments for this conclusion are the

observed dissociation limit of e =1.9 eV and the fact that

only states in this neighbourhood are expected to be substan-

tially populated in near resonant charge exchange of H2 with

Cs. The resonance energy defect is already around 2.5 eV for

the d-state. Besides the states which are already investigated

only the g £ , the J A and the j A states are therefore
g g "

available. According to Kronigs selection rules (chapt. VI.2)
these states are allowed to predissociate to respectively the

i3n +h3Eg, the I
1n and the i3n states. All these final

states merge with the initial states at small internuclear

distances and exhibit a hump above r=2 8 (see fig. 1), which

results in a lower limit of e = 0.3-0.4 eV for direct predis-

sociation. The unidentified peaks in our spe ' ra below this

limit, which do not seem to belong to a regular series, might

very well belong to weakly bound levels of these states that

can tunnel fast enough through the potential barrier to give

a sharp peak in our spectrum (T , up to about 100 ns in this
V,K

e-region, see chapt. VI.3.2). Although the potential curves

for the i-, I- and h-states are known from ah-initio calcula-

tions [4,16l, the metastable levels are, to our knowledge,

never calculated or experimentally observed.

In the conglomerate between 0.4 and 0.5 eV it is clearest

observed (fig. 3) that the unknown vibrational series con-

sists mainly of two rotational peaks per vibration. The lowest

one is a para-level which lies just .above the K = 4 ortho-

level of the d-state. The energy difference between the two

unknown peaks is about 15 meV (table 1) from which can be

deduced that the levels are K = 2 and K = 3 because the rota-

tional constants of various Rydberg states in this region do
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not differ very much. This characterizes A and A~ states and

since all our candidates are gerade, A* is probably the symme-

try of the state sought. Because the two lowest rotational

levels are missing, a A-state (K^2) is the most probable op-

tion.

Only the positions of the lowest 3 and 4 vibrational levels

are known from Dieke's tables [2] for respectively the J A
•a y

and the j A states. These levels indeed lie slightly above

the corresponding d n -levels and the vibrational spacings are

only about 5 meV smaller in this region. On contrast the vi-

brational spacings of the first four levels of the g E*-state

are 20 - 30 meV larger which forms another reason to reject

this state. The observed energy difference between the K - 2

levels of the A-state and the d II -state is about 50 meV

(± 3 meV) for v = 5 and only a few meV's more for the higher

vibrations. Since the accurately known differences between the

J A and j A states for v, K = 2, 2 and the d-state are res-

pectively 51 and 69 xneV, it is not possible to make out which

of the two states is observed. An accurate extrapolation from

the known series is not well possible because the rotational

levels are too irregular due to It-uncoupling [18]. The final,

partly tentative, assignments are ~iven in table 1 and figure 4.

4. Conclusions
The predissociation of highly excited n = 3 states of H2,

populated after charge exchange of H2 with Cs, has been stu-

died by measuring the kinetic energy release with an e-resolu-

tion of about 15 meV FWHM. Thereby rotational levels of the

predissociative states could be resolved. Three vibrational

series are observed with a dissociation limit of £ = 1.9 eV,

one of which could unambiguously be assigned to the d 1 -

state for 4 £ v £ 11. The other two series are probably due to

predissociation of the D1Hu~state and to one of the J,j
1'3A -

states. A number of irregular peaks below e =0.4 eV are attri-

buted to the three states which have metastable levels due to

a potential barrier, the I,i1'3JI -states and the h3E+-state. A

definitive assignment awaits a calculation of the energy levels

of the states involved for high vibrational levels.
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These measurements have shown that charge exchange of H^

is a convenient way to reach high vibrational levels of n = 3

states of H 2 and forms a unique tool to study predissociations.

In principal the resolution of the method can be further in-

creased by choosing a longer flight length. A new apparatus,

with a changeable flight length up to 2 m, has just come into

operation and could be used for this purpose. Better ion optics

now provide a smaller beam diameter, which was actually too

large ( >1 mm) for optimal resolution during the experiments

with a prototype apparatus presented here. Lifetime measure-

ments in the range of tens of nanoseconds can also be carried

out if a better energy resolution is available through the

observation of exponential tails on the peaks (see chapter VI).

Another interesting possibility, extending the experiments of

Eyler and Pipkin [13,14], is the study of highly excited predisso-

ciative states by photo-excitation, starting from high vibra-

tional levels of the metastable c n^-state. With visible laser-

light the A -states which are probably seen here could be

studied very accurately.
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Summary

A detailed experimental and theoretical study of the Disso-

ciative Charge Exchange (DCE) of the hydrogen molecular ion H2

is described, focusing on the properties of near resonant

electron transfer. Four different processes contribute to this

DCE:

process a - Radiative dissociation after fluorescence of

the a3E+-state of H2 to the repulsive b
3Z*-

state.

process b - Direct dissociation through CE to the repul-

sive b3Z*-state.

i process c - Predissociation of the c I^-state by rotatio-

nal coupling to the b E+-state, yielding two

ground state H(ls) atoms.

process d - Predisscciation of several highly excited

states of H2 into H(1s) +H{2£).

The Near Resonant Charge Exchange (NRCE) mechanism is dominant

for all targets used (Ar, Hj, Hg, Na, Rb, Cs) which implies

that the relative cross sections for the different processes

depend strongly on the ionization energy of the target species.

This thesis opens (chapter I) with an overview of the

available experimental approaches in molecular physics. Fur-

ther the simple Demkov model for NRCE is described.

In chapter II a novel experimental technique for measure-

ments on dissociative processes is introduced which combines

a high efficiency with a high energy resolution. Both frag-

ments, originating from a dissociation in a fast beam

(1.5 - 7 keV) of molecular ions, are observed with a dedica-

, ted double channelplate detector. By measuring the mutual

I distance R and the flight time difference T of two correlated

| fragments, the magnitude and direction of the mutual velocity

I of the fragments in their c m . frame is directly established.
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A detailed description of the techniques applied in the detec-

tor, which has a high spatial and timing resolution with 30 um

and 350 psec FWHM respectively for the detection of one parti-

cle, is given in chapter III.

A semi-classical theory for NRCE in the medium energy range

between a diatomic molecular ion and an atom is developed in

chapter IV. In this theory the internal parameters of the

triatomic system, such as the orientation and internuclear

distance of the molecular collision partner, are explicitly

treated. To calculate exchange cross sections a set of closed

coupled equations is derived from the time dependent Schrö-

dinger equation and numerically solved for the H,, + Mg case,

taking into account three coupled outgoing channels (proces-

ses a, b and c_). The results agree fairly well with the ex-

perimental e and 0-spectra.

The experiments on the processes a and b, both contributing

to a continuum below e = 8 eV, are described in chapter V.

These two channels could be separated by observing the scat-

tering angle of the whole molecule. Also experiments were per-

formed with vibrationally selected beams, by which means

vibrational wavefunctions can be made directly visible.

Process c is the subject of chapter VI. The predissociation

of the c nu~state of H2 produces 18 well resolved vibrational

peaks in the e-spectrum between 7.2 and 10.2 eV. With a com-

puter decomposition program accurate values are obtained from

these spectra for the predissociative lifetimes and populations

of rovibrational levels. Rotational excitation during CE is

shown to be very strong, especially when far off-resonance

targets as Ar are used.

In chapter VII orientational oscillations are discussed

which are seen for process c. Only for the lowest non-rotating

level of the different vibrational levels in the c It -state

these oscillatory 0-distributions, which originate from in-

terferences during the CE collision, are conserved until the

predissociation takes place and are therefore observable with

our method.

In chapter VIII measurements are presented on process d.

In this case where predissociations occur with low released
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kinetic energies (e<1.9 eV), rotational levels are resolved

in the spectra. The interpretation is simplified by using pure

para-hydrogen which means that half of the peaks disappear.

Three series of peaks could be assigned to the predissociation

of the d3n , the D1ny and one of the J,j
1'3A states of H2.
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Samenvatting

In dit proefschrift wordt een gedetailleerde experimentele

en theoretische studie van de dissociatieve ladings-uitwisse-

ling (DCE) van het moleculaire waterstofion H2 beschreven.

Hierbij wordt speciaal aandacht besteed aan de eigenschappen

van bijna resonante electronvangst. Vier verschillende pro-

cessen dragen bij aan deze DCE:

proces a - Dissociatie na fluorescentie vanuit de a £ -

toestand van H_ naar de repulsieve b Z -toestand.

proces b - Direkte dissociatie door electronvangst naar de

repulsieve b I+-toestand.
33

proces c - Predissociatie van de c ü^-toestand via rotatie-

koppeling met de b Z*-toestand, hetgeen twee

waterstofatomen oplevert in hun grondtoestand

proces d - Predissociatie van verscheidene hoog aangeslagen

toestanden van H2 naar H(1s> + H(2JI).

Het mechanisme van bijna resonante ladingsuitwisseling (NRCE)

is dominant aanwezig bij de electronvangst van alle botspart-

ners die gebruikt zijn (Ar, H2» Mg, Na, Rb, Cs). Dit betekent

dat de relatieve opbrengsten van de verschillende processen

(a - d) sterk afhankelijk zijn van de ionisatie-energie van

het botsgas.

Het proefschrift begint (hoofdstuk I) met een overzicht

van de beschikbare experimentele methoden die gebruikt kunnen

worden in de molecuulfysica. Verder wordt het eenvoudige

Demkov-model voor NRCE beschreven.

In hoofdstuk II wordt een nieuwe experimentele techniek ge-

ïntroduceerd voor het uitvoeren van metingen aan dissocia-

tieve processen, welke een hoge efficiency paart aan een hoog

energie-oplossend vermogen. Beide fragmenten, ontstaan bij

een dissociatie in een snelle bundel (1,5-7 keV) van molecu-
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laire ionen, worden waargenomen met een speciaal voor dit doel

ontwikkelde dubbele detector op basis van microkanalen platen.

Door het neten van de onderlinge afstand R en het vluchttijd-

verschil T van twee bij elkaar behorende fragmenten, wordt de

grootte en de richting van de onderlinge snelheid van de frag-

menten in hun zwaartepuntsstelsel direkt vastgesteld. Een ge-

detailleerde beschrijving van de technieken die toegepast zijn

in de detector, die een hoog plaats- en tijdoplossend vermogen

heeft van resp. 30 pra en 350 psec. FWHM voor de detectie van

één deeltje, is te vinden in hoofdstuk III.

Een semiklassieke theorie voor NRCE in het middengebied

van botsenergieën tussen een twee-atomig moleculair ion en een

atoom wordt uiteengezet in hoofdstuk IV. In deze theorie worden

de interne parameters van het drie-atomige systeem, zoals de

oriëntatie en internucleaire afstand van de moleculaire bots-

partner, expliciet behandeld. Teneinde werkzame doorsneden

voor electronvangst uit te rekenen wordt een set van gesloten

gekoppelde vergelijkingen afgeleid van de tijdafhankelijke

Schrödinger vergelijking en numeriek opgelost voor het geval

H,+Mg. Hierbij worden drie gekoppelde uitgangskanalen (pro-

cessen a,b£) in beschouwing genomen. De resultaten stemmen

goed overeen met de experimentele e- en 0-spectra.

De experimenten aan de processen a en b, die allebei bij-

clxagen aan een continuum uene^an e = 8 eV, worden beschreven

in hoofdstuk V. Deze twee kanalen konden onderscheiden worden

door de strooihoek van het hele molecuul waar te nemen. Ook

zijn er experimenten uitgevoerd met vibrationeel geselecteerde

bundels, waarbij vibratie golffuncties direkt zichtbaar ge-

maakt konden worden.

Proces c is het onderwerp van hoofdstuk VI. De predissocia-

tie van de c nu-toestand van H2 resulteert in 18 goed gescheiden

vibratiepieken in het e-spectrum tussen 7,2 en 10,2 eV. Met

behulp van een computer decompositie programma zijn nauwkeu-

rige waarden verkregen uit deze spectra voor de predissocia-

tieve levensduren en bevolkingen van rovibrationele niveau's.

Hiermee is aangetoond dat aanzienlijke rotatie-excitatie voor-

komt gedurende de electronvangst, speciaal als botsgassen

zoals argon gebruikt worden die een hoge ionisatie energie

hebben.
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In hoofdstuk VII worden oriëntatie-oscillaties besproken

die gemeten zijn voor proces e. Alleen voor het laagste, niet

roterende niveau van de verschillende vibratie niveau's in

de e n -toestand blijven deze oscillerende e-verdelingen, die

ontstaan door interferenties gedurende de ladingsuitwisselings

botsing, bewaard totdat de predissociatie plaatsvindt en zijn

daardoor waarneembaar in onze metingen.

In hoofdstuk VIII worden metingen aan proces d gepresenteerd.

In dit geval van predissociaties met lage vrijkomende energieën

(e<1.9 eV) konden rotatieniveau's opgelost worden in de spec-

tra. De interpretatie is vereenvoudigd door puur para-waterstof

te gebruiken, hetgeen betekent dat de helft van de pieken ver-

dwijnt. Drie series van pieken konden toegeschreven worden

aan de predissociatie van de d Iu, de D üu en één van de

J,j ' A -toestanden van H,.
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Nawoord

Een nawoord bij een proefschrift biedt de mogelijkheid tot

het ten beste geven van bespiegelingen over het promotiewerk

en het bedanken van de betrokkenen. Om redenen van efficiency

en leesbaarheid zal ik het laatste beperken tot het noemen van

een aantal mensen (zie ook de colofons voorin het proefschrift)

die een belangrijke bijdrage aan het totstandkomen van dit

werkstuk hebben geleverd. Deze mensen worden impliciet maar

welgemeend bedankt. Volledigheid is hierbij niet nagestreefd

omdat zeer veel personen direkt of indirekt bij een omvang-

rijk onderzoek als het onderhavige betrokken zijn.

Een uitzondering op de hierboven omschreven procedure wil

ik echter maken voor het groepje mensen dat zeer direkt bij

het onderzoek betrokken is geweest en waarvan ik op dit mo-

ment middels dit proefschrift de woordvoerder ben. Allereerst

een kompliment voor mijn promotor Joop Los, die mijn werk

voortdurend kritisch gevolgd en aangemoedigd heeft. Door zijn

vindingrijkheid en kennis van zaken is hij voor mij de be-

langrijkste inspiratiebron geweest. Zeer goed werk is afgele-

verd door de technici Harry Pape en, in het eerste stadium,

Hans Holsboer. Jan Neuteboom heeft door zijn afstudeerwerk

bij onze groep ook in belangrijke mate aan het hele projekt

bijgedragen en heeft zich met name onmisbaar gemaakt door

zijn fenomenale computerprestaties. Verder wil ik hier Ineke

bedanken voor het geduld dat zij heeft weten op te brengen,

met name gedurende de laatste maanden toen de werktijden

enigszins buiten-proportionele vormen begonnen aan te nemen.
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Dan komen we nu toe aan de bespiegelingen ofwel hoe kijkt

de promovendus tegen zijn promotiejaren aan. Welnu, hij heeft

het goed naar zijn zin gehad en ongeveer gekregen wat hij ver-

wacht had. Als vers ingenieur kwam hij in 1979 het Instituut

binnen omdat hij vond dat hij zich nog wel vier jaren

'spielerei' kon veroorloven.. Dat daar ook een officiële pro-

motie aan vast zat nam hij op de koop toe, uiteraard met

slechts een flauwe notie omtrent het vele werk dat er nodig is

om uiteindelijk een dissertatie te produceren. Vier jaar lijkt

lang als ze nog niet om zijn en geven het idee dat er ruim-

schoots de tijd is om een volledig nieuw vakgebied machtig te

worden. Na atoomkernen en B~ en y-straling zijn moleculen

tamelijk slome dingen en is enige aanpassing vereist. Na enige

tijd wisten deze deeltjes echter toch de interesse van onze

promovendus te wekken.

Allereerst moest er echter een meetmethode en bijbehorend

apparaat ontwikkeld worden en daar was onze hoofdpersoon

eigenlijk voor gekomen. Het idee, geopperd door Boel Wij-

naendts van Resandt en Joop Los, en bescheiden financiële

middelen uit de 'Delphi-pot' lagen al klaar. Twee fragmenten

van een molecuul, uiteengevallen door beschieting met een

laserbundel, moesten tegelijkertijd gedetecteerd worden en

daarvoor moesten 'channelplates' gebruikt worden. Na ingewijd

te zijn in het vacuümvak door Jan verhoeven en Gerrit Frijlink

toog Dik, samen met Hans Holsboer, aan het werk. Onder de

motto's 'breken duurt weken' en 'meten is weten' werd een

proefopstelling in elkaar gezet. Daarin kwam het eerste proto-

type van de twee-deeltjes detector die vervolgens steeds ver-

der geperfectioneerd werd. Vooral de elektronica bleek een

problematische factor te zijn en er werd dan ook veelvuldig

een beroep gedaan op de mensen van het elektronica lab.

(Paul van Deenen, Hans ter Horst, Henk Dekker). Ook is er

veel samengewerkt met het data lab. (Him Tebra, Jan van der

Eist, Frans de Haan, Ceés van Doornik, Ben Okhuysen). Na ruim

twee jaar (19 okt.1981) kon uiteindelijk 'the proof of the

pudding' geleverd worden, de methode werkte! Net de waarneming

van predissociatiepieken na elektronvangst van H^ kon de eer-

ste grote borrel gegeven worden. Daarna is alles enigszins in
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een stroomversnelling geraakt en is ook het 'testexperiment'

wat uit de hand gelopen, het vult nu bijna het hele proef-

schrift. Al vrij snel kwam er ook meer geld beschikbaar zodat

betere elektronica aangeschaft kon worden waarmee de meetme-

thode pas echt goed uit de verf kon komen.

Inmiddels was Jan Neuteboom het groepje komen versterken

en was Harry Pape de technicus geworden. Zijn taak werd al

vrij snel de constructie van een groot, definitief apparaat

voor het bedrijven van Translatie Spectroscopie op de moderne

manier. Dit apparaat is inmiddels bedrijfsklaar en heeft al

de eerste meetresultaten opgeleverd, die echter niet in dit

proefschrift beschreven worden. Het de sloop van het oude appa-

raat werd ook de 'muur' tussen onze groep en die van Frits de

Heer letterlijk omlaaggehaald. In figuurlijke zin was deze

muur al veel eerder geslecht en zo langzamerhand begint

'room d' één groep te worden.

Gedurende de laatste anderhalf jaar is een grote hoeveel-

heid metingen verricht en ook grotendeels verklaard. Hierbij

is een nauwe samenwerking ontstaan met een aantal mensen uit

Parijs (Orsay) waarvan Victor Sidis (Merci'), Tom Govers en

Geneviêve Comtet (aussi Merci!) hier niet onvermeld mogen

blijven.

Inmiddels is de cirkel gesloten en staat onze promovendus,

met een boekje in de hand, wéér voor een toekomstkeuze.


